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Analysis of the Performance for SFBC-OFDM and
FSTD-OFDM Schemes in LTE Systems over
MIMO Fading Channels
Mohammad Torabi, Ali Jemmali, and Jean Conan
Department of Electrical Engineering,
École Polytechnique de Montréal,
Montréal, QC, Canada,
{mohammad.torabi, ali.jemmali, jean.conan}@polymtl.ca

Abstract— In this paper, a performance analysis is presented
for space-frequency block coded orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (SFBC-OFDM) and Frequency Switched Transmit
Diversity OFDM (FSTD-OFDM) schemes in the 3GPP Long
Term Evolution (LTE) system over MIMO fading channels.
Analytical expressions for the average BER, average channel
capacity and the average throughput of the system are derived for
two different MIMO schemes, SFBC-OFDM and FSTD-OFDM,
defined in LTE, and are evaluated numerically. Monte-Carlo
simulation results are also provided to verify the accuracy of
the mathematical analysis. It is shown that the results obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations match closely with those obtained
from the derived mathematical formulas.
Keywords- Performance Analysis, MIMO, LTE, M-QAM Modulation, Capacity, Throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To increase the capacity and speed of wireless communication systems, a new wireless data networks has been
emerged and has been standardized by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP). This new standard is a natural
evolution to the existing second (2G) and third (3G) generation
wireless networks in order to respond to the growing demand
in terms of data rates and speed and marketed as 4G Long
Term Evolution (LTE). In LTE, data throughput and the speed
of wireless data are increased by using a combination of
new methods and technologies like Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple-Input MultipleOutput (MIMO) techniques.
In the downlink, LTE transmission is based on Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), known as a
technique for encoding digital data on multiple carrier frequencies. It was shown that OFDMA is an efficient technique
to improve the spectral efficiency of wireless systems. By
converting the wide-band frequency selective channel into a
set of several flat fading subchannels, OFDM technique becomes more resistant to frequency selective fading than single
carrier systems. As OFDM signals are in time and frequency
domain, they allow adding frequency domain scheduling to
time domain scheduling. In LTE, for a given transmission
power, the system data throughput and the coverage area
can be optimized by employing Adaptive Modulation and
Coding (AMC) techniques. The role of a user scheduler at

the transmitter side is to assign the data rate for each user
according to the channel conditions from the serving cell, the
interference level from other cells, and the noise level at the
receiver side.
In LTE standard, the use of MIMO has been considered as
an essential technique in order to achieve the target in terms
of data throughput and reliability. MIMO is known to be a
very powerful technique to improve the system performance of
wireless communication systems. The diversity and multiplexing modes are the two main modes of operation of multiple
antennas systems. The principle of diversity mode is based
on transmitting the same signal over multiple antennas and
hence to improve the reliability of the system by a diversity
gain. In this mode, the mapping function of transmit symbols
used at the transmit antennas is called Space Time Block
Coding (STBC). On the other hand, multiplexing mode uses
two or more different spatial streams and sends them through
two different antennas, consequently, the data rate can be
improved.
In [1] an analysis is performed for evaluating the average bit
error rate (BER) of MIMO schemes in LTE systems employing
the classical M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) scheme. In this paper, we provide more details about
the system model and about the considered transmit diversity
schemes in LTE and we extend the results in [1] and in
addition to the average BER analysis, we present the average
capacity analysis as well as the average throughput analysis
for two different MIMO schemes as defined in LTE. Then,
the results obtained from analytical formulas are provided,
showing the performance of the considered schemes. From
those results one can simply compare the benefits of using
considered MIMO schemes. In addition, the results obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations are also provided to verify the
accuracy of the analysis for each performance metric.
To study the performance of LTE systems a MATLAB based
downlink physical layer simulator for Link Level Simulation
(LLS) has been developed in [2], [3]. A System Level Simulation of the Simulator is also available [4]. The goal of
developing the LTE simulator was to facilitate comparison
with the works of different research groups and it is publicly
available for free under academic non-commercial use license
[3]. The main features of the simulator are adaptive coding
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and modulation, MIMO transmission and scheduling. As the
simulator includes many physical layer features, it can be
used for different applications in research [4]. In [5], the
simulator was used to study the channel estimation of OFDM
systems and the performance evaluation of a fast fading
channel estimator was presented. In [6] and [7], a method for
calculating the Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI), the Rank
Indicator (RI), and the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) were
studied and analyzed with the simulator.
In this paper, analyses of the performance for two transmit
diversity schemes, known as Space Frequency Block Coding
(SFBC) and Frequency Switched Transmit Diversity (FSTD)
MIMO schemes in LTE system, are presented for different
performance metrics. Those performance metrics are the average BER, the average capacity and the average throughput.
The average BER results obtained from the analysis are then
compared to the results of Monte-Carlo simulation using the
Link Level LTE simulator [2], [3].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system model used in the paper. In
Section III, we present performance analyses for the average
BER, the average capacity and the average throughput of
SFBC and FSTD MIMO schemes. The numerical and simulation results and discussions are presented in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

rk,n = Fk,n yk,n = Fk,n Hk,n xk,n + Fk,n nk,n .

(2)

The Zero Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE) design criterion [9] are typically used for the linear
receiver and the input signal vector is normalized to unit
power. In MIMO-OFDM systems, the key factor of link error
prediction and performances is the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
which represents the measurement for the channel quality
information. In this study, the SNR is defined by
γk,n =

γ
2
kHk,n kF
NT

(3)

where γ = Es /N0 is the average SNR per symbol and k.k2F
is the squared Frobenius norm of a matrix.
A. LTE Frame Structure

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, the structure of the OFDM LTE signal and
LTE transmit diversity schemes are described. However, more
details can be found in [8]. The OFDM signal has a time and
a frequency domains. In the time domain, the LTE signal is
composed of successive frames. Each frame has a duration of
Tframe = 10 msec. Each frame is divided into 10 subframes
with equal length of 1 msec. Each subframe consists of two
equal length time-slots with a time duration of Tslot = 0.5
msec. For a normal cyclic prefix length, each time-slot consists
of Ns = 7 OFDM symbols. In the frequency domain, the
OFDM technique converts the LTE wideband signal into several narrowband signals. Each narrowband signal is transmitted
on one subcarrier frequency.
In LTE, the spacing between subcarriers is fixed to 15 KHz.
Twelves adjacent subcarriers, occupying a total of 180 KHz,
of one slot forms the so-called Resource Block (RB). The
number of Resource Blocks in an LTE slot depends on the
allowed system bandwidth. The minimum number of RB is
equal to 6 corresponding to 1.4 MHz system bandwidth. For
20 MHz system bandwidth (Maximum Allowed bandwidth in
LTE) the number of RB is equal to 100. In a MIMO system
with MR receive antennas and MT transmit antennas, the
relation between the received and the transmitted signals on
subcarrier frequency k (k ∈ 1, · · · , K), at sampling instant
time n (n ∈ 1, · · · , N ) is given by
yk,n = Hk,n xk,n + nk,n

n, xk,n ∈ CMR ×1 is the transmit symbol vector and nk,n ∼
CN (0, σn2 .I) is a white, complex valued Gaussian noise vector
with variance σn2 .
Assuming perfect channel estimation, the channel matrix
and noise variance are considered to be known at the receiver.
A linear equalizer filter given by a matrix Fk,n ∈ CMR ×MR is
applied on the received symbol vector yk,n to determine the
post-equalization symbol vector rk,n as follows [7]

(1)

where yk,n ∈ CMR ×1 is the received vector, Hk,n ∈ CMR ×MT
represents the channel matrix on subcarrier k at instant time

Two types of LTE frame structures are defined depending
on the duplexing mode of the transmission. Two duplexing
methods are defined in LTE, namely Time Division Duplex
(TDD) and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD). In the FDD
mode, the downlink path (DL), from the eNodeB to user
equipment (UE), and the uplink path (UL), from the UE to
eNodeB, operate on different carrier frequencies. In the TDD
mode, the downlink and the uplink paths operate on the same
carrier frequency but in different time slots. In other word,
in FDD, the downlink and uplink transmissions are separated
in the frequency domain, whereas in TDD the downlink and
uplink transmissions are separated in the time domain. Type 1
frame structure of LTE is associated with the FDD duplexing
mode whereas Type 2 frame structure of LTE is associated
with the TDD duplexing mode. For both types of LTE frame
structures, the DL and UL transmissions in LTE systems are
arranged into radio frames. The duration of a radio frame is
fixed at 10 msec. The radio frame is comprised of ten 1 msec
subframes, which represents the shortest Transmission Time
Interval (TTI). Each subframe consists of two slots of duration
0.5 msec.
Frame structure of Type 1 LTE FDD and Type 2 TDD are
shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), respectively. In Type
2 TDD frame structure, as shown in Figure 1(b), each radio
frame includes 2 half frames of 5 subframes each. Subframes
can be either uplink subframes, downlink subframes or special
subframes. Special subframes include the following fields:
Downlink Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS) and Uplink Pilot Time
Slot (UpPTS). Depending on the length of the Cyclic Prefix
(CP) and the subcarriers spacing, each time slot consists of
6 or 7 OFDM symbols. In fact, the cyclic prefix represents
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(a) Type 1 LTE FDD Frame Structure.

(b) Type 2 LTE TDD Frame Structure.

(c) Structure of the symbols in one slot with Normal Cyclic Prefix.

(d) Structure of the symbols in one slot with Extended Cyclic Prefix.
Fig. 1.

LTE Frame Structure.
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Fig. 2.

OFDM Signal Generation.

a guard period at the beginning of each OFDM symbol
which provides protection against multi-path delay spread. To
effectively combat the delay spread of the channel, the duration
of the cyclic prefix should be greater than the duration of the
multi-path delay spread. At the same time, cyclic prefix also
yields an overhead which should be minimized.
Two types of CP were specified in LTE, namely the normal
CP and the extended CP. The structure of the symbols in a 0.5
msec time slot with normal cyclic prefix and extended cyclic
prefix are shown in Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d), respectively.
As shown, in normal CP, each slot includes 7 OFDM symbols,
whereas in extended CP each slot includes only 6 OFDM symbols. The duration of the first cyclic prefix and the subsequent
prefixes in terms of sampling time (Ts ) are also shown in
Figure 1(c). Ts represents the basic time unit and is given by
Ts = 1/(15000 × 2048) seconds. It can be noticed that the
duration of the first cyclic prefix is larger than the subsequent
cyclic prefixes. For the normal cyclic prefix the duration of the
first cyclic prefix is defined as 160 × Ts, whereas the duration
of subsequent cyclic prefixes is only 144 × Ts . For extended
cyclic prefix, all prefixes have the same length of 512 × Ts .
The normal cyclic prefix length is proposed to be sufficient
for the majority of radio environment scenarios, while the
extended cyclic prefix is intended for radio environment with
particularly high delay spreads. As we will see later, the cyclic
prefix of size G is the copy of G last elements from an OFDM
block including N elements.
B. OFDM Symbol Generation
An OFDM symbol can be generated using the Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), which is an operation of

a transformation from frequency domain to time domain.
Accordingly, the transmitted signal is defined in the frequency
domain. This means that the complex modulated symbols are
considered as the coefficients in the frequency domain. The
block diagram of an OFDM signal generation is shown in
Figure 2. The serial input data stream of size M are converted
into M parallel data elements denoted a block given by
T
S = (S0 , S1 , S2 , ..., SM−1 ) . Then, M parallel data streams
(Si , i = 0, 1, ..., M − 1) are independently modulated (e.g.,
M-QAM modulation) to form a vector of complex modulated
T
symbols given by X = (X0 , X1 , X2 , ..., XM−1 ) .
The vector X is then applied to the input of an N -point
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The output of this
operation is a set of N complex time-domain samples, given
T
by x = (x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., xN −1 ) . In practical implementation
of an OFDM system, N the size of IFFT is greater than M
the number of modulated symbols (i.e., N ≥ M ).
As shown in Figure 2, for the remaining subcarriers (N −M
subcarriers) are being padded with zeros. The next important
operation in the generation of an OFDM signal is the creation
of a guard period at the beginning of each OFDM symbol by
inserting a Cyclic Prefix (CP). This CP is simply generated by
taking the last G samples of the IFFT output and appending
them at the beginning of vector x. This yields the OFDM
symbol in the time domain, as a vector of size G + N ,
given by (xN −G , ..., xN −1 , x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., xN −1 )T as shown
in Figure 2. The last step in the OFDM signal generation
is the parallel to serial conversion of the IFFT output an
then its transmissions through the transmit antennas. The
generated OFDM signal will be transmitted over multiple
transmit antennas using the transmit diversity schemes to be
explained in the following.
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Fig. 3.

Space Frequency Block Coding (SFBC) Scheme in LTE [11].

Fig. 4.

Frequency Switched Transmit Diversity (FSTD) Scheme in LTE [11].

C. Transmit Diversity Schemes in LTE
In LTE, two main transmit diversity schemes are employed;
the first one (SFBC scheme) with 2 transmit antennas and
the second one (FSTD scheme) with 4 transmit antennas [10].
Both schemes use only one data stream (one signal) [11]. In
LTE, one data signal (also called data stream) is referred as one
codeword because only one transport block (TB) is used per
data stream. In order to ensure uncorrelated channels between
different antennas and hence maximizing the diversity gain, the
antennas should be well separated relative to the wavelength.
1) SFBC scheme in LTE: When a physical channel in LTE
is configured for transmit diversity operation using two eNodeB antennas, the diversity scheme is called Space Frequency

Block Coding. The principle of SFBC transmission is shown
in Figure 3, similarly to the one reported in [11]. As can be
seen from Figure 3, the SFBC diversity scheme is, in fact, the
frequency domain implementation of the well known Space
Time Block Coding technique, developed by Alamouti [12].
The fundamental characteristic of this family of coding is that
the transmitted diversity streams are orthogonal and they can
be simply decoded at the receiver.
STBC operates on pairs of adjacent symbols in the time
domain. Since the signal in LTE is two dimensional (time
and frequency domains) and the number of available OFDM
symbols in a subframe is not always an even number, the direct
application of STBC is not straightforward. Therefore, SFBC
scheme is proposed to be employed.
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In LTE, for SFBC transmission, the symbols are transmitted
from two eNodeB antenna ports on each pair of adjacent
subcarriers as follows [10]:
 (0)
 

x2j
x2j+1
y (2j) y (0) (2j + 1)
=
(4)
−x∗2j+1
x∗2j
y (1) (2j) y (1) (2j + 1)
where y (p) (k) denotes the symbols transmitted on the kth subcarrier from antenna port p. x2j and x2j+1 (j =
0, 1, 2, ..., N2 − 1) are two adjacent subcarriers in the OFDM
modulated signals, explained earlier. An important characteristic of such codes is that the transmitted signal streams
are orthogonal and a simple linear receiver can be used for
detection and decoding of the signal.
2) FSTD scheme in LTE: The diversity scheme in case
of four transmit antennas (operating on port 0 to port 3) is
called Switched Transmit Diversity [10]. The transmission
structure for FSTD diversity scheme is shown in Figure 4,
similarly to the one explained in [11]. In the FSTD scheme
a pair of modulated symbols are transmitted using SFBC
scheme over two antennas, whereas the other two antennas
are not transmitting. In other words, in the FSTD scheme, the
transmission is switched between a pair of transmit antennas
at each frequency slot. This means that in the first frequency
slot the first two symbols are transmitted through antenna
port 0 and antenna port 2, whereas nothing is transmitted on
antennas ports 1 and 3. Then, in the next frequency slot for
transmission of next two symbols, antenna ports 1 and 3 are
used, where antenna ports 0 and 2 are not transmitting. In LTE,
the space frequency block code, designed for FSTD employing
4 transmit antennas is defined as follows:
y (0) (4j)
 y (1) (4j)

 y (2) (4j)
y (3) (4j)



y (0) (4j + 1) y (0) (4j + 2) y (0) (4j + 3)
y (1) (4j + 1) y (1) (4j + 2) y (1) (4j + 3) 
=
y (2) (4j + 1) y (2) (4j + 2) y (2) (4j + 3) 
y (3) (4j + 1) y (3) (4j + 2) y (3) (4j + 3)


x4j
x4j+1
0
0

0
x4j+2 x4j+3 
 ∗0

(5)
 −x4j+1
0
0 
x∗4j
∗
∗
0
0 −x4j+3 x4j+2

where y (p) (k) denotes the symbols transmitted on the k-th
subcarrier from antenna port p. x4j , x4j+1 , x4j+2 , and x4j+3 ,
(j = 0, 1, 2, ..., N4 −1) are 4 adjacent subcarriers in the OFDM
modulated signals, explained earlier.
In the following, we present a performance analysis and
evaluation for three important metrics, namely the average
BER, the average capacity, and the average throughput of the
considered MIMO systems in LTE.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In the following, we first present a performance analysis
for the average BER of 2 × 1 MIMO SFBC and 4 × 2
MIMO FSTD systems, over slow fading channels. Then an
analysis for the channel capacity of the considered systems
is presented, followed by the average throughput evaluation.

The channel capacity and throughput results can be considered
as a performance limit in terms of bits/sec/Hz for the LTE
system. Finally, the numerical results, obtained from closedform expressions as well as the results obtained from Montecarlo simulations, are presented to verify the accuracy of our
analysis.

A. Average BER Performance Analysis
In the following, we present the average BER analysis for
the SFBC and SFTD systems. For each case, we first briefly
describe the transmit diversity and space frequency coding
scheme. Then, using the Moment Generating Function (MGF)based approach, closed-form expressions are obtained for the
average BER performance of the system for 2 × 1 SFBC and
4 × 2 FSTD MIMO schemes.
1) BER Analysis of SFBC: As explained earlier for Figure
3, SFBC-OFDM transmit diversity scheme is in fact a 2 × 1
MIMO system employing space frequency block coding over
N OFDM subcarriers.
Since OFDM converts the multipath fading channel into N
frequency flat fading sub-channels, we first derive the BER
expressions over flat Rayleigh fading sub-channels, given by
Pb (E). Then, the overall average BER over N sub-channels,
in each case can be calculated from

BERavg =

N
1 X
Pb,k (E)
N

(6)

k=1

where the index k (subcarrier/sub-channel index) is ignored
for the sake of brevity. In addition, the impact of cyclic prefix
in OFDM is assumed to be negligible.
For the 2 × 1 MIMO system employing SFBC scheme, the
probability density function of the SNR for each subcarrier is
given by a chi-square distribution function as follows [13]
fγ (γ) =

2 − γ̄2 γ
γe
γ̄ 2

(7)

where γ̄ is the average SNR per symbol given by γ̄ = Es /N0 .
The moment generating function (MGF) can be determined
using the following equation:
Mγ̄ (s) =

Z

∞

e−sγ f (γ)dγ.

(8)

0

Inserting (7) into (8) and solving the integral yields
Mγ̄ (s) =

γ̄ 2 (s

4
.
+ γ̄2 )2

(9)

The average BER expression for M-QAM modulation
scheme can be obtained from [14] (equation (8.111; Page 255))
√
M /2

Pb (E) ∼
=B

X 1 Z π/2
Mγ̄ (Ai,θ ) dθ
π 0
i=1
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where Ai,θ =

2

(2i−1)
3
2 sin2 θ (M−1)

B=4

and B is defined by
!
√

1
M −1
√
.
log2 M
M

(11)

Then, using the MGF expression in (9), we obtain
4

Mγ̄ (Ai,θ ) =
γ̄ 2

h

(2i−1)2
3
2 sin2 θ (M−1)

i

+

2
γ̄

2 .

For the 4 × 2 MIMO system employing FSTD-OFDM
scheme, we can show that the instantaneous SNR of the system, for k-th subcarrier, is equivalent to that for a 2 × 2 STBC
MIMO system. Therefore, the probability density function of
the SNR is given by a chi-square distribution function as
follows [13]

Substituting (12) into (10) and after some manipulations,
we obtain

8 3 − γ̄2 γ
γ e
.
3γ̄ 4

fγ (γ) =

(12)

In this case, the MGF expression can be obtained by
substituting (17) into (8), which yields
Mγ̄ (s) =

√
M /2

X 1
π
i=1

Pb (E) ∼
=B
where ci =

Z π/2 
0

sin2 θ
sin2 θ + ci

2

dθ

(13)

3(2i−1)2 γ̄
2(M−1) 2 .

The average BER performance as a function of γ̄ = Es /N0
can be evaluated by numerical evaluation of the integral in
(13) for M-QAM modulation schemes.
Alternatively, by solving the integral, we obtain a closedform expression for the average BER of M-QAM modulation
as follows
√
M /2
X
I2 (π/2, ci )
(14)
Pb (E) ∼
=B
i=1

=

φ β
−
π
π

(

−1

+ sin tan

Z

φ

0



sin2 θ
sin2 θ + D

n

dθ,

−π ≤ φ ≤ π
(15)

 n−1
X  2q 
1
+ tan−1 α
q (4 (1 + D))q
2
q=0

π

q
XX
 n−1
α
q=1 p=1



2q
q

 

)
2(q−p)+1
Tp q 
−1
cos tan α
(1 + D)q
(16)

2(q − p)
q−p



where Tp q =
q
D
1+D sgnφ, and α = −β cot φ.

−1
4 [2(q − p) + 1]
,β=

16
.
γ̄ 4 (s + γ̄2 )4

(18)

Similarly to the SFBC case discussed earlier, inserting
(18) into (10), the average BER expression with M-QAM
modulation for FSTD can be written as
√
M /2

Pb (E) ∼
=B

X 1 Z π/2  sin2 θ 4
dθ
π 0
sin2 θ + ci
i=1

(19)

2

γ̄
where ci = 3(2i−1)
2(M−1) 2 , and the integral can be calculated
numerically.
Alternatively, by solving the integral, we obtain a closedform expression for the average BER of M-QAM modulation
for FTSD as follows
√

where the closed-form expression for I2 (., .) can be obtained
from [14](eq.5A.24) as follows
1
In (φ, D) =
π

(17)

Pb (E) ∼
=B

M/2
X
i=1

I4 (π/2, ci )

(20)

where the closed-form expression for I4 (., .) can be obtained
from (16).
Finally, for the sake of comparisons, we express the average
BER of the single-input single-output (SISO) system, that has
been derived for Rayleigh fading channels for M-QAM signals
[14] (eq. 8.112; Page 256), as follows:
√
M /2

Pb (E) ∼
= B/2

X
i=1

1−

s

!
1.5(2i − 1)2 γlog2 M
M − 1 + 1.5(2i − 1)2 γlog2 M
(21)

where B is defined earlier.

p

2) BER Analysis of FSTD: As discussed earlier for Figure
4, FSTD-OFDM transmit diversity scheme is a 4 × 2 MIMO
system employing space frequency block coding over N
OFDM subcarriers, in which only 2 transmit antennas out of
4 antennas are used at each transmission slot. In this case,
considering two consecutive slots, in the first slot only antenna
ports 0 and 2 are used for transmissions and in the second slot
only antenna ports 1 and 3 are employed for transmissions.

B. Average Channel Capacity Analysis
The channel capacity of the MIMO-OFDM system employing a space-frequency code for the k-th subcarrier at n-th time
instant can be written as [15], [16]:


γ
kHk,n k2F .
(22)
Ck,n = Rc log2 1 +
NT Rc
It can be also expressed as
Ck,n = Rc log2 (1 + γk,n )
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where γk,n = NTγRc kHk,n k2F and Rc is the SFBC code rate,
that is equal to one (Rc = 1) for Alamouti space-time coding
used in SFBC and FSTD schemes.
The average capacity averaged over time instant n for k
subcarrier can be written as

C k = E {Ck,n } =

Z

∞

0

Rc log2 (1 + γk,n ) fγk,n (γk,n ) dγk,n .

1
N

N
−1
X

Ck.

(25)

k=0

1) Channel Capacity of SFBC MIMO-OFDM: For the 2×1
SFBC MIMO-OFDM scheme, the probability density function
of the SNR for each subcarrier is given by (7). Inserting (7)
into (24), we obtain
∞

2
2
Rc log2 (1 + γ) 2 γe− γ̄ γ dγ
γ̄
0
Z ∞
2
2
ln(1 + γ) γe− γ̄ γ dγ.
= Rc log2 (e)
2
γ̄
0

Ck =

Z

(26)

To solve the above integral, we use the following result [17]
µ
(M − 1)!

Z

∞

where A = Rc log2 (e)/3 and µ = γ̄2 . Then the overall average
channel capacity can be obtained from (25).

(24)

Finally, by averaging over N subchannels, the overall average
channel capacity can be obtained from
Cavg =

Similar to the 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM case, substituting
(17) into (24), we can obtain


3
X
1
Pj (µ) P4−j (−µ) (29)
C k = A2 P4 (−µ) E1 (µ) +
j
j=1

ln (1 + x) (µ x)M−1 e−µ x dx

C. Throughput Analysis
In a frequency selective fading channel, the subchannels
corresponding the OFDM subcarriers have different amplitudes. To obtain a better throughput or a spectral efficiency,
the transmission mode on each subcarrier can be chosen
according the subchannels state information. Using the known
channel state information (CSI), the transmitter can choose
the best modulation mode and can adapt the transmission
rate and/or transmit power on each OFDM subcarrier. Here,
we consider an adaptive modulation with constant-power and
adaptive-rate transmission while satisfying a quality of service
(QoS) indicator such as a predefined target BER or a target
Block error rate (BLER). We use a rate adaptive modulation
assuming L-mode square M-QAM modulations.
To perform adaptive modulation we divide the entire SNR
region into L + 1 fading regions. Then, according the instantaneous SNR value on each subchannel in each SNR region, we
assign the best modulation mode. This method can provide the
largest throughput while satisfying a target BER value [15].
In this case, the throughput (in Bits/Sec/Hz) for the considered MIMO-OFDM systems is defined as [15], [16], [18]:

0

= PM (−µ) E1 (µ) +

M−1
X
j=1

1
Pj (µ) PM−j (−µ)
j

(27)

Tavg

N −1 L


Rc X X
βl [k] Fγ (αl+1 ) − Fγ (αl )
=
N

(30)

k=0 l=1

where PM (.) is the Poisson distribution defined by PM (x) =
P
M−1 xv −x
, and where E1 (.)Ris the exponential integral of
v=0 v! e
∞
first order, defined by E1 (x) = x t−1 e−t dt for x > 0.
Therefore, using (27) and after performing changes of
variables together with some simplifications, we obtain the
solution of integral in (26) as
C k = A1 [P1 (−µ) E1 (µ) + P1 (µ) P1 (−µ)]

where βl [k] is the number of bits assigned in l-th SNR region
for k-th OFDM subcarrier, αl and αl+1 are the switching SNR
thresholds for l-th SNR region. Fγ (γ) is the cumulative
disR αj
tribution function (CDF) defined as Fγ (αj ) = −∞
fγ (γ) dγ,
where fγ (γ) is defined earlier for each MIMO-OFDM scheme.
We can simply show that substituting the fγ (γ) expressions
for 2×1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM and 4×2 FSTD MIMO-OFDM
respectively given by (7) and (17) in it we obtain

(28)


2
1+
γ̄

(31)



8
2
2
1+ + 2 + 3 .
γ̄
γ̄
3γ̄

(32)

2

Fγ (γ) = 1 − e− γ̄ γ

2
γ̄ .

where A1 = Rc log2 (e) and µ =
Then the overall average
channel capacity can be obtained from (25).
and
2) Channel Capacity of FSTD MIMO-OFDM: As mentioned earlier, for the 4 × 2 FSTD MIMO-OFDM scheme,
we can show that the instantaneous SNR of the system, for
k-th subcarrier, is equivalent to that for a 2 × 2 SFBC MIMOOFDM scheme. For the 2 × 2 SFBC MIMO-OFDM scheme,
the probability density function of the SNR for each subcarrier
is given by (17).

Fγ (γ) = 1 − e

− γ̄2 γ

Finally, closed-form expressions for the average throughput
of 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM and 4 × 2 FSTD MIMO-OFDM
systems can be obtained by inserting the corresponding CDF
expressions (31) and (32) into (30), respectively.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION S ETTINGS
Setting
SISO; 2 × 1 SFBC; 4 × 2 FSTD
5 MHz
5000 subframes
Rayleigh Fading
Perfect
6 (QPSK), 9 (16-QAM), and 16 (64-QAM)

IV. S IMULATION

AND

10

A NALYTICAL R ESULTS

In this section, we provide the performance results obtained
from the mathematical expressions derived in this paper for the
average BER, the average capacity and the average throughput
of the considered MIMO systems in LTE, and assuming γ =
Es /N0 and Rc = 1. Monte-Carlo simulation results are also
provided to show the accuracy of the analysis.
The common simulation settings for Monte-Carlo simulations are summarized in Table I.

The average BER performance as a function of γ = Es/N0
for SISO and MIMO schemes are shown in Figure 5, Figure
6, and Figure 7. In Figure 5, the average BER results are
provided assuming 4-QAM, i.e., QPSK modulation. Figure
6 shows the results for 16-QAM modulation and Figure 7
presents the results for 64-QAM modulation.
It can be seen that the average BER performances of QPSK,
16-QAM, and 64-QAM schemes at high SNRs decrease by
factors γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 4 , for SISO, 2 × 1, and 4 × 2 MIMO
cases, respectively. Thus, the diversity order (slope of the
curves) are equal to 1, 2 and 4, respectively, for the considered
cases. As stated earlier, since in 4 × 2 FSTD, at each timeslot/frequency-slot 2 out of 4 transmit antennas are in use,
therefore the diversity order will be 2 × 2 = 4. In fact, the
corresponding average BER curve for 4×2 FSTD is somehow
like the classical 2 × 2 STBC system, when the channel is not
a time-varying channel.
From the figures it is clear that the BER performance improves as the number of transmit or receive antennas increases,
as expected. It can be observed that the negative slope of the
BER curve for the SISO case is equal to 1, meaning that the
diversity order for the SISO case is equal to 1, as expected.
The second curves in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7
represent the BER results of the 2 × 1 SFBC diversity scheme.
Asymptotically, the slope of these curves can be observed to
be equal to 2, which corresponds to the diversity order of 2×1
SFBC system. An SNR (Es/N0 ) gain improvement can also
be observed compared to the SISO scheme. From Figure 6,
it can be observed that to achieve the BER value of 10−3 ,
the 2 × 1 diversity scheme needs about 10 dB less in Es/N0 ,
compared to the SISO case.
In Figure 7 for 64-QAM modulation, the average BER of
10−3 is achieved at Es/N0 = 39 dB in SISO configuration,
however, the same value of BER is achieved with only at
Es/N0 = 29 dB in the 2 × 1 diversity scheme. Thus an
SNR gain of 10 dB is clearly observed for the 2 × 1 diversity
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Fig. 5. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
BER for QPSK modulation.
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Fig. 6. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
BER for 16-QAM modulation.

scheme. The BER results of the 4 × 2 diversity scheme for
both modulation schemes, i.e., 16-QAM and 64-QAM are also
shown. As described earlier, in high SNRs region the slope of
that curve tends to be equal to 4. This value corresponds to
the diversity order of a 2 × 2 system.
Finally, it can be observed from Figure 5, Figure 6 and
Figure 7 that numerical evaluation results obtained from
average BER formulas match closely to the average BER
results obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations. This verifies
the accuracy of the analysis.
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Fig. 8. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
spectral efficiency of the system for different cases.

B. Average Channel Capacity and Throughput Results
In the following, we show the results for the average capacity and the average throughput (average spectral efficiency)
results for the considered systems. The results are obtained
from the mathematical formulas presented in previous section
as well as from Monte-Carlo simulations. Figure 8 and Figure
9 show the channel capacity limits as well as the throughput
of 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM, 4 × 2 FSTD MIMO-OFDM,
and SISO-OFDM systems. For evaluating the throughout, we
assume several cases considering a target BER of 10−5 .
In Figure 8, we assume a case using two transmission modes, i.e., one M-QAM transmission mode (M ∈

0
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Fig. 9. Numerical Evaluation and Monte-Carlo Simulations of the average
spectral efficiency of the system for different cases.

{4, 16, 64}) and a no-transmission mode. For example, when
16-QAM modulation and no-transmission modes are considered, when the SNR of the subchannel is below a certain
threshold we use 16-QAM for transmission, otherwise no data
is transmitted, i.e., no-transmission mode. The SNR threshold
is obtained according the target BER value. It can be observed
in Figure 8 that the capacity for 4 × 2 FSTD MIMO-OFDM
system is superior than those of 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM,
and SISO cases, as expected.
It is also shown that 2 × 1 SFBC MIMO-OFDM system
can provide superior capacity performance compared to the
SISO system. It can be observed that in a two-mode transmission case, using a higher modulation mode (e.g., 16-QAM
instead of 4-QAM) yields a throughput increase at high SNRs.
However, at low SNR values, for example between 8 to 20 dB,
4-QAM transmission can provide a higher throughput than 64QAM case. This is due to the fact that the SNR threshold for
4-QAM is much less than that for 64-QAM, and a two-mode
transmission using 4-QAM starts the transmission at a lower
SNR than for a two-mode transmission using 64-QAM.
To obtain a better throughput, we use more modulation
modes in the transmission. In Figure 9, we assume a case
using several transmission modes, including a no-transmission
mode, and a four-transmission mode using BPSK, 4-QAM,
16-QAM, 64-QAM schemes. In this case, we obtain 4 SNR
thresholds αl (l = 1, 2, 3, 4) corresponding to the considered
modulation schemes and satisfying the target BER of 10−5 . It
can be seen that transmissions occur in a wide range of SNR
values. In 1 × 1 SISO system, and in 2 × 1, and 2 × 4 MIMO
systems, the throughput values reach a maximum rate of 6
bits/sec/Hz that is equal to the average bits transmitted by 64QAM, the highest mode considered. To verify the analysis
the results obtained from Monte-carlo simulations are also
provided. It can be seen that the numerical results obtained
from the formulas match closely to the simulation results.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented performance analyses
for the average BER, the average channel capacity and the
throughput of MIMO schemes in the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE). The theoretical analysis for two different MIMO
schemes in a 5 MHz bandwidth LTE system were presented.
To verify the accuracy of the analysis the results of MonteCarlo simulation for the studied schemes were provided and
compared with the results obtained from theoretical analysis.
To show the performance improvement in the MIMO schemes,
the performance of a SISO configuration was also presented.
The results show a good agreement between numerical results
and Monte-Carlo simulation results.
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a single-link multirate
loss system, which accommodates different service-classes with
different traffic and peak-bandwidth requirements. Calls of each
service-class arrive in the system according to a random (Poisson)
or a quasi-random process, and have an exponentially distributed
service time. Poisson or quasi-random arriving calls belong to
service-classes of infinite or finite number of traffic sources,
respectively. The service-classes are also distinguished, according
to the behaviour of calls under service, in elastic and adaptive
service-classes. Elastic calls can compress their bandwidth by
simultaneously increasing their service time, while, adaptive calls
do not affect their service time. A new call (either elastic or
adaptive) is accepted in the system with its peak-bandwidth
requirement, if there is available link bandwidth. If not, the call
retries one or more times (single and multi-retry loss model,
respectively) with a reduced bandwidth. If the available link
bandwidth is lower than the call’s last bandwidth requirement,
the call can still compress its last bandwidth requirement (down
to a certain bandwidth), together with the bandwidth of all inservice calls. Call blocking occurs, if, after compression, the call’s
bandwidth still exceeds the available link bandwidth. The system
incorporates the Bandwidth Reservation (BR) policy, whereby
we can achieve certain Quality of Service (QoS) for each serviceclass, through a proper bandwidth allocation defined by the BR
parameters. To calculate in an approximate but efficient way,
time and call congestion probabilities, as well as link utilization,
we propose recurrent formulas for the determination of the link
occupancy distribution. The accuracy of the proposed formulas
is verified by simulation, and is found to be very satisfactory. We
show the consistency and the necessity of the proposed models.
Keywords—Poisson process, quasi-random, time-call congestion probability, elastic/adaptive traffic, reservation, Markov
chains, retrials, recurrent formula.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Elastic and adaptive traffic of multirate service-classes
grows rapidly in modern networks, a fact that necessitates the
development of efficient analytical tools for the call-level network performance analysis [1]. The term “elastic traffic” refers
to in-service calls that have the ability to compress/expand
their bandwidth and simultaneously increase/decrease their
service time, during their lifetime in a system. On the other
hand, the term “adaptive traffic” refers to in-service calls that
tolerate bandwidth compression without altering their service
time. Examples of elastic traffic are generally TCP-based

applications (FTP, HTTP, STMP), while examples of adaptive
traffic are mostly real-time applications, like audio and video
streaming, which can be transmitted with an acceptable QoS
after bandwidth compression.
Assuming that the call arrival process is Poisson, the calculation of various performance measures, such as call blocking
probabilities and system’s utilization, can be based on the
classical Erlang Multirate Loss Model (EMLM) [2] - [3],
which has been extensively used for the call-level performance
evaluation of wired (e.g., [4] - [14]), wireless (e.g., [15] [21]) and optical networks (e.g., [22] - [26]). If the call arrival
process is quasi-random, i.e., calls come from a finite number
of users, then the Engset Multirate Loss Model (EnMLM)
arises [27].
In both the EMLM and the EnMLM, calls compete for the
available link bandwidth according to the complete sharing
policy (i.e., calls compete for all bandwidth resources) and
have fixed bandwidth requirements. The latter means that inservice calls do not compress their bandwidth during their
lifetime in the system. A new call is blocked and lost, if its
required bandwidth is not available. In both models, the steady
state probabilities have a Product Form Solution (PFS), which
leads to an accurate calculation of call blocking probabilities
(see e.g., [2], [3] and [27]).
In [28] and [29], the EMLM and the EnMLM, respectively,
have been extended to include retrials. Blocked calls retry one
or more times (Single-Retry Model (SRM) or Multi-Retry
Model (MRM), respectively) to be accepted in the link by
requiring less bandwidth. A retry call is blocked and lost,
if the available link bandwidth is lower than the call’s last
bandwidth requirement. In [30], an approximate method has
been proposed for both single and multi retries in the EnMLM
that simplifies the calculation of call blocking probabilities.
In [31], the authors have extended [28] by incorporating
the notion of elastic traffic. Instead of rejecting immediately
a retry call, the link may accept this call by compressing
its bandwidth, together with the bandwidth of all in-service
calls of all service-classes. Elastic calls increase their service
time so that the product bandwidth by service time remains
constant. After compression, the retry call is accepted in the
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system, if the resultant bandwidth is not higher than the
available link bandwidth; otherwise the retry call is blocked
and lost. When a call with compressed bandwidth leaves
the system, then the remaining in-service calls expand their
bandwidth.
In [32], [33], the authors have extended [31] to include
adaptive traffic, as well as the Bandwidth Reservation (BR)
policy. Adaptive calls compress or expand their bandwidth
without altering their service time. On the other hand, the
BR policy can achieve equalization of blocking probabilities
among service-classes (either elastic or adaptive), or guarantee
a certain QoS for each service-class, by a proper selection of
the BR parameters so that each service-class meets a certain
link bandwidth capacity. Note that the aforementioned models
are consistent; that is, if blocked calls of all service-classes
are not allowed to retry, then the model of [33] results in the
model proposed in [1].
The consideration of the BR policy is of paramount importance in multirate communication networks, given that the
absence of the BR policy leads to an unfair service (the less
required bandwidth, the better call blocking probability). The
system under the BR policy becomes non-PFS, because the
Markov chain that describes the system, loses its reversibility.
In this paper, we extend [29], [30] to include elastic
and adaptive traffic with retrials under the BR policy. Due
to the existence of retrials, the BR policy and bandwidth
compression, the proposed elastic/adaptive single-retry and
multi-retry loss models for quasi-random input do not have a
PFS. However, we propose approximate but recursive formulas
for the calculation of the link occupancy distribution and,
consequently, time and call congestion probabilities, as well
as link utilization. Note that the proposed models are also
consistent: if calls are generated by an infinite number of users
and blocked calls are not allowed to retry, then the proposed
models result in the model of [1].
The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section II, we
present application areas for teletraffic multirate loss models
that support elastic traffic. In Section III, for the integrity of
the paper, we review the model of [1], named herein Extended
EMLM/BR (E-EMLM/BR). In Section IV, we review the
models of [33], named herein Extended SRM/BR and Extended MRM/BR (E-SRM/BR and E-MRM/BR, respectively).
In Section IV.A, we review the E-SRM/BR, while in Section
IV.B, we consider the E-MRM/BR. In Section V, we assume
that calls arrive according to a quasi-random process and
propose the Extended Finite SRM/BR and the Extended Finite
MRM/BR (EF-SRM/BR and EF-MRM/BR, respectively). We
prove the recursive formulas for the link occupancy distribution and provide formulas for the calculation of time and call
congestion probabilities, as well as link utilization. Section VI
is the evaluation section. We present analytical and simulation
results of the various performance measures for the proposed
models. We also provide analytical results of existing models
for comparison. We conclude in Section VII. Finally, we
tabulate as Appendix A and B, all the symbols and acronyms,
respectively, used in this paper.

II. A PPLICATIONS OF M ULTIRATE E LASTIC L OSS M ODELS
Application areas for multirate loss models that include the
case of elastic traffic and the notion of bandwidth compression
are numerous (see e.g., [34] - [41] and the references therein).
These areas can also be considered relevant to our proposed
models, which include the notion of retrials, the BR policy and
the case of adaptive traffic. However, the proposed models are
mostly applicable in wireless networks, where calls may come
from finite sources (it is justified by the limited coverage of
a cell) and their bandwidth can be compressed, while the BR
policy can protect handover calls.
In [34] and [35], an EMLM based model for the recursive
calculation of flow throughput and packet loss rate in IP
networks is proposed. A link of certain capacity accommodates
elastic calls of different service-classes. Arriving calls follow
a Poisson process. The link capacity is shared among calls
according to a balanced fairness criterion: if the occupied
link bandwidth does not exceed the capacity of the link, then
all calls use their peak-bandwidth requirement; otherwise, all
calls share the capacity in proportion to their peak-bandwidth
requirement and the link operates at its full capacity. The main
difference of the compression mechanism between [34], [35]
and the E-EMLM/BR lies on the fact that in [34] and [35],
there is no parameter for admission control. The application of
balanced fairness in multirate tree networks and its comparison
with other classical bandwidth allocation policies (e.g., maxmin fairness) are examined in [36], [37].
In [38], a Code Division Multiple Access cell is considered,
which accommodates multirate elastic service-classes. Elastic
calls arrive in the link according to a Poisson process and have
an exponentially distributed service time. The main target of
this paper is the calculation of upper and lower bounds for call
blocking probabilities based on an extension of [9] (named
herein E-EMLM). In [39], the co-existence of stream traffic
(calls cannot compress their assigned bandwidth) and elastic
traffic in IEEE802.16e mobile WiMAX subject to adaptive
modulation and coding is considered. Calls of both stream
and elastic service-classes arrive in the system according to a
Poisson process and have an exponentially distributed service
time. Stream calls have priority over elastic calls and, in that
sense, elastic calls share the left-over capacity of the system.
This means that the blocking probability of stream serviceclasses does not depend on the amount of traffic generated
by elastic service-classes. The co-existence of stream and
elastic traffic results in an analytical model which can not
be described by recursive formulas (see also [40] for a more
general multirate loss model) and, therefore, the calculation of
blocking probabilities is based on the solution of the steadystate probabilities equations. Such a solution is inefficient for
systems with large capacity and many service-classes, due to
the extremely large number of equations that arise. Another
extension of the EMLM that studies the co-existence of stream
and elastic traffic (with similar problems with those described
for [39]) in the downlink of Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiple Access wireless cellular networks is proposed in [41].
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III. R EVIEW OF T HE E-EMLM/BR

Dk (j − bk ) =

Consider a single link of capacity C bandwidth units (b.u.)
that accommodates calls of K service-classes. Let Ke and Ka
be the set of elastic and adaptive service-classes (Ke + Ka =
K), respectively. A call of service-class k (k = 1, . . . , K)
follows a Poisson process with arrival rate λk,inf and has
a peak-bandwidth requirement of bk b.u. (integer value), as
well as a BR parameter of t(k) b.u. The latter refers to the
number of b.u. reserved so that service-class k meets a link
bandwidth capacity of C − t(k) b.u. By assigning a bigger BR
parameter t(k) to a service-class k requiring less bandwidth
per call than another service-class, this, benefits all serviceclass calls of a higher bandwidth per call. Let j be the occupied
link bandwidth when a new service-class k call arrives in the
link. Bandwidth compression is introduced in the model by
assuming that j may exceed C up to a value of T b.u.; T
is called virtual capacity of the link. If j + bk ≤ C, the
call is accepted in the system with its bk b.u. and remains
in the system for an exponentially distributed service time
with mean µ−1
k . The new service-class k call is blocked and
lost if j + bk > T − t(k). If T − t(k) ≥ j + bk > C, the
new call is accepted in the system. However, the assigned
bandwidth of all in-service calls, together with the peakbandwidth requirement of the new call is compressed. After
the bandwidth compression of all calls (new and in-service)
the system state becomes j = C. The compressed bandwidth
of the new service-class k call is calculated by:
0

b k = rb k =

C
bk
j0

(1)

where r ≡ r(n) = C/j is the compression factor (common
0
to all service-classes), j = j + bk = nb + bk , n =
(n1 , . . . , nk , . . . , nK ), nk is the number ofP
in-service calls of
K
service-class k, b = (b1 , . . . , bK ) and j = k=1 nk bk = nb.
Similarly, the compressed bandwidth of all in-service calls is
0
equal to bi = jC0 bi for i = 1, . . . , K. The minimum bandwidth
of a service-class k call is given by:
C
bk
(2)
T
After the bandwidth compression, all elastic calls increase their
service time so that the product (service time) by (bandwidth)
remains constant. A simple tutorial example that describes in
detail the bandwidth compression mechanism can be found
in [13]. The mechanism of bandwidth compression/expansion
and the existence of the BR policy destroy reversibility in the
E-EMLM/BR and therefore no PFS exists. However, in [1] an
approximate recursive formula is proposed, which determines
the link occupancy distribution, G(j), (unnormalized values):

1
for j = 0

P


1

α
Dk (j − bk )G(j − bk )+
k,inf


 min(j,C)
k∈Ke
P
1
αk,inf Dk (j − bk )G(j − bk )
G(j) =
(3)
j

k∈Ka




for j = 1, . . . , T


0
for j < 0
0

bk,min = rmin bk =

bk f or j ≤ T − t(k)
0 f or j > T − t(k)

(4)

where αk,inf = λk,inf /µk is the offered traffic-load (in erl) of
service-class k.
As far as the computational complexity of (3) is concerned is
in the order of O(KT ).
The BR policy ensures equalization of blocking probabilities among different service-classes by a proper selection of
the BR parameters. If, for example, blocking equalization is
required between calls of three service-classes with b1 =1, b2 =7
and b3 =10 b.u., respectively, then t(1) = 9 b.u, t(2) = 3 and
t(3) = 0 b.u., so that b1 + t(1) = b2 + t(2) = b3 + t(3).
The application of the BR policy in the E-EMLM/BR is
based on the assumption that the number of service-class k
calls is negligible in states j > T − t(k) and is incorporated
in (3) by the variable Dk (j − bk ) given in (4). The states
j > T − t(k) belong to the so-called reservation space. Note
that the population of calls of service-class k in the reservation
space may not be negligible. In [8] and [42], a complex
procedure is implemented in order to take into account this
population and increase the accuracy of the resultant blocking
probability in the EMLM and Engset multirate state-dependent
loss models, respectively. However, according to [42], this
procedure may not always increase the accuracy of blocking
probability results compared to simulation.
Based on (3), (4), we can calculate time and call congestion
probabilities, and the link utilization, as follows:
1) The time congestion probabilities of service-class k,
denoted as Pbk , is the probability that at least T − bk + 1
bandwidth units are occupied:
Pbk =

T
X

G −1 G(j)

(5)

j=T −bk −t(k)+1

PT
where: G = j =0 G(j ) is a normalization constant.
Time congestion probabilities are determined by the
proportion of time the system is congested.
2) The call congestion probabilities of service-class k,
denoted as Cbk , is the probability that a new serviceclass k call is blocked and lost:
Cbk =

T
X

G −1 G(j)

(6)

j=T −bk −t(k)+1

Call congestion probabilities are determined by the proportion of arriving calls that find the system congested.
Time and call congestion probabilities coincide in the
case of Poisson arrivals (due to the Poisson Arrivals See
Time Averages (PASTA) property [43]), but not in the
case of quasi-random arrivals.
3) The link utilization, denoted as U:
U =

C
X
j=1

jG −1 G(j) +

T
X
j=C+1
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Note that if the BR policy is not applied in the system, i.e.,
t(k) = 0 for all k (k = 1, . . . , K), then the link occupancy
distribution is given by the E-EMLM [9]:

1
for j = 0

P
 1


α
k,inf bk G(j −bk )+
 min(j,C)
k∈Ke
P
(8)
G(j)= 1
αk,inf bk G(j −bk ) for j = 1, . . . , T

j


k∈K

a

0
for j < 0
In that case, the calculation of time and call congestion
probabilities is given by (5), (6), respectively, where t(k) = 0
for all k (k = 1, . . . , K). Furthermore, if T = C, then the link
accommodates only stream traffic (i.e., calls of all serviceclasses cannot compress their bandwidth) and the EMLM
results. In the EMLM, the link occupancy distribution is given
by the classical Kaufman-Roberts recursion [2], [3]:

for j = 0

 11 P
α
b
G(j
−bk ) for j = 1, . . . , C
k,inf
k
(9)
G(j)= j

 k∈K
0
for j < 0
IV. R EVIEW OF T HE E-SRM/BR A ND T HE E-MRM/BR
A. The E-SRM/BR
Consider again the link of capacity C b.u. that accommodates Ke and Ka elastic and adaptive service-classes,
respectively. Service-class k calls (k = 1, . . . , K) follow
a Poisson process with rate λk,inf , request bk b.u. (peakbandwidth requirement), have a BR parameter of t(k) b.u.
and an exponentially distributed service time with mean µ−1
k .
Let j be the occupied link bandwidth, j = 0, 1, . . . , T , when
a service-class k call arrives in the link. Now, we consider the
following cases:
a) If j + bk ≤ C, the call is accepted in the link with bk
b.u.
b) If j +bk > C, then the call is blocked with bk and retries
immediately to be connected in the link with bkr < bk .
Now if:
b1) j + bkr ≤ C the retry call is accepted in the system
−1
−1
−1
with bkr and µ−1
kr > µk , so that bkr µkr = bk µk ,
b2) j + bkr > T – t(k) the retry call is blocked and
lost, and
c) C < j + bkr ≤ T − t(k) the retry call is accepted in the
system by compressing its bandwidth requirement bkr
together with the bandwidth of all in-service calls of all
service-classes. In that case, the compressed bandwidth
0
C
of the retry call becomes bkr = rbkr = j+b
bkr where
kr
r is the compression factor, common to all serviceclasses. Similarly, all in-service calls, which have been
accepted in the link with bk (or bkr ), compress their
0
0
bandwidth to bk = rbk (or bkr = rbkr ) for k =
1, . . . , K. After the compression of all calls the link state
is j = C. The minimum value of the compression factor
is rmin = C/T .
Similar to the E-EMLM/BR, when a service-class k call,
0
0
with bandwidth bk (or bkr ), departs from the system, the

remaining in-service calls of each service-class i (i =
1, . . . , K), expand their bandwidth in proportion to their
initially assigned bandwidth bi (or bir ). After bandwidth
compression/expansion, only elastic service-class calls increase/decrease their service time so that the product service
time by bandwidth remains constant.
The existence of retrials, the BR policy and the bandwidth
compression mechanism destroy reversibility in the model and
therefore no PFS exists. However, in [33] an approximate
recursive formula is proposed for the calculation of the unnormalized values of the link occupancy distribution, G(j):

1 P for j = 0



1

αk,inf Dk (j −bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )+

j


 k∈K
a
P


 1j
αkr,inf Dkr (j −bkr )γkr (j)G(j −bkr )+


 k∈Ka P
1
αk,inf Dk (j −bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )+
(10)
G(j)= min(C,j)

k∈K

e
P

1


αkr,inf Dkr (j−bkr )γkr (j)G(j−bkr )

min(C,j)


k∈Ke



for j = 1, . . . , T



0
otherwise
where: αk,inf = λk,inf µ−1
is the offered traffic-load (in erl)
k
of service-class k calls,
αkr,inf =λk,inf µ−1
kr ,
 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ C and bkr > 0
γk (j) = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ T and bkr = 0 ,

 0 otherwise
1 for C − bk + bkr < j ≤ T
γkr (j) =
,
0 
otherwise
bk for j ≤ T − t(k)
Dk (j − bk ) =
,
0 for j > T − t(k)
bkr for j ≤ T − t(k)
Dkr (j − bkr ) =
,
0 for j > T − t(k)
and t(k) is the reserved bandwidth in favor of calls other than
service-class k calls.
The proof of (10) is based on:
i) the application of local balance between adjacent states,
which exists only in PFS models,
ii) an approximation in (10), expressed by γkr (j), which
assumes that the occupied link bandwidth from retry
calls of service-class k is negligible, when j ≤ C −
(bk − bkr ),
iii) an approximation in (10), expressed by γk (j) that refers
only to those service-class k calls whose bkr > 0; this
approximation assumes that the occupied link bandwidth
from service-class k calls accepted in the system with
bk b.u. is negligible when j > C.
Having determined G(j)’s, we can calculate time and call
congestion probabilities, as well as link utilization. The final
time congestion probability of a retry service-class k call, Pbkr ,
is given by [33]:
Pbkr =

T
X

G−1 G(j)

j=T −bkr −t(k)+1
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PT

where G = j=0 G(j) is the normalization constant.
Note that time and call congestion probabilities coincide in
the case of Poisson arrivals. As far as the link utilization is
concerned, it is calculated according to (7), where the values
of G(j)’s are given by (10).

If only elastic service-classes are accommodated by the link,
then (12) becomes [33]:

1
forP
j=0



1

αk,inf Dk (j −bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )


min(C,j)

k∈Ke


P s(k)
P
(14)
G(j)= + 1
B. The E-MRM/BR
αkrs ,inf Dkrs(j −bkrs )·

min(C,j)


s=1
k∈K
e


In the E-MRM/BR, a service-class k call that is not accepted
γkrs(j)G(j −bkrs)
for j = 1, . . . , T


0
in the system with its peak-bandwidth requirement, bk , may
otherwise
have many retry parameters (bkrl , µ−1
krl ) for l = 1, . . . , s(k),
−1
If the link accommodates elastic and adaptive servicewith bkrs(k) < . . . < bk and µ−1
krs(k) > . . . > µk . Similar
classes
whose blocked calls are not allowed to retry, then (12)
to the E-SRM/BR, the E-MRM/BR does not have a PFS and
takes
the
form of (3) and the E-EMLM/BR results [1].
therefore the calculation of G(j)’s is based on an approximate
If
calls
of all service-classes may retry but are not allowed
but recursive formula [33]:
to
compress
their bandwidth during their service time, then

1
for
j
=
0
the
MRM
under
the BR policy results and (12) takes the form




[44]:

P

1


ak,inf Dk (j −bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )


j

1 P for j = 0


 k∈Ka


1

s(k)


αk,inf Dk (j −bk )G(j −bk )+
P
P


j
+ 1


a
D
(j
−
b
)·

k∈K
kr
,inf
kr
kr

s
s
s

j


s(k)
s=1

 k∈Ka
G(j)= 1 P Pα
(15)
γkrs (j)G(j
−b
)+
krs ,inf Dkrs(j−bkrs)γkrs(j)G(j−bkrs)
kr

s
j
P

(12)
G(j)=

1
k∈K s=1

ak,inf Dk (j − bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )
 min(C,j)



for j = 1, . . . , C


k∈Ke




s(k)
0
otherwise

P P

1


+ min(C,j)
akrs ,inf Dkrs (j−bkrs )·


Furthermore, if blocked calls of all service-classes are not

k∈Kes=1



γ
(j)G(j−b
)
for
j
=
1,
.
.
.
,
T
allowed
to retry, then the EMLM under the BR policy results

krs
krs



and
(15)
takes the form [45]:



0
otherwise

 11 P for j = 0


−1
αk,inf Dk (j −bk )G(j − bk )
where: α
=
λ
µ
j
kr s ,inf
k,inf krs
k∈K
G(j) =
(16)
1
for
1
≤
j
≤
C
and
b
>
0


krs
for j = 1, . . . , C



γk (j) = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ T and bkrs = 0
0
otherwise

0
otherwise

Having determined G(j)’s in the E-MRM/BR according to
 1 for C −bkrs−1 + bkrs < j ≤ C and s 6= s(k)
γkrs (j) = 1 for C −bkrs−1 + bkrs < j ≤ T and s = s(k) (12), we can calculate the time (and call) congestion proba
bilities of a retry service-class k call with its last bandwidth
0otherwise
requirement, Pbkrs(k) , according to the formula [33]:
bk for j ≤ T − t(k)
Dk (j − bk ) =
,
0 for j > T − t(k)
T
X
bkrs for j ≤ T − t(k)
P
=
G−1 G(j)
(17)
bkr
Dkr s (j − bkrs ) =
s(k)
0
for j > T − t(k)
j=T−bkrs(k)−t(k)+1
The
PK computational complexity of (12) is O(KT +
The calculation of the link utilization in the E-MRM/BR is
k=1 (s(k)(bk − bkr1 )), assuming that the difference
based on (7) where the values of G(j)’s are given by (12).
bkrs−1 − bkrs is constant.
If the BR policy is not applied, then we have the E-MRM
V. T HE P ROPOSED EF-SRM/BR A ND EF-MRM/BR
and (12) takes the form [32]:
In
this section, we extend the retry multirate loss models

1 P for j = 0

of
[29],
[30] (which do not examine elastic and adaptive

1

αk,inf bk γk (j)G(j −bk )+

j
traffic)
to
include elastic and adaptive traffic under the BR

 k∈Ka

P
P

policy.
Blocked
calls of quasi-random arrivals have the ability
s(k)

 1j

s=1αkrs ,inf bkrs γkrs (j)G(j −bkrs )+

to
retry
one
or
more times (EF-SRM/BR or EF-MRM/BR,

a
 k∈K
P
1
respectively)
to
be connected in the system with reduced
αk,inf bk γk (j)G(j −bk )+
(13)
G(j)= min(C,j)
k∈Ke

bandwidth.
If
the
available link bandwidth is still higher than


s(k)

P
P

the
last
bandwidth
requirement of a retry call, then the call
1

αkrs ,inf bkrs γkrs(j)G(j −bkrs)
 min(C,j)


can
still
try
to
be
connected
in the system by compressing
k∈Ke s=1




its
requirement
together
with
the
bandwidth of all in-service
for
j
=
1,
.
.
.
,
T


calls.
0
otherwise
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A. The EF-SRM/BR

minimum bandwidth that a 2nd service-class call
0
tolerates is b2r,min = (C/T )b2r .
Although the steady state probabilities in the proposed
model do not have a PFS, we assume that local balance exists
between the adjacent states of the 1st service-class:

The proposed EF-SRM/BR is a non-PFS model. In order to
prove an approximate but recursive formula for the determination of G(j)’s we present the following example.
Consider a link of capacity C b.u. that accommodates calls
of two service-classes. The 1st service-class is adaptive and the (N −n +1)v P (n− ) = n µ φ (n)P (n), 1 ≤ nb ≤ T (18)
1
1
1
1 1 1
1
2nd is elastic. Calls of both service-classes are generated by a
−
finite source population Nk (k = 1, 2). The mean call arrival where: n1 = (n1 − 1, n2 , n2r ), n =(n1 , n2 , n2r ),
rate of service-class k idle sources is λk = (Nk −nk )vk , where b = (b1 , b2 , b2r ), n1 ≥ 1, P (n) is the probability distribution
vk is the arrival rate per idle source and nk is the number of of state n, and

in-service calls. This call arrival process is a quasi-random
1
, when nb ≤ C
process [43]. A Poisson process arises from a quasi-random
φ1 (n) = x (n−
(19)
)
x (n), when C < nb ≤ T
1

process if Nk → ∞ for k = 1, . . . , K, while the total offered
0
, otherwise
traffic-load remains constant.
Assuming that only calls of the 2nd service-class where: nb = j = n1 b1 + n2 b2 + n2r b2r and n2r is the number
nd
can retry, the traffic parameters of both service-classes of in-service retry calls of the 2 service-class.
−1
st
Note that φk (n) is a state dependent factor which describes:
are: (N1 , v1 , µ1 , b1 ) for the 1
service-class and
−1
nd
i)
bandwidth
compression and ii) the increase factor of service
(N2 , v2 , µ−1
,
µ
,
b
,
b
)
for
the
2
service-class,
with
2
2r
2
2r
−1
time
of
service-class
k calls in state n. In other words, φk (n)
b2r < b2 and µ−1
>
µ
.
Initially,
let
assume
that
the
BR
2r
2
parameters: t(1) = t(2) = 0. Bandwidth compression is has the same role with r, but it may be different for each
service-class.
permitted for calls of both service-classes up to a limit T .
By multiplying both sides of (18) with b1 and r(n), and
The description of call admission is based on a new servicebased
on (19), we have:
class k call (k = 1, 2) that arrives in the system, when the
occupied link bandwidth is j b.u. Then:
−
(N1−n1+1)α1 b1 x(n)r(n)P (n−
1 )= n1 b1 x(n1 )r(n)P (n) (20)
i) If j + bk ≤ C, the call is accepted in the system with
−1
bk b.u. for an exponentially distributed service time with where α1 = v1 µ1 is the offered traffic-load per idle source
st
−1
of 1 service-class, r(n) = min(1, C/j) and 1 ≤ nb ≤ T .
mean µk .
Based on the call admission control mechanism described
ii) If j + bk > C we consider the following sub-cases:
for
2nd service-class calls, the following local balance equast
a) If T ≥ j + b1 > C, a 1 service-class call is
accepted in the system by compressing b1 , as well tions can be derived:
a) For 1 ≤ nb ≤ C, n−
as the assigned bandwidth of all in-service calls. The
2 = (n1 , n2 − 1, n2r ), and n2 ≥ 1:
st
compressed bandwidth of the 1 service-class call is
(N2 −n2 +1)v2 P (n−
(21)
0
0
0
2 ) = n2 µ2 φ2 (n)P (n)
given by b1 = rb1 = (C/j )b1 , where r = C/j ,
0
where:
j = j + b1 = nb + b1 . Similarly, the bandwidth of

all in-service calls will be compressed (by the same
1
0
0
, when nb ≤ C
factor r) and become bk = (C/j )bk for k = 1, 2.
φ2 (n) = x (n−
(22)
)
x (n), when C < nb ≤ T
2

After compression has taken place, all calls share the C
0
, otherwise
b.u. in proportion to their bandwidth requirement, while
By multiplying both sides of (21) with b2 , and based on
the link operates at its full capacity C. The minimum
st
(22), we obtain:
bandwidth that a 1 service-class call can tolerate is
0
−
b1,min = rmin b1 = (C/T )b1 .
(N2 −n2 +1)α2 b2 x(n)P (n−
2 ) = n2 b2 x(n2 )P (n) (23)
b) If j + b1 > T , the 1st service-class call is blocked and
where: 1 ≤ nb ≤ C, and α2 = v2 µ−1
lost.
2 .
−
nd
b) If P (n−
c) If j + b2 > C, a 2 service-class call is blocked and
2r ) is the probability distribution of state n2r =
(n1 , n2 , n2r − 1),
retries with b2r < b2 . Now, we consider three cases:
c1) If j + b2r ≤ C, the retry call is accepted in the
(N2−n2−n2r+1)v2 P (n−
2r ) = n2r µ2r φ2r (n)P (n) (24)
system with b2r .
where: C − b2 + b2r < nb ≤ T , and
c2) If j + b2r > T , the call is blocked and lost.

c3) If C < j + b2r ≤ T the call is accepted in
, when nb ≤ C
1
the system by compressing b2r together with the
φ2r (n) = x (n−
(25)
)
2r x (n), when C < nb ≤ T

bandwidth of all in-service calls. The compressed
0
,
otherwise
0
0
bandwidth of the call is b2r = rb2r = (C/j )b2r
0
By multiplying both sides of (24) with b2r , and based
where j = j + b2r . Similarly, the bandwidth of all
on (25), we obtain for C −b2 +b2r < nb ≤ T :
in-service calls are compressed (by the same factor
0
0
r) and become bk = (C/j )bk for k = 1, 2. The
(N2−n2−n2r+1)α2r b2r x(n)P (n−2r )=n2r b2r x(n−2r )P (n) (26)
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−1
where: α2r = v2 µ2r
.
Equations (20), (23) and (26) lead to a system of equations:

(N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 x(n)r(n)P (n−
1 )+
(N2 −n2 +1)α2 b2 x(n)P (n−
)
2
−
= (n1 b1 x(n−
1 )r(n)+n2 b2 x(n2 ))P (n)
for 1 ≤ nb ≤ C −b2 +b2r
(N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 x(n)r(n)P (n−
1 )+
(N2 −n2 +1)α2 b2 x(n)P (n−
2 )+
(N2 −n2 − n2r +1)α2r b2r x(n)P (n−
2r ) =
−
−
(n1 b1 x(n−
1 )r(n)+n2 b2 x(n2 )+n2r b2r x(n2r ))P (n)
for C −b2 +b2r < nb ≤ C
(N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 x(n)r(n)P (n−
1 )+
(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)α2r b2r x(n)P (n−
2r ) =
−
(n1 b1 x(n−
)r(n)
+
n
b
x(n
))P
(n)
2r 2r
1
2r
for C < nb ≤ T

(27)

(N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 G(j −b1 )+
(N2 −n2 +1)α2 b2 G(j −b2 )+
(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)α2r b2r γ2r (j)G(j −b2r ) = jG(j)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ C

(28)

where: G(j) is the link occupancy distribution, γ2r (j) = 1 for
C −b2 +b2r < j, otherwise γ2r (j) = 0.
When C < j ≤ T , we have γ2 (j)=0, and due to (34), we
may write (30) as follows:
−
C
j (N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 P (n1 )+

(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)γ2r (nb)α2r b2r P (n−
2r ) = CP (n)
(29)

By assuming that retry calls with b2r are negligible when
1 ≤ nb ≤ C − b2 + b2r and that the population of calls with
b2 is negligible when C < nb ≤ T , we can combine (27),
(28) and (29) into the following equation:
(N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 x(n)r(n)P (n−
1 )+
(N2 −n2 +1)γ2 (nb) α2 b2 x(n)P (n−
2 )+
(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)γ2r (nb)α2r b2r x(n)P (n−
2r ) =
−
−
(n1 b1 x(n−
)r(n)
+
n
b
x(n
)+n
b
x(n
2 2
2r 2r
1
2
2r ))P (n)
for 1 ≤ nb ≤ T

(30)

where: γ2 (nb) = 1 for 1 ≤ nb ≤ C, otherwise γ2 (nb) =
0, and: γ2r (nb) = 1 for C − b2 + b2r < nb ≤ T , otherwise
γ2r (nb) = 0.
In order to derive a formula for x(n), we make the following
assumptions:
1) When C < nb ≤ T , the bandwidth of all in-service
calls are compressed by φk (n), k = 1, 2, so that:
0

0

0

n1 b1 + n2 b2 + n2r b2r = C

(31)

2) We keep the product service time by bandwidth of
service-class k calls (elastic or adaptive) in state n of
the irreversible Markov chain equal to the corresponding
product in the same state n of the reversible Markov
chain:
0

0
b
b1 r(n)
= µ1 φ11(n) or b1 = b1 φ1 (n)r(n)
µ1
0
0
b2
b2 r(n)
µ2 r(n) = µ2 φ2 (n) or b2 = b2 φ2 (n)
0
0
b2r
b2r r(n)
µ2r r(n) = µ2r φ2r (n) or b2r = b2r φ2r (n)

(32)

By substituting (32) in (31), we have:
n1 b1 φ1 (n)r(n) + n2 b2 φ2 (n) + n2r b2r φ2r (n) = C

Based on (34), we consider again (30). Since x(n) = 1, when
0≤j≤C, it is proved in [7] that:

(33)

where φ1 (n), φ2 (n) and φ2r (n) are given by (19), (22) and
(25), respectively.
Equation (33), due to (19), (22) and (25) is written as:

1
for nb ≤ C, n ∈ Ω


1
−
−
1
n
b
x(n
)r(n)+
1
C n2 b2 x(n2 )+
x(n)= C1 1 1
(34)
−
n b x(n2r ) for C < nb ≤ T


 C 2r 2r
0
otherwise

(35)

(36)

since r(n) = C/j, when C < j ≤ T .
In order to introduce the link occupancy distribution (G(j))
in (36), we sum both sides of (36) over the set of states
{n ∈ Ω |nb = j }, where Ω = {n : 0 ≤ nb ≤ T }:
P
C
P (n−
1 )+
j (N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1
{n|nb=j }
P
(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)γ2r (nb)α2r b2r
P (n−
(37)
2r )
{n|nb=j }
P
= C {n|nb=j } P (n)
P
Since by definition G(j) =
n∈Ωj P (n), we may write
(37) as follows:
C
j (N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 G(j −b1 )+

(N2 −n2 −n2r +1)γ2r (j)α2r b2r G(j −b2r ) = CG(j)

(38)

where γ2r (j) = 1 for C −b2 +b2r < j ≤ T .
The combination of (35) and (38) gives an approximate
recursive formula for the determination of G(j)’s, when calls
of the 1st service-class are adaptive while calls of the 2nd
service-class are elastic and have retry parameters:
G(j) = 1j (N1 −n1 +1)α1 b1 G(j −b1 )+
1
min(j,C) [(N2 −n2 +1)α2 b2 γ2 (j)G(j −b2 )] +
1
min(j,C) [(N2 − n2 −n2r +1)α2r b2r γ2r (j)G(j −b2r )]
for 1 ≤ j ≤ T

(39)

where: γ2 (j)=1 for 1≤j≤C, otherwise γ2 (j)=0 and γ2r (j)=1
for C − b2 + b2r <j ≤ T , otherwise γ2r (j)=0.
In the general case of K different service-classes, where all
calls may retry, (39) takes the form:

1 for j = 0






1 P

(Nk −nk +1)αk bk γk (j)G(j −bk )+


 j k∈Ka

P


 1j
(Nk−nk−nkr+1)αkr bkr γkr (j)G(j−bkr )


 k∈Ka
P
1
(Nk−nk+1)αk bk γk (j)G(j−bk )
G(j)= + min(C,j)
(40)

k∈K

e
P

1


+ min(C,j)
(Nk −nk −nkr +1)αkr bkr



k∈Ke



γkr (j)G(j−bkr ) for j = 1, ..., T







0 otherwise
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where: αkr = vk µ−1
kr

 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ C and bkr > 0
γk (j) = 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ T and bkr = 0 ,

0 otherwise


1 for j = 0






P

1

(Nk−yk (j−bk ))αk Dk (j−bk )γk (j)G(j−bk)

j


k∈K

a
P



(Nk−yk (j−bkr )−ykr (j−bkr ))·
+ 1j




k∈Ka


1 for C −bk +bkr < j ≤ T and bkr > 0
α D (j−b )γ (j)G(j−bkr )+
γkr (j) =
(43)
G(j)= kr 1 kr P kr kr
0 otherwise
(Nk−yk(j−bk))αkDk(j−bk)γk(j)G(j−bk)

min(C,j)


k∈KP

e

1

If the BR parameters are positive, then (40) takes the form:

+ min(C,j)
(Nk−yk (j−bkr )−ykr (j−bkr ))αkr ·



k∈Ke




Dkr (j−bkr)γkr(j)G(j−bkr) for j = 1, . . . , T


1 for j = 0











P
0 otherwise

1

(N
−n
+1)α
D
(j−b
)γ
(j)G(j−b
)

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
j


k∈K

a
P
where the values of yk (j) and ykr (j) are given by:



+ 1j
(Nk−nk−nkr+1)αkr Dkr (j−bkr)γkr (j)




P
yk (j) = αk,inf γk (j)Ginf (j −bk )/Ginf (j)
(44)
 k∈Ka
1
G(j−bkr)+min(C,j)
(Nk−nk+1)αk Dk (j−bk )
(41)
G(j)=
k∈Ke P

ykr (j) = αkr,inf γkr (j)Ginf (j −bkr )/Ginf (j)
(45)
1


(Nk−nk−nkr+1)
γk (j)G(j−bk )+ min(C,j)



k∈Ke

where: αk,inf , αkr,inf and Ginf (j) are the offered traffic-load


αkr Dkr (j−bkr )γkr(j)G(j−bkr )


(in erl) of service-class k and the link occupancy distribution,


for j = 1, . . . , T


respectively, of the corresponding infinite model (E-SRM/BR)




[33], i.e., the values of Ginf (j) will be determined by (10).

0 otherwise
Having determined G(j)’s in the EF-SRM/BR according to
(43),
we calculate the time congestion probabilities according

to (11), and the link utilization according to (7). As far as the
bk for j ≤ T − t(k)
where: Dk (j − bk ) =
call congestion probabilities are concerned, we may again use
0
for j > T − t(k)

(11), but the values of G(j)’s in (43) should be determined
bkr for j ≤ T − t(k)
and Dkr (j − bkr ) =
for a system with Nk − 1 traffic sources.
0
for j > T − t(k)
Furthermore, if calls of all service-classes are elastic, then
(41) takes the form:

1 for j = 0





P


1


 min(C,j)k∈K(Nk−nk+1)αkDk (j−bk)γk (j)G(j−bk)

P
1
(Nk−nk−nkr+1)αkrDkr(j−bkr )·
G(j)= + min(C,j)

k∈K




γkr(j)G(j−bkr ) for j = 1, . . . , T






0 otherwise

(42)

The calculation of G(j)’s in (40), (41) or (42) requires
the values of nk and nkr , which are unknown. In other
finite multirate loss models (e.g., [11], [27], [29]) there exist
methods for the determination of these values through an
equivalent stochastic system, with the same traffic description
parameters and set of states. However, the state space
determination of the equivalent system is complex, especially
for large systems that serve many service-classes. Thus,
we avoid such methods and approximate nk and nkr in
state j, i.e., nk (j) and nkr (j), as the mean number of
service-class k calls in state j, yk (j) and ykr (j), respectively,
when Poisson arrivals are considered. Such approximations
are common in the literature and induce little error (e.g.,
[30], [46] - [47]). In that case, we may rewrite (41) as follows:

B. The EF-MRM/BR
Similar to the EF-SRM/BR, the corresponding multi-retry
model does not have a PFS and therefore the G(j)’s calculation is based on an approximate but recursive formula. In
the EF-MRM/BR, a blocked service-class k call retries s(k)
times with parameters: (bkrs , µ−1
krs ) for s = 1, . . . , s(k), where
−1
−1
bkrs(k) < . . . < bkr1 < bk and µ−1
krs(k) > ... > µkr1 > µk .
The determination of G(j)’s is based on (46) whose proof is
similar to that of (41) and therefore is not presented:

1 Pfor j = 0


1


(Nk −nk +1)αk Dk (j −bk )γk (j)G(j −bk )+

j

 k∈Ka



P s(k)
P


1

(N −(nk +nkr1 +. . .+nkrs(k) )+1)·

j
 k∈K s=1 k

a


 αkrs Dkrs (j −bkrs )γkrs (j)G(j −bkrs )+

P
1
(Nk−nk+1)αk Dk (j−bk )γk (j)G(j−bk )+
G(j)= min(C,j)

k∈Ke




P s(k)
P

1


(Nk −(nk +nkr1 +. . .+nkrs(k) )+1)·

min(C,j)


k∈Ke s=1



αkrs Dkrs (j −bkrs )γkrs (j)G(j −bkrs )




for j = 1, . . . , T


0 otherwise
(46)
where: αkrs =vk µ−1
,
krs
bk for j ≤ T −t(k)
Dk (j −bk ) =
0 for j > T −t(k)
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bkrs for j ≤ T − t(k)
Dkr s (j −bkrs ) =
0
for j > T − t(k)

 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ C and bkrs > 0
1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ T and bkrs = 0
γk (j) =

 0 otherwise
 1 for C − bkrs−1 + bkrs < j ≤ C if s 6= s(k)
1 for C − bkrs−1 + bkrs < j ≤ T if s = s(k)
γkrs (j) =

0 otherwise
As in the EF-SRM/BR, we approximate nk (j) and nkrs (j)
for s = 1, . . . , s(k) with the corresponding values of the
infinite model [33]. In that case, (46) takes the form:

1 P
for j = 0


1


(N
−y
(j−b
))α
k
k
k
k Dk (j−bk )γk (j)G(j−bk)

j


k∈Ka


s(k)


+ 1 P P(N −Y (j−b ))α D (j−b )

k
k
krs
krs krs
krs

j

 k∈Ka s=1



·γkrs (j)G(j
P −bkrs )+
1
(Nk−yk(j−bk))αk Dk(j−bk )·
(47)
G(j)= min(C,j)

k∈Ke




P s(k)
P

γk(j)G(j−bk)+ 1

(Nk−Yk (j−bkrs))

min(C,j)


k∈Ke s=1



·αkrs Dkrs (j−bkrs )γkrs (j)G(j −bkrs )




for j = 1, ..., T


0
otherwise
where: Yk (j − bkrs ) = yk (j − bkrs ) + ykr1 (j − bkrs ) + ... +
ykrs(k) (j−bkrs ) and the values of yk (j) and ykrs (j) are given
by:
yk (j) = ak,inf γk (j)Ginf (j − bk )/Ginf (j)
(48)
ykrs (j) = αkr,inf γkrs (j)Ginf (j − bkrs )/Ginf (j)

(49)

where Ginf (j) refers to the link occupancy distribution of
the corresponding infinite model (E-MRM/BR) [33], i.e., the
values of Ginf (j) will be given by (12).
If the BR policy is not applied, then we have the EF-MRM
and (47) takes the form:

1 P
for j = 0


1


(N
−y
(j
−b
))αk bk γk (j)G(j−bk )
k
k
k

j


k∈Ka



P s(k)
P



+ 1j
(Nk−Yk (j−bkrs ))αkrs bkrs γkrs (j)


 k∈Ka s=1
P
1
(Nk−yk (j−bk ))αk bk ·
(50)
G(j)= G(j−bkrs )+ min(C,j)

k∈Ke




P s(k)
P

1

γk(j)G(j−bk )+ min(C,j)
(Nk−Yk(j−bkrs))



k∈Ke s=1




αkrsbkrsγkrs(j)G(j−bkrs) for j = 1, ..., T
0
otherwise
where: Yk (j−bkrs ) is determined again through (48) and (49),
but the values of Ginf (j) will be given by (13), because of the
absence of the BR policy.
Having determined G(j)’s in the EF-MRM/BR according to
(47), we calculate the time congestion probabilities according
to (17) and the link utilization according to (7). Call congestion
probabilities are determined again by (17) but the values of
G(j)’s in (47) should be calculated for a system with Nk − 1
traffic sources.

VI. A PPLICATION E XAMPLE – E VALUATION
We consider an application example in order to compare
the analytical Time Congestion (TC) probabilities with those
obtained by simulation, in the case of the proposed EFMRM and EF-MRM/BR of quasi-random input. Simulation
is based on SIMSCRIPT III [48]. For a better evaluation, we
comparatively present the corresponding analytical results of
the E-MRM and the E-MRM/BR [33], i.e., assuming Poisson
arrivals. We also show the analytical and simulation results
of the proposed EF-MRM for the link utilization; they are
compared with the corresponding analytical results obtained
by the E-MRM. The simulation results of this section are
mean values of 7 runs with 95% confidence interval. The
resultant reliability ranges of the simulation measurements are
very small and, therefore, we present only mean values.
To facilitate the reader, in what follows, we summarize the
order of calculations per model, regarding the analytical TC
probabilities and link utilization:
(A) EF-MRM/BR: Determine G(j)’s according to (47) with
the aid of (48), (49) and (12). Then, determine link utilization according to (7) and TC probabilities according
to (17).
(B) EF-MRM: Determine G(j)’s according to (50) with the
aid of (48), (49) and (13). Then, determine link utilization according to (7) and TC probabilities according to
(17) by assuming that t(k) = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , K.
(C) E-MRM/BR: Determine G(j)’s according to (12), link
utilization according to (7) and TC probabilities according to (17).
(D) E-MRM: Determine G(j)’s according to (13). Then,
determine link utilization according to (7) and TC probabilities according to (17) by assuming that t(k) = 0 for
all k = 1, . . . , K.
Let us consider a link of capacity C = 80 b.u. that
accommodates three service-classes of elastic calls. All calls
arrive in the system according to a quasi-random process. The
traffic characteristics of each service-class are the following:
1st service-class: N1 = 100, v1 = 0.20, b1 = 1 b.u.
2nd service-class: N2 = 100, v2 = 0.06, b2 = 2 b.u.
3rd service-class: N3 = 100, v3 = 0.02, b3 = 6 b.u.
The call holding time is exponentially distributed with
mean value µ−1
= µ−1
= µ−1
= 1. Calls of the 3rd
1
2
3
service-class may retry two times with reduced bandwidth
requirement: b3r1 = 5 b.u. and b3r2 = 4 b.u. and increased
service time so that α3 b3 = α3r1 b3r1 = α3r2 b3r2 , where
αk = vk µ−1
k , k = 1, 2, 3. The corresponding Poisson trafficloads are: α1,inf = 20, α2,inf = 6, α3,inf = 2 erl. In the xaxis of all figures (below), we assume that v3 remains constant
while v1 , v2 increase in steps of 0.01 and 0.005, respectively.
The last value of v1 = 0.28, while that of v2 = 0.10.
The corresponding last values of the Poisson traffic-loads are:
α1,inf = 28, α2,inf = 10, α3,inf = 2 erl.
Two different values of T are considered: a) T = C = 80
b.u., where no bandwidth compression takes place. In that
case, the proposed model gives exactly the same results
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with the model of [30], b) T = 82 b.u., where bandwidth
compression takes place and rmin = C/T = 80/82. As far as
the BR parameters are concerned, we choose t(1) = 3 b.u.,
t(2) = 2 b.u. and t(3) = 0 b.u., so that b1 +t(1) = b2 +t(2) =
b3r2 + t(3). The selection of these BR parameters achieves
equalization of TC probabilities for calls of all service-classes.
In Figs. 1-3 we present the TC probabilities of the EF-MRM
and E-MRM, i.e., we consider the case whereby the BR policy
is not applied. In Fig. 1, we show the analytical and simulation
TC probabilities results of the 1st service-class for both values
of T . Similar results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3, for the 2nd
and 3rd service-class, respectively (TC probabilities of calls
with b3r2 ). The results of these three figures show that:
i) The model’s accuracy is absolutely satisfactory compared to simulation (because of the very small differences of the results).
ii) The TC probabilities are lower, when the compression/expansion mechanism is introduced. A small increase of T resulted in a great effect on TC probabilities.
iii) The proposed model is important (necessary), since the
results obtained by the existing infinite model (E-MRM)
fail to approximate the results of the proposed finite
model (EF-MRM).
Successive increases of T will result in even lower TC
probabilities but at the cost of increasing the service time of
all calls. Such behaviour has been observed in various papers
that propose multirate loss models of elastic and/or adaptive
traffic (e.g., [9], [32], [33]). Similarly, the increase of retrials
for a particular service-class will cause the decrease of TC
probabilities for that service-class and a possible increase of
TC probabilities for the rest service-classes. This behaviour
has been observed in various papers that study multirate loss
models with retrials (e.g., [28]-[30]).

Fig. 1.

TC probabilities – 1st service-class (without BR).

Fig. 2.

TC probabilities – 2nd service-class (without BR).

In Fig. 4 we present the equalized TC probabilities, when
the BR policy is applied. In addition to the aforementioned
comments for Figs. 1-3, the results of Fig. 4 show an increase
of the TC probabilities of the 1st and 2nd service-classes in
comparison to the corresponding curves of Fig. 1 and Fig.
2, respectively, and a decrease of the TC probabilities of the
3rd service-class in comparison to the corresponding curves
of Fig. 3.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the analytical and simulation
results of the link utilization in the case of the E-MRM and
the EF-MRM. Similar results are obtained in the case of
the BR policy, and therefore they are not presented. These
results also show that: i) The model’s accuracy is absolutely
satisfactory compared to simulation. ii) The introduction of
the compression/expansion mechanism slightly increases the
link utilization; the increase of T above C results in a slight
increase of the link utilization, which is anticipated due to
the decrease of TC probabilities. iii) The results obtained by
the E-MRM cannot approximate the results of the proposed
EF-MRM.
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Fig. 3.

TC probabilities – 3rd service-class (without BR).

Fig. 5.

Link Utilization (without BR).

VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 4.

Equalized TC probabilities (with BR).

We propose multirate retry loss models that support elastic
and adaptive traffic assuming that calls arrive to the link
according to a quasi-random process and have an exponentially
distributed service time. Blocked calls have the ability to
retry to be connected in the system one or more times with
reduced bandwidth and increased service time requirements.
Furthermore, if a retry call is blocked with its last bandwidth requirement, it can still be accepted in the system
by compressing its bandwidth together with the bandwidth
of all in-service calls. In addition, we incorporate into our
models the bandwidth reservation policy (whereby a part of
the link’s available bandwidth is reserved to benefit calls of
higher bandwidth requirements) and study its effects on the
performance measures. The proposed models do not have a
PFS. However, we propose approximate but recursive formulas
for the calculation of the link occupancy distribution and,
consequently, time and call congestion probabilities, as well
as link utilization. Simulation results verify the analytical
results. As a future work, we intend to study the application of
these models in CDMA networks, and to consider also other
bandwidth allocation policies, such as the threshold policy,
whereby calls of a service-class are not allowed to enter the
system (even if there is available bandwidth), if the number
of in-service calls of that service-class exceeds a predefined
threshold.
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A PPENDIX A
L IST OF S YMBOLS
Symbol
C
T
j
G(j)
G
Ke
Ka
K
k
Nk
bk
b
bkr
bkrs
s(k)
λk
λk,inf
vk
µ−1
k
µ−1
kr
µ−1
krs
αk
αkr
αkrs
αk,inf
αkr,inf
αkrs ,inf

nk
n
P (n)
0

bk
r

Meaning
Capacity of the link (in bandwidth units)
Virtual capacity of the link (in bandwidth units)
Occupied link bandwidth (in bandwidth units),
j = 0, . . . , T .
Link occupancy distribution
Normalization constant
Set of elastic service-classes
Set of adaptive service-classes
Set of service-classes, K = Ke + Ka .
Service-class k (k = 1, . . . , K)
Finite number of sources of service-class k
Peak-bandwidth requirement of service-class k
calls
Vector of the required peak-bandwidth per call
of all service-classes, b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bK ).
Retry bandwidth requirement of service-class k
calls – single retry
The sth retry bandwidth requirement of serviceclass k calls – multi retrials, s = 1, . . . , s(k).
Number of retrials of service-class k calls
Mean arrival rate of service-class k idle sources
Mean arrival rate of Poisson service-class k calls
Arrival rate per idle source of service-class k
Mean of the exponentially distributed service
time of service-class k calls
Mean of the exponentially distributed service
time of service-class k calls – single retry
Mean of the exponentially distributed service
time of service-class k calls – multi retrials,
s = 1, . . . , s(k).
Offered traffic-load (in erl) per idle source of
service-class k, αk = vk /µk .
Offered traffic-load (in erl) per idle source of
service-class k – single retry, αkr = vk /µkr .
Offered traffic-load (in erl) per idle source of
service-class k – multi retrials, αkrs = vk /µkrs .
Offered traffic-load (in erl) of Poisson serviceclass k calls, αk,inf = λk,inf /µk .
Offered traffic-load (in erl) of Poisson serviceclass k calls – single retry, αkr,inf = λk,inf /µkr .
Offered traffic-load (in erl) of Poisson serviceclass k calls – multi retrials, αkrs ,inf =
λk,inf /µkrs .
Number of in-service calls of service-class k
Vector of all in service calls of all serviceclasses, n = (n1 , n2 , . . . , nK ).
Steady state distribution
Compressed bandwidth of service-class k calls
Compression factor

Symbol Meaning
0
bkr
Compressed bandwidth of service-class k calls
with single retry
t(k)
Bandwidth reservation parameter of serviceclass k
φk (n) State-dependent multiplier of service-class k
x(n)
State-dependent variable
yk (j)
Mean number of Poisson service-class k calls in
state j
Pbk
Time Congestion probabilities of service-class k
Cbk
Call Congestion probabilities of service-class k
U
Link utilization

A PPENDIX B
L IST OF ACRONYMS
Acronym
EMLM
EnMLM
PFS
SRM
MRM
BR
QoS
E − EMLM/BR
E − SRM/BR
E − MRM/BR
EF − SRM/BR
EF − MRM/BR
TC
PASTA

Meaning
Erlang Multirate Loss Model
Engset Multirate Loss Model
Product Form Solution
Single − Retry Model
Multi − Retry Model
Bandwidth Reservation
Quality − of − Service
Extended − EMLM/BR
Extended − SRM/BR
Extended − MRM/BR
Extended Finite − SRM/BR
Extended Finite − MRM/BR
Time Congestion
Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages
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Abstract— The paper presents the vision, as well as the main
results of the implementation and the experimentation
performed within CARMNET – a Swiss-Polish project aimed
at investigating “CARrier-grade delay-aware resource
management for wireless multi-hop/Mesh NETworks”. The
project focuses on solutions that motivate telecom operators to
reconsider their view on user-operated IEEE 802.11-compliant
wireless mesh networks. It is driven by the vision of networks
operated cooperatively by telecom operators and a community
of users. While the former may appreciate the CARMNET’s
compliance with IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
infrastructure, the latter likely enjoy the pervasiveness of the
CARMNET-based Internet access. The project aims at
providing, both telecom operators and end users, with
solutions that will create appropriately strong incentives –
technological, functional and economical – for a widespread
adoption of CARMNET-like networks within an expanding
group of users. Project results obtained so far indicate, that
despite the originality of the project vision, its solutions are
applicable to the telecom operator’s infrastructure, in
particular in Internet access sharing scenarios that become
widespread in the recent years.

[8], [9]. The scenario-driven research efforts of CARMNET
have resulted in a set of solutions for ensuring satisfactory
levels of reliability and sustainability of the user-provided
Internet access sharing. The completed and the ongoing
research is focused on algorithms for reliable servicing of
multi-service traffic, with different packet delay tolerance,
including algorithms related to: traffic stream classification,
packet scheduling, buffer memory management, routing and
nodes mobility management [10], [11].
Targeting the CARMNET objectives has implied the
need for addressing several technological challenges, in
particular those related to the compatibility with the key
relevant standards, such as Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) protocol for the reliable multi-criteria routing within
wireless mesh networks [12], [13], [14], or relevant to IMSbased AAA [15] technologies used by telecom operators
[16]. Moreover, as far as the long-term sustainability of
CARMNET is concerned, some user-centric features have
proved to be of the key importance, as well. They correspond
to functional aspects of a CARMNET network use, such as
the user-perceived network utility and the user-friendliness
of mobile applications running on smartphones that
constitute such a network.
The further part of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the CARMNET research motivation is presented.
Section III describes the central role that scenarios play in
the project. In Section IV, selected technological solutions
developed for CARMNET-like networks are presented.
Section V presents the multi-testbed experimentation
approach for evaluating project's outcomes. The summary of
the key practical results of the CARMNET research and the
presentation of the conclusions close the article.

Keywords – wireless mesh networks; wireless mesh testbeds;
user-operated Internet access sharing; IMS; mobility.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The core idea of the CARMNET project [1], [2] is to
make the user-provided Internet access an important
alternative to the currently widespread 3G/4G-based mobile
Internet access, in particular this provided in the femtocell
scenario [3]. The main assumption of the project is that
wireless mesh networks [4], while effectively enhanced by
the introduction of advanced resource management
mechanisms [5] and the compliance with the core of the
telecom
operators’
IMS-based
Authentication,
Authorization, Accounting (AAA) infrastructure [6], [7],
may serve as an appropriate basis for a real-world realization
of the core CARMNET idea.
However, the realization of the vision of CARMNET
networks – as operated jointly by telecom operators and an
informal community of Internet access-sharing users – has
raised several scientific and technological challenges that
had not yet been investigated in a satisfactory detailed way

II.

RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Internet access sharing via customers' WiFi access points
is a service recently deployed by several world's leading
telecom operators, including Orange and British Telecom
(BT). For example, in Poland such a service is offered by
Orange as FunSpot [17]. The service known as FON [18] is
offered in several countries by partners of BT, e.g., by Polish
operator Netia [19].
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However, the attractiveness of wireless mesh networks to
telecom operators, despite a significant research effort that
has been put in the last decade [8], remains quite limited. The
following issues related to the CARMNET vision may be
recognized as potentially postponing the wide adoption of
existing wireless networking solutions:
 The lack of integration between the wireless network
resource management and the AAA mechanism of
telecom operators IMS-compliant networks,
 The lack of carrier-grade systems enabling telecom
operators to measure the usage of shared Internet
access in wireless mesh networks,
 The lack of solutions enabling end users to request
the same level of Quality of Service (QoS)
parameters as in 3G/4G networks,
 The lack of integration of the wireless network
resource management oriented on the Network
Utility Maximization (NUM) with ‘utility-aware’
accounting, in particular in a scenario in which users
are provided with ‘society-building’ incentives
similar to those familiar to users of popular Internet
file-sharing applications based on the Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) protocols [20],
 The lack of seamless mobility support for
multimedia services with QoS requirements [11].
It is worth mentioning that the scope of CARMNET
research corresponds to the recent trend of intensive studies
on various wireless Internet access sharing methods [21].
Moreover, similar scientific projects have been recently
conducted, including EU CARMEN [9]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, all such initiatives differ from
CARMNET in one of its core assumptions: they are based on
the use of non-standard hardware and they are dependent on
the access technologies.
III.

CARMNET SCENARIOS

The CARMNET research methodology follows the
approach of the user-centered scenario-based design, focused
on functional specification of the system in correspondence
to the user requirements and activities [22]. Firstly,
descriptions of CARMNET application scenarios constitute
the core of the project vision by focusing on the user-centric
view on added-value functionalities and the user-perceived
incentives for cooperative use of CARMNET-based
networks – both potentially enabled by the use of
CARMNET technological solutions. Secondly, the
CARMNET network topology scenarios [1] have served as
the basis for a more detailed specification of CARMNET
research scope, and serve as a starting point for network
topology
definitions
followed
in
multi-testbed
experimentation-oriented activities [23].
There are two main CARMNET Application Scenarios.
The first one assumes the cooperative Internet access sharing
as being realized via CARMNET access points, while the
second one assumes the use of CARMNET mobile nodes for
the same purpose. Each of the scenarios includes the 'phase'
of earning virtual currency units (called denarii) by a user
sharing his/her home network resources and the 'phase' of

Figure 1. The first step of the first CARMNET Application Scenario: Alice
‘earns’ denarii by sharing her home network with Charlie.

Figure 2. The second step of the first CARMNET Application Scenario:
Alice ‘spends’ her denarii by using Bob’s home network.

spending denarii for using the resources of a visited network.
An example in which Alice earns denarii by sharing her
home network with Charlie (Scenario 1) and then spends her
denarii by using Bob’s home network (Scenario 2) is
depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
It may be noticed that the CARMNET Scenario 1 is
architecturally similar to scenarios of currently offered
services, as it is based on the assumption that the core
functions of Internet access sharing are realized by means of
WiFi access points (appropriately equipped and configured),
i.e., the WiFi access point is the border node of the network
with shared resources. However, CARMNET provides a
utility-based charging based on the application of virtual
units of utility (called denarii) as added value [5], [7].
In both the basic CARMNET scenarios, the scope of the
'utility-sensitive' traffic management [5], [24], which is
realized in the home user's WiFi network, is naturally limited
to the WiFi network's range. However, in the case of
CARMNET Scenario 2, illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
the scope of the Internet access sharing may be extended by
means of CARMNET traffic-relaying mobile nodes. As a
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Figure 5. CARMNET multi-hop application scenario.

NET project the development of a resource management
system and a multi-criteria routing were undertaken.
Figure 3. The first step of the second CARMNET Application Scenario:
Alice ‘earns’ denarii by sharing her mobile Internet access with Charlie.

Figure 4. The second step of the second CARMNET Application Scenario:
Alice ‘spends’ her denarii by using Bob’s mobile Internet access.

result, the network coverage may be widened without
additional investments on the telecom operator’s side [7].
CARMNET supports both the WiFi-mobile and the
WiFi-WiFi traffic relaying modes. However, as WiFi
connectivity is much more power-consuming than a mobile
Internet access (3G or 4G access provided by a telecom
operator), the real-world applicability of the CARMNET
multi-hop WiFi-to-WiFi traffic relaying - as shown in Figure
5 presenting the CARMNET multi-hop application scenario is practically limited to cases in which the user has an easy
access to a power supply, e.g., when he/she shares his/her
mobile Internet access with drivers of other cars staying in
the same traffic jam area.
Currently, a typical multi-hop WiFi-to-WiFi traffic
relaying scenario can be used by mobile operators in order to
extend the range of their networks. However, one of the key
problems in multi-hop wireless networks, especially in
networks that serve heterogeneous traffic, is optimal resource
management and routing. In order to make multi-hop
networks attractive for telecom operators, within the CARM-

IV.

KEY AREAS OF CARMNET RESEARCH

The implementation of the CARMNET vision required
integrated studies in several research areas that are usually
investigated independently, such as multi-criteria routing,
wireless network resource management and integration of a
NUM system with IMS core infrastructure aimed at
providing SIP-Based AAA Support [6].
A. Multi-Criteria Routing
Within the activities related to CARMNET project, a new
routing protocol (based on the OLSR protocol), which allows
for multi-criteria path selection, is proposed. The protocol is
capable to build the routing table (at each node), including
not only the best path but a set of paths that lead to the
specified destination network. The paths in the set are
selected as the subsequent shortest paths to the specified
destination, based on one of the k-shortest paths algorithms
[25], [26], [27]. The paths are determined according to main
criterion, e.g., delay, and they include additional criteria
(metrics). The additional metrics are useful in order to
choose the best path that fulfils the criteria for a given traffic
stream. The criteria correspond to the QoS requirements for
all traffic classes offered in the CARMNET network. An
example of the criteria can be delay, a number of hops, link
reliability or link load. Thus, the proposed QoS routing
protocol is able to use different traffic profiles and for each
of them proposes the best path, i.e., the path that fulfils
recommended (for the considered traffic profile) QoS values
in the best possible way.
The multi-criteria routing is dedicated primarily to the
multi-hop scenario, but it can be also used in the single-hop
scenario, to select the best CARMNET Internet-sharing
node. Additionally, the routing protocol introduced in the
CARMNET system may be also used as one of the possible
methods for mobility management: one or more of the
criteria can be used by a mobile node to select the best path
(next-hop node) for a traffic stream of a given class.
B. Wireless Network Resource Management based on
Delay-Aware Network Utility Maximization (DANUM)
Approach
The aim of the DANUM model is to provide an optimal
packet scheduling policy regarding the maximisation of the
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network users’ satisfaction. It targets the maximum of the
network utility (a sum of utility of all flows within the
network):


max U r x r , d r , 



rS

where S denotes a set of flows within the network; xr – rate
of flow r; dr – delay of flow r; Ur – the utility function of
flow r. In other words, DANUMS aims at solving the NUM
problem in a delay-aware way. The relation between
measurable flow transmission quality parameters and its
utility is modelled by means of a utility function. Each
function corresponds to flows of a given type or, more
precisely, to flows with specific network requirements [5].
In DANUMS the utility is determined not only according
to the flow’s throughput, but also to its end-to-end delay.
Each flow may have a distinct utility function since it may
prioritise different network performance parameters.
Assigning utility functions to flows is a task of the Flow
Classifier [10].
It has been proven that the Max-Weight Scheduling
(MWS) algorithm is a solution to the standard throughputoriented NUM problem formulation [28]. The DANUMS
applies the MWS algorithm to virtual queue levels in order
to determine the next flow queue to transmit a packet from.
A virtual queue is defined as a product of flow’s packet
backlog level and a virtual price of a single packet. Packet’s
virtual price is a value of the derivative of a utility function
assigned to the flow. In other words, the more utility a flow
would gain from improving its network performance
parameters (e.g., by lowering its delay), the higher is the
virtual price. The virtual price plays an important role in
packet scheduling as well as influences the cost of
CARMNET network usage [10].
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where X is the state of the service process defined by the
number of streams xi(X) of particular classes currently being
in the system: X={x1(X), x2(X), …, xM(X)}, Ai is the traffic
intensity of class i, defined relative to AU [33], [34], ci is the
bit rate of a stream of class i, the nX parameter denotes the
total number of allocation units in the system in state X,
whereas 1i denotes one stream of class i.
On the basis of (2) it is possible to determine all
important averaged characteristics for streams of individual
classes, e.g., the average value Qi of the number of streams
Server
Buffer
A1, c1=1

A2, c2=2

resource
division

C. Wireless Network Resource Management Based on
Multiservice State-Dependent Queueing Models
Another key objective of the CARMNET project in the
area of resource management is to elaborate a model of a
multiservice queuing system. A careful review of the
available literature reveals that no satisfactory models of
multiservice queueing systems have been developed as yet.
The proposed solutions [29], [30], [31], [32] concern a certain
number of boundary cases only and do not provide methods
for individual evaluation of queue parameters for individual
classes of calls. The advantage of the proposed in
CARMNET project model will be opportunities to evaluate
analytically the average parameters of queues for individual
classes of calls, which may prove to be of particular
importance in engineering applications, especially in
solutions concerning the analysis, dimensioning and
optimization of mobile networks.
Within the CARMNET project, an accurate model of a
state-dependent queuing system with limited queue and
state-dependent dynamic resource sharing between
individual classes of streams was proposed. The assumption
was that the queueing system had a server with the capacity

C and the queue with the capacity U, expressed in AUs
(Allocation Unit) [33], [34]. The assumption in the model
was that the allocation unit had the value 1 bit/s, (or 1 Kbit/s,
1 Mbit/s and so on, depending on the adopted bit rate units
appropriate for a considered system). In the proposed
queueing system, the number of AUs that service streams of
class i (1≤i≤M, where M is the number of classes of offered
streams) in the server depends on the number of streams of
individual classes in the system at a given moment of the
service process. This defined system can be also treated as M
virtual queueing systems in which bit rates, allocated in the
server to service streams of particular classes, depend on the
number of currently serviced streams and streams placed in
M queues (see Figure 6).
Figure 6 shows a diagram of a queueing system to which
two classes of traffic streams are offered. The figure shows
two virtual queues, though, in real circumstances, there is
only one queue for all classes of streams. This particular
presentation of the system results from the fact that the
resources allocated in the server to service particular classes
depend on the total number of streams in the system, while
they are independent of the actual order of call arrival to the
system [33], [34].
It is proved in [34] that the distribution of the number of
streams [p(X)]C+U currently in thus defined queueing system
(being serviced in the server and waiting in the queue) can be
written as follows:

Figure 6. Multiservice queueing system with state-dependent dynamic
distribution of server resources.
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of class i waiting in the queue can be expressed by the
following formula:


A
Qi    xi ( X )  p( X )C U  i  p( X  1i ) C U  ,
ci
 


(3)

where Ω is the set of all states in which the queue is not
empty:
M


   X : C   xi  X ci  C  U .
i 1



(4)

The proposed model of the state-dependent queuing
system with limited queue and state-dependent dynamic
resource sharing between individual classes of streams is the
first accurate multiservice queueing model that makes it
possible to evaluate queues for individual classes of calls.
Within this context, the opportunities offered by its practical
applicability exceed the scope of the CARMNET project.
The model can be particularly important in engineering
applications, particularly those that are related to the
analysis
of
4G
mobile
networks
and
other
telecommunications systems that use buffers.
D. Integration of Wireless Network Resource Management
with Routing and AAA Functions
One of the key objectives of CARMNET is to integrate
IMS-based AAA support with the utility-oriented resource
management for wireless mesh networks, in particular the
one based on DANUM System (DANUMS) [6], [7].
DANUMS is an application-layer system providing a delayaware indirect flow control mechanism based on a system
transporting virtual utility units and a packet forwarding
component aimed at providing an approximation of MaxWeight Scheduling (MWS) [24].
The DANUMS is a part of an architecture (see Figure 7)
that consists of a routing component in the form of
Optimised Link State Routing Protocol daemon (OLSRd)
[12], a custom SIP User Agent integrated with a Linux
Loadable Kernel Module (LKM), a user interface (WebUI)
and an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) platform [16]. SIP
User Agent is responsible for asynchronous communication
between LKM and the IMS. The user interface is a WWW
application that allows users to bind utility functions to
various types of traffic. The WebUI also provides insight
into statistics about transmitted traffic and network usage
cost.
The DANUMS is implemented as a Linux LKM [5] and
has to be installed and running on all of the client devices,
that wish to participate in the CARMNET network. The
implementation as a kernel module gives access to low-level
networking stack. This is a crucial ability, as DANUMS
manages the flow of packets with respect to their delayaware Max-Weight Scheduling (MWS) weights [24] by

Figure 7. Overview of CARMNET system architecture.

Figure 8. A single CARMNET mobile node subsystem implemented as
LKM [35].

means of custom queues and the corresponding scheduling
system – as depicted in Figure 8. For the MWS algorithm to
function correctly, information about queue levels is
signalled throughout the CARMNET network by means of
CARMNET-specific Layer-2 Queue-Level Estimation
(L2QE) protocol.
Other protocols are used internally in the CARMNET
network to measure network delay (Delay Reporting
Protocol, DRP), exchange information about currently
forwarded flows (Queue Reporting Protocol, QRM) and for
exchanging information on urgency scheduling weights
(Urgency Reporting Messages, URM).
E. IMS-Based Support for Utility-Based Charging
Typically, CARMNET users are the ones that do not
have the direct and acceptably cheap access to 3G/4G
network. It is assumed that virtual utility units, after being
earned by users sharing their mobile Internet access with
other users of CARMNET-based wireless networks, may be
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spent by these users (‘potentially altruistic’, i.e., risking the
lack of a reward for sharing the Internet connection) for
accessing mobile Internet connection shared by other users.
The original CARMNET concept of the utility-based
charging is based on a combination of charging per traffic
volume and traffic volume virtualization based on the
mechanism of explicit transfer of virtual units that has been
proposed as the key element of the Delay-Aware NUM
System (DANUM) framework [5]. The realization of the
concept is supported by efforts put on the integration of the
DANUM system with an IMS-compliant AAA system [6],
[15].
The CARMNET architecture assumes extending an open
implementation of the IMS server infrastructure
(OpenIMSCore) by the SIP servlet located on the
Application Server (AS). The communication between the
network nodes and the IMS Server is realized with the use of
SIP User Agent (a lean SIP client application).
CARMNET-DANUM system has been made fully
compatible with the interfaces of the IMS core servers [6].
Information on flows’ utility is signalled in the network by
the SIP User Agent and sent to the accounting server on the
IMS platform. Implementing a fully featured IMS server
based on OpenIMSCore [36] eliminated the need for
developing a core telecom infrastructure from scratch, at
least as long it is understood as a combination of user
management, session handling and AAA functions [15].
F. CARMNET-XML Protocol
According to the vision of CARMNET, the standard
session management functionalities provided by IMS core
servers are used in a non-typical way - for the management
of user-shared Internet access sessions (so called
“CARMNET sessions”) rather than, e.g., for the
management of VoIP sessions. On the other hand, the
standard AAA functionalities provided by IMS core are
extended by additional CARMNET-specific features of
utility monitoring that enable utility-based charging. These
additional functionalities are provided in an IMS-complaint
way, as a result of an implementation of SIP servlet and a
special “CARMNET over SIP protocol” used for exchanging
the information for the purpose of the utility-based charging.
What is specific for CARMNET is that the IMS
infrastructure is used to manage users profiles and to store
the configuration of end-users’ utility functions.
As shown in Figure 9 SIP protocol, as one of the basic
constituents of the IMS architecture, has been selected for
the CARMNET-XML protocol encapsulation [15]. On the
server side, a SIP servlet that receives CARMNET XML
messages has been implemented. The architecture of the IMS
platform makes the set of CARMNET servlets easily
extendable. The CARMNET-specific implementation of
IMS assumes the use of a Representational State Transfer
(REST) Web Service for the interaction between the AS and
a CARMNET-specific user database, e.g., performed to
update the amount of denarii ‘possessed’ by a given user.
Functions of the CARMNET-XML protocol are illustrated in
Figure 10.

Figure 9. Integration of CARMNET system with IMS architecture [35].

Figure 10. Functions of CARMNET-XML Protocol [35].

G. Integration of Wireless Network Resource Management
with Mobility Support
Since DANUM uses the OLSR protocol to send DRM
messages [24], it cannot measure the delay of flows
endpoints that are beyond a CARMNET network.
DANUMS can measure the delay of such flows up to the
Internet sharing node. Similarly, the accuracy of rate
measurement for such flows is reduced. To fix these
problems, the DANUMS Loadable Kernel Module (LKM)
allows injection of measurements from external sources
through procfs interface [11]. This interface is represented in
Linux systems as a regular file, allowing both read and write
operations [37]. DANUM system operates on per-flow basis,
i.e., it measures the network performance parameters for
each flow separately. Consequently, each line of the procfs
file corresponds to a single flow managed by DANUM. In
addition, DANUM allows supplying information regarding
routes as well.
In a CARMNET network, mobility support is provided
by the WiOptiMo [11], [38] framework. A CNAPT installed
on any CARMNET wireless node provides mobility services
to users who subscribed for them. It intercepts traffic flows
associated to the mobility service and relays them to a
SNAPT according to their requirements in terms of
bandwidth and delay, in order to provide the desired Quality
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of Service (QoS). Multiple SNAPTs are located on the
Internet to manage scalability and avoid concentrating traffic
flows in a single spot.
WiOptiMo monitors the route between CNAPT and a
SNAPT with a separate control traffic flow. Each CNAPT
also periodically measures delay (one-trip time) and
throughput (amount of received data over a time period)
towards the different SNAPTs using this socket. The
information gathered in the process can be passed to the
DANUM LKM by writing it to the procfs file as flow
measurement lines with reduced flow identifier consisting of
source and destination IP addresses only. Implementation
details about the format of each line can be found in [11].
Thanks to the procfs interface, WiOptiMo can provide
measurements DANUM cannot perform. For example, a
delay between a gateway and a SNAPT, measured by a
CNAPT, can be added to the delay of flows destined to that
SNAPT and leaving the CARMNET network through that
gateway, in order to enhance the accuracy of measurements
used in utility calculation. Furthermore, since a SNAPT can
be installed on the same device of the flow endpoint or on a
different device of the same network, the accuracy of
measurements used by DANUM in the calculation of utility
for flows that are outside a CARMNET network can be
exactly estimated. A CNAPT on the source node can also
overwrite throughput measurements for flows which it is
responsible for, to account for losses encountered outside of
the CARMNET network.
The WiOptiMo framework also allows a mobile node of
a CARMNET network to change gateway transparently (e.g.,
when node moves out of the reach of the initial gateway due
to the mobility of the associated user), without suffering
service disruption (mobility support). In typical use cases of
wireless mesh networks, only Internet gateways have public
IP addresses and use NAT to share this connection. If an
Internet gateway changes, the already established
connections will break. To avoid this, the most common
practice is to route traffic through the old gateway, which is
inefficient. WiOptiMo overcomes this limitation and allows
public IP to be changed seamlessly. DANUM allows to use
the best available route to the selected SNAPT, at all times,
regardless of the currently selected gateway. This feature is
implemented by DANUM without modifying the OLSR
protocol and its implementation by introducing a “virtual”
host entity into Topology Control OLSR messages,
representing a connection between an Internet sharing node
and a SNAPT as a link state information [7].
V.

A. wnPUT Testbed
The wnPUT Testbed has been built mainly for the
development and the experimentation related to carrier-grade
resource management for heterogeneous traffic based on the
DANUM approach [5]. The focus of this work is put on the
core CARMNET software, such as DANUMS Loadable
Linux Kernel Module, which requires more control over
each node than development of applications run in the socalled Linux userspace [37].
The wnPUT testbed consists of a software framework for
centralised control of the testbed, and hardware upon which
experimental and management networks are built. The
hardware part consists of 13 dedicated nodes allowing to
conduct multiple uninterrupted iterations of experiments
remotely, without additional assistance.
Each node is connected to a Power-over-Ethernet switch,
allowing to remotely power-cycle the node, even if built-in
watchdog fails to detect system failure. This feature is crucial
for low-level Linux kernel development, such as
implementation of routing and packet scheduling modules of
the DANUM system [40]. Nodes themselves are built upon
ALIX platform, very similar to the one used in one of the
largest wireless experimental networks – the DES-Testbed
[41], [42].
The software framework accompanying the hardware
part of wnPUT testbed includes online monitoring and
graphical analysis tools that allow for the real-time graphical
analysis of each experiment. The system consists of two core
elements:
 the reader of unified experiment data,
 the tool for graphical visualization of the data.
An example of the network topology observable in an
experiment conducted in the wnPUT testbed is presented in
Figure 11 - it has the form provided by the wnPUT Monitor.
Plots representing changes of the key DUNUMS variables
during one of experiments executed in the wnPUT testbed
are shown in Figure 12. The set of the variables includes:
 queue level,
 flow rate,
 virtual traffic price,
 flow utility,
 flow utility change.

MULTI-TESTBED EXPERIMENTATION

CARMNET solutions are being extensively evaluated in
multiple experiments performed in several realistic testbeds,
in particular in the ones located at CARMNET partners’
facilities: the wnPUT testbed [39], the Polanka-net [23] and
the SUPSI testbed. The experimentation efforts involve the
remote use of a large-scale wireless testbed, the DESTestbed. Experiments within the facilities of a public
metropolitan WiFi operator have been performed as well [7].

Figure 11. A view on the topology of an exemplary network shown in the
wnPUT Monitor.
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Figure 12. Graphs presenting the experiment results in wnPUT Monitor.

Figure 13. Sample topology fragment, generated based on ETX metric by
wnPUT topology monitoring tool.

Figure 13 shows a part of wireless network topology
generated by the wnPUT topology monitoring tool on the
basis of the ETX metric supplied by OLSRd and monitored
on one of the testbed nodes [40].
The wnPUT testbed uses an extended DES-Cript — a
domain specific language for the testbed experimentation
developed at Freie Universitat Berlin [43]. Instead of
developing another experiment description, we have opted to
use the already established DES-Cript. Thanks to DES-Cript
being based on XML, we were able to further extend
capabilities of the experiment description while preserving
the ability of executing pure DES-Cript scenarios. For
additional features, such as remote power-cycling of nodes,
we use in-house extensions of the experiment description
syntax.
B. Polanka-net Testbed
The Polanka-net testbed was designed for testing the
modified OLSR protocol based on the proposed multicriteria k-shortest path algorithm [26]. The architecture of
Polanka-net testbed is shown in Figure 14. The main part of
the testbed consists of 12 nodes equipped with dual-core

Intel ATOM processors. Each of them is equipped with: a
solid state drive with the capacity of 24 GB, 4 GB of RAM
and double core ATOM CPU (Central Processing Unit). The
presented node's configuration allows for installing Linux in
both "server" and "desktop" versions. The nodes are of small
size, comparable to the dimensions of the nodes used in
wnPUT testbed.
The main advantage of x86 nodes with ATOM CPUs is
reasonable computing power and the fact that the developing
software for this kind of nodes does not require crosscompilation. The source code can be compiled directly on
the developer's workstation or within the node. The simplest
solution for x86 nodes is the native compilation of the
software at the nodes. In the case of native compilation, it is
only required to provide the node with a source code.
The use of the nodes that were built using x86 processors
(hereinafter referred to as x86 nodes) facilitates the
implementation of the software. However, such nodes are
more expensive and consume more energy with respect to
the nodes using Reduced Instruction Sets Computer (RISC)
processor. This fact was taken into account when the
Polanka-net testbed was designed. Consequently, the testbed
allows using low-cost nodes based on RISC CPUs (RISC
nodes in Figure 14). The concept of using low-cost nodes
was presented in the article [23].
The RISC nodes, used in Polanka-net testbed, support
OpenWRT [44]. Open WRT is a Linux distribution dedicated
for routers. It is characterized by small hardware
requirements, since a firmware image (including kernel but
without WiFi support) often does not occupy more than 2
MB of memory. One of the main advantages of the Open
WRT is its ability to run on wide variety of processor
architectures. This is possible owing to the fact that the
software has an open code, which can be compiled into
binary code designed for a specific platform.
In order to facilitate the implementation of multi-criteria
algorithm, a special approach was applied: new discovered
routes are added to the system routing table via a separate
module. This module uses Zebra protocol to communicate
with the OLSR protocol and its path computing algorithm.
The Zebra protocol's messages are exchanged using TCP
connections. The extension of Zebra's functionalities allows
us to use RISC node without implemented OLSR protocol
software. The OLSR protocol may be supported by the
dedicated server. Consequently, the functionality of RISC
nodes is limited to two tasks only. The first task is related to
forwarding IPv4 packets according to the rules written in the
routing table. This task is performed by the Data Plane. The
second task is related to sending, receiving, forwarding and
processing OLSR messages. In the proposed solution, the
control plane OLSR server does not have direct access to the
nodes' interfaces. In order to send or receive OLSR protocol
messages via specified interface, the control plane OLSR
server has to send them to the nodes, via appropriately
modified Zebra protocol.
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Figure 15. SUPSI testbed.

daemon (OLSRd, version 0.6.2) [12] runs on each node of
the network for network path resolution. The final testbed
architecture is illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 14. Polanka-net Testbed.

C. SUPSI Testbed
The SUPSI testbed was designed to test the performance
of the CARMNET mobility module based on the WiOptiMo
framework. It contains three static (two of which are
Internet-sharing) nodes and two wireless mobile network
nodes. Each static node consists of an ALIX.2D2 system
board, which supports two mini-PCI radios. We used one
Wistron DNMA92 miniPCI card for each board, which is in
turn connected to a two 802.11n antennas. Each board has a
500 MHz AMD Geode LX800 processor and 256 MB DDR
DRAM. We installed Debian Wheezy (7.0) on each node
with Linux Kernel 3.12.6 and used driver ath9k for Wi-Fi.
The two mobile nodes are two ASUS EeePC 900 with a
Atheros 5008Wireless Card, a 900MHz Celeron Processor
and 1GB DDR RAM. They run Debian Wheezy 7.0 as well,
while the Wi-Fi driver is ath5k.
To complete the hardware setup, we installed WiOptiMo
SNAPT on a Dell Optiplex 760 (server), while WiOptiMo
CNAPT was installed on a Lenovo ThinkPad T410a. Both
machines run a Linux distribution (Ubuntu 12.04). Two of
the static nodes (gateways) and the server are connected to
the Internet with an Ethernet 100Mbit/s connection, while
the rest of the nodes are participating in the mesh network.
Both the gateways perform NAT between the mesh network
and the Internet. Optimised Link S tate Routing Protocol

D. Experimental Application in a Public Wireless Network
Experiments presented in [7] describe the case of a
CARMNET system being integrated with an existing, realworld public wireless network (WiFi Lugano network). As it
has been demonstrated in the experiments, CARMNET
solutions may be used to extend the network coverage and
provide the unique features of network coverage extension
and utility-aware seamless handover [7]. In particular, as
presented in Figure 16 (depicting the network topology) and
Figure 17, in the network coverage experiment, the nodes n1
and n2 (featuring the CARMNET DANUMS LKM) have
enabled a mobile user to preserve the access to the Internet
despite being out of WiFi Lugano's range.
The balance of virtual utility units (called denarii)
presented in Figure 17 indicates how 'cooperation-oriented'
each node was in sharing/using the Internet connection
during the experiment. It may be seen that the user node,
being the one initiating all the traffic was thus simply
‘paying’ for it: this can be seen in its constantly dropping
denarii balance. The virtual unit balance of node n2 oscillated
around zero, since it was only forwarding the traffic
originated in another node. The node n1 has been
immediately ‘rewarded’ for sharing its Internet access
connectivity [7]. Moreover, the nodes n1 and the user's node
have provided the IMS Core servers with the CARMNETspecific data indicating the fairness of the user traffic
relaying realized by the node n2. On the basis of this data, the
'reputation' of the node n2 may be automatically 'evaluated'
and 'taken into account' by other nodes - not necessarily the
same as those taking part in the session providing the data.

Figure 16. Network topology in the Internet access coverage extension
experiment.
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Figure 17. Denarii balance for the three CARMNET nodes during the
Internet access coverage extension experiment [7].

VI.

KEY PRACTICAL RESULTS

To the authors’ knowledge, the DANUMS system
developed in CARMNET is the first delay-aware NUM
solution practically interoperable with widely used protocols
such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User
Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet Protocol (IP), and 802.11
Media Access Control (MAC) [11]. The system is also the
first NUM system integrated with the core IMS
infrastructure [6], [15] and the first one that is capable to
effectively operate in a public wireless network [7].
As demonstrated in experiments conducted in a physical
testbed [15], the integration with the DANUMS (i.e., with a
system responsible for wireless network resource
management) has not compromised the performance of the
IMS-compliant AAA functions. It may also be seen that the
idea of developing a new protocol (i.e., CARMNET-XML
protocol for the CARMNET specific registering and
signalling) as an extension of SIP protocol, has proven to be
a good choice, as far as the key user-perceived performance
metrics are concerned [15], [35]. In particular, the addition of
CARMNET-specific functions based on SIP communication,
has not introduced a significant user registration delay, nor a
significant protocol encapsulation overhead, necessary for
the CARMNET-specific transmission quality reporting
(allowing to maximize the network utility in a delay aware
way) [15]. On the basis of such observations, it may be
concluded that the proposed SIP-based approach to the
access management and the user information exchange,
while being compliant with the widespread IMS technology
used in many telecom operators’ networks [35], is indeed a
viable mean for utility-maximizing local wireless network
management [15].

line with the recent trend of deploying wireless Internet
access sharing by commercial service providers and telecom
operators [35]. CARMNET-like networking provides many
benefits for service providers, e.g., increases network
coverage without the need for extending the hardware
infrastructure [7]. CARMNET architecture makes no
assumptions regarding the kind of the Internet access
connection, although naturally it is more likely to be
deployed in a network with a fixed line Internet access, as it
is usually cheaper and provides higher throughput than
mobile Internet access.
It is worth being noted that in contrast to existing
services, the implementation of CARMNET technological
solutions, in particular the Delay-Aware Network Utility
Maximization framework [5], enables to share the Internet
access within a community of users truly delay-aware and
QoS-oriented. In particular, a visiting user may be served in
accordance to both his/her current demands (meeting of
which is reflected by the rate of spending of virtual currency
units) and the access point owner's willingness to share
his/her WiFi network and the Internet connection.
Mainly as a result of the scenario-based design
methodology [22] most of CARMNET solutions, although at
a glance possibly appearing as purely technological, stay in a
close correspondence to the project vision. In particular, a
one-to-one correspondence appears between the delaydependent traffic transport utility perceived by the visiting
user (innovatively reflecting both the average effective
throughput and the transmission delay characteristics) and
the rate at which virtual currency units are earned by the
owner of the local network infrastructure. In other words, we
assume that each user should be awarded (in terms of virtual
currency earnings) for his/her network resources sharing, and
that this should be done in a way reflecting the user's
subjective experience of the network access fairness. We
believe that this is the right way in which the owners of highquality and/or conveniently located network facilities may be
motivated to share a significant part of their resources with
many satisfied members of the CARMNET-enabled network
access sharing community.
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Abstract— Using Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in healthcare systems has had a lot of attention in recent years. In much
of this research tasks like sensor data processing, health states
decision making and emergency message sending are done by a
remote server. Many patients with lots of sensor data consume
a great deal of communication resources, bring a burden to
the remote server and delay the decision time and notification
time. A healthcare application for elderly people using WSN
has been simulated in this paper. A WSN designed for the
proposed healthcare application needs efficient Medium Access
Control (MAC) and routing protocols to provide a guarantee
for the reliability of the data delivered from the patients to
the medical centre. Based on these requirements, the GinMAC
protocol including a mobility module has been chosen, to provide
the required performance such as reliability for data delivery and
energy saving. Simulation results show that this modification to
GinMAC can offer the required performance for the proposed
healthcare application.
Keywords—WSN;Healthcare Applications; GinMAC; Mobility; Castalia.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely used
in a variety of applications dealing with monitoring, such as
healthcare monitoring, environment monitoring, fire detection
and so on. A WSN is composed of tiny, battery powered
devices, called sensor nodes. The design and implementation
of WSNs face several challenges, mainly due to the limited
resources and limited capabilities of sensor nodes, such as
power and storage. To accomplish their task, sensor nodes
are required to communicate with each other and act as
intermediate nodes to forward data on behalf of others so that
this data can reach the sink, which is responsible for taking
the required decision. Different applications using WSNs have
different requirements so no generic results can be used [1],
[2].
The initial applications supported by WSNs were mostly in
environment monitoring, such as temperature monitoring for
a specific area, house alarms, and so on. The main objectives
in such applications only involved simple data processing.
Energy consumption needed to be considered for specific
applications, so little attention was taken on data delivery and
reliability related issues such as in [1], [3].
WSNs have been extended and their designs have been
advanced to support more complex applications, such as

security, military, fire detection and health care related issues.
In these applications, data delivery and reliability must be
taken as important parameters in addition to energy efficiency,
because data must be collected from the sources of events and
be forwarded to the sink in real time with high reliability,
otherwise the application may not fulfil its purpose [4].
In this paper, an implementation of GinMAC [1] including
a proposed mobility management module is described and
simulated for a healthcare application, where energy saving,
delay and reliability for end to end data delivery over multi
hop WSNs needs to be considered. Some scenarios are given
to simulate GinMAC for the proposed healthcare application,
where mobility of nodes and reliability of the data are big
issues.
The rest of the paper is structured as follow. Related work
and motivations for the paper are given in Sections II and
III, respectively. The implementation of GinMAC for both
static and mobility applications are described in Section IV.
The proposed healthcare application is described in Section V.
Simulation scenarios and the required parameters with figures
showing the results for GinMAC implementation for the
proposed applications are given in Section VI. The simulation
results and some discussion is in Section VII. A conclusion
and proposals for future work are presented in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED WORK
Wireless Sensor Networks consist of a set of nodes where
each node has a number of sensors with the capability of
collecting data about events and sending them back to a
Base Station (BS). In order to ensure the successful operation
of WSNs, efficient MAC and routing protocols need to be
designed. The MAC protocol in a WSN controls the accessing
of channels in a network, so the highest number of nodes
can share the communication capability, without affecting the
integrity of the data delivered to the indicated destination.
Due to the wireless communication and insufficient resources
and hard challenges in WSN, an efficient MAC protocol is
one of the most important factors that needs to be considered
before designing any applications, to enhance the life time and
improve the performance of the proposed applications [5], [6].
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A. MAC Protocols for WSNs
Designing a MAC protocol for WSN is not a simple
task, due to the challenging application environments and
restrictions, such as energy constraints, latency, data delivery,
self-configuration, self-organization and many other challenges
in such networks [2]. The main aims of designing MAC
protocols are reducing consumed energy, decreasing delay and
increasing the reliability of such networks. A major motivation
for this work is to design MAC protocols for WSN applications
where energy saving, data delivery and latency from node to
node in multi hops WSN networks need to be guaranteed.
In a wireless sensor network, major energy waste can occur
for several reasons, as described in [2], [7], [8]. The first and
most important source of consuming energy in WSN is idle
listening; this happens when a node is listening to an idle
channel to share the medium, and it thinks there is a possibility
of receiving or sending packets.
The second reason for the consumption of energy is collisions, due to a high number of sensor nodes deployed in
a small area and a large number of control packets. The
third reason for wasting energy is overhearing; overhearing
occurs when a node listens or overhears a packet, thinking
it may be the intended receiver, however, in fact the packet
is not for that particular node. Some most important design
factors for protocols in WSN that need to be considered while
designing and deploying energy efficient MAC protocols for
any applications are the following: network topology, type of
antenna and clustering related issues [2].
In general, MAC protocols can be divided into two types,
which are Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocols
and contention based protocols. Each of them has advantages
and disadvantages. Schedule based protocols have no collision
related problems and are energy efficient protocols, however,
scalability in a very dynamic WSN is a big problem for such
protocols. Contention based protocols have better performance
in terms of scalability in distributed WSNs, however, collisions
are a big problem for such protocols.
1) Schedule Based MAC Protocols: In WSNs, to allow
sensors to gain access to the shared wireless medium in a
cooperative manner, schedule-based MAC protocols have been
proposed that regulate access to resources according to a
schedule to avoid contention among nodes. Depending upon
the medium access technique, the resources could be a time
slot, a frequency band or a Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) code. The main aim of schedule-base MAC protocols
is to achieve a high degree of energy conservation to prolong
the lifetime of the network. Most of the schedule-based MAC
protocols for WSNs use a variant of a TDMA scheme whereby
the time available is divided into slots. Using this scheme, a
logical frame of N contiguous slots is formed and this logical
frame repeats itself in cycles over time. Each sensor node is
assigned a set of specific time slots per frame and this set
constitutes the schedule according to which the sensor node
gains access to the medium and has the right to transmit or
receive. This schedule can be either fixed, or constructed on

demand, on a per frame basis, by the base-station to reflect
the current requirements of sensor nodes and traffic pattern.
The nodes must also satisfy the interference constraint, which
says that no nodes within two hops of each other may use the
same slot [9].
This two hop constraint is needed to avoid the hidden
node problem when there is chance this could happen. Energy
conservation is achieved by using an on and off mechanism for
the sensor radio transceiver [10]. According to the schedule of
each sensor node, a sensor alternates between two modes of
operation: active mode and sleep mode. A sensor is in active
mode when it is its turn to use the assigned time slots within
the logical frame to transmit and receive data frames. Outside
these sensor assigned time slots, it moves into sleep mode by
switching off its radio transceiver.
2) Contention Based MAC Protocols: Contention based
MAC protocols are also known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance based protocols (CSMA/CA).
These protocols do not pre-allocate resources to individual
sensors. Instead, they employ an on-demand channel access
mechanism and in this way share a single radio channel
among the contending nodes. Simultaneous attempts to access
the communications medium, however, results in a collision.
Effectively, these protocols try to minimize rather than completely avoid the occurrence of collisions. Traditional networks
use Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) as a medium
access mechanism. However, CSMA/CA mechanism gives
poor performance in WSNs due to two unique problems: the
hidden node problem and the exposed node problem. The
hidden node problem is where node A is transmitting to node
B and node C, which is out of coverage of A will sense the
channel as idle and start packet transmission to node B as
well. Consequently, the two packets will collide at node B. In
this case CSMA/CA fails to foresee this collision [11]. In the
proposed real time applications the main aim is to save energy
and improve reliability so a schedule based MAC protocol has
been chosen.
B. Design Issues and Challenges for WSN
Due to the limitations and design restrictions of WSN, such
as wireless communication and resource limitations, the design
of protocols has many challenges, new proposed protocols
need to consider these restrictions during their designing and
deploying phases. To meet these restrictions, the following
important factors and design issues need to be considered for
new protocols [3] and [12].
Data Delivery Models: A WSN is an application specific network, so data delivery models need to be designed
according to the given application. Some applications need
to deliver data from sensor nodes directly toward the sink
over a single hop away from the sink, while the others send
data over multiple hops between source nodes and a sink. So
data delivery models will impact the performance of the new
proposed protocols.
Operating Environment: WSNs can be used for different
kinds of applications and each of these applications will
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have a specific requirement. For instance, a WSN used for
environment monitoring needs to have specific protocols that
can deal with the specific challenges. Moreover, WSNs used
in real-time related applications need to have efficient protocols in order to provide the required performance for these
applications.
Energy Saving: Due to the limited power capacity associated with each node in a WSN, newly designed protocols must
take power consumption related issues as their most important
objective. Each node must consume as little power as possible
in order to extend the lifetime of the whole network, therefore,
the trade-off between energy consumption and data delivery
in the WSN are hot topics in recent research studies. Energy
can be saved by letting nodes go to sleep when there is no
data to sent and received.
Connectivity: Pre-established connections between each
pair of nodes in the WSN define the connectivity of the
network. WSNs may be densely deployed in an interest area,
and there will probably be cases where this connection will
have failed and be disconnected. This can happen when some
nodes leave the network or die and this means that the
topology of the WSN may change very frequently. Therefore,
mobility may need to be considered in new proposed protocols.
Hardware Constraints: Typically, nodes in WSN are
equipped with small amounts of resources, such as memory,
processing capability and power. However, in some applications protocols there is a need to store a large amount of data
before forwarding it to the next hop. Because of the limited
available memory at each node, that node may not be able to
store all the data in its local memory. Hence some techniques
need to be designed to reduce the overflow of the data at each
node in the network.
Low Node Cost: As a WSN may consist of hundreds or
even thousands of nodes, the cost of each individual node must
be as low as possible as this will reduce the cost of the whole
network.
Scalability and Adaptation: Since the number of nodes in
the network may be large and the communication links are
prone to fail, and nodes have the ability to join or leave the
network, the new protocols need to be scalable and to be able
to adapt to any size of network.
Self-Configuring: After nodes are deployed, they need
to be able to organize themselves in order to be able to
communicate, and when some nodes die and the topology has
been changed, it should be possible for them to re-configure
themselves without user interaction.
Security and Privacy: Due to the wireless communication
between sensors in WSN, it is possible that data may be
listened to by unauthorised nodes. Hence the requirements
for security and privacy of data needs to be considered when
designing applications using WSNs.
Quality of Service (QoS) support: Some applications in
WSNs may need to deliver data with specific QoS requirements, for example, delivering data at a required time with
bounded latency and reliability. In the proposed healthcare
application, the reliability of the delivered data is the most

important factor, which needs to be considered. In the following sections, most of the MAC protocols proposed in the
literature will be debated when some of the above challenges
are considered for the proposed application.
C. Proposed MAC protocols for WSN
Some of the recently proposed MAC protocols such as [7],
[2] are discussed in term of their suitability for real time
applications, such as military, fire detection or health care
related applications. A real time application deals with a hard
deadline, so energy is not the only the consideration for the
MAC protocol designs. Data delivery and reliability must also
be taken into account before designing and deploying the
proposed applications. Details of such MAC protocols, with
their advantages and disadvantages in terms of energy saving,
delay and reliability for data delivery over multi-hops WSNs
are discussed in the following sections.
1) Sensor-MAC (S-MAC): This MAC protocol [7] has been
designed mainly for WSNs, with energy efficiency as its
primary goal. The traditional MAC protocols are not suitable
to be used for WSN; they are designed for systems that
power on most of the time, because nodes can be powered
by recharges, so there is no power limitation. However, nodes
in WSN need to be turned off as much as possible to enhance
the lifetime of the entire network. S-MAC is based on the
802.15 IEEE standards; it uses the same techniques to share
the medium. The S-MAC protocol reduces energy wasting
from idle listening, collisions and overhead, using low duty
cycle operations for all nodes in a multi hop WSN. It reduces
the energy used by nodes in their idle listening time, by putting
nodes in sleep mode when there is no need to be active and
there is no data to sent and received at the current time.
S-MAC lets nodes periodically sleep, which decreases used
energy, but increases end to end delay, because the sender
needs to wait until the receiver wakes up to receive the data.
In order to reduce this delay, S-MAC uses a new technique
called adaptive listen, which lets nodes adaptively go to sleep
in their listening time when no communications occur, and
hence this will reduce long active idle times. In a WSN there
may be cases where some nodes have more data than others to
send or receive. In such cases, S-MAC uses a message passing
technique to divide the long messages into small packets and
transmits them in a burst, to avoid having to retransmit a long
message again, in the case of failed delivery. Most of the
proposed MAC protocols discussed in this paper are based on
the S-MAC. Each of these protocols tries to solve problems
associated with S-MAC.
S-MAC Techniques for Energy saving and Reducing Delay:
•
•
•

Duty cycle scheme in multi-hop WSN that reduces energy
consumption by nodes in their idle listening time.
Adaptive listening technique, which greatly reduces the
delay occurred during periodic sleeping.
Using message passing to reduce the energy usage and
delay caused by retransmitting after long message failed
delivery
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Using Network Allocation Vector (NAV) with RTS and
CTS to avoid collision and hidden terminal related problems, when several nodes at the same time need to
communicate.
• S-MAC let nodes interfering with each other go to sleep
to avoid overhearing, and this saves some energy as well.
• Schedule sleep synchronization, this technique is used by
each node in the WSN to organize its schedule table with
its neighbours.
Choosing and Maintaining Sleep Scheduling Tables in SMAC: Each node in the WSN needs to organize and exchange
its schedule time with its immediate neighbours before starting
to communicate in its allowed time period. There is a schedule
table stored at each node in the WSN, including the schedule
of its own and for all of its neighbours. Each node in the
WSN uses the following cases when obtaining its schedule
tables from the network. More details can be found in [2] and
[7].
• Each node waits for a fixed time before broadcasting its
schedule table to its neighbours. If it does not receive
any schedule from its neighbours, it will broadcast its
own schedule table.
• If the node hears another schedule before announcing its
own schedule, it uses the new one and simply discards
its own.
• In the case where a node hears different schedule tables
from different nodes, there are two possible ways to deal
with this case. The first way is if the node does not have
any neighbours, it simply discards its own schedule and
follows the new one, while the second way is if the
node has already received schedule adaptation from its
neighbours, it updates its own table with the new received
schedule tables and then broadcasts its own schedule
table.
Advantages:
• Using the duty cycling concept, S-MAC saves energy for
nodes in WSN.
• Using the adaptive listening concept, S-MAC reduces
delays associated with unnecessary waiting times for
sleep periods and hence reduces energy consumption.
• Good scalability and topology management.
Disadvantages:
• Fixed period sleeping and waking up is not suitable for
real time applications as this may cause huge delays in
multi hop networks.
• Does not provide reliability for end to end data delivery.
• S-MAC lets nodes that are interfering go to sleep, and this
can cause problems when a path later on goes through
one of these nodes, which shows that S-MAC does not
support cross layer concepts.
• Due to the need to establish a sleep/wakeup schedule for
each node in a WSN, there is an overhead, which will
decrease the throughput for data delivery.
• The end to end delay is increased meaning that this
protocol can not be applied for real time applications
•

without improvement.
2) Medium Access Control with a Dynamic Duty Cycle
(DSMAC): DSMAC [8] has been proposed with the aim of
reducing energy wastage and decreasing the delay associated
with S-MAC, using a dynamic duty cycle. It achieves a
good trade off between energy saving and delay. DSMAC
dynamically changes the state of the nodes, for instance,
from active to sleep depending on the traffic conditions and
level of consumed energy and current delay, without any
predefined information. This will save energy and decrease
delays associated with S-MAC in an efficient way.
DSMAC uses a synchronizing tables techniques to organize
the scheduling time for nodes in the network, to let them
know when they need to be asleep or to be active. Each node
in the WSN maintains its own schedule table like S-MAC,
from already received SYNC packets from its immediate
neighbours, then follows and broadcasts its schedule table
to its neighbours. In addition, DSMAC keeps a track of
an average of energy consumption and latency delay, using
scheduling operations related information. DSMAC estimates
the current traffic load and then changes cycle dynamically if
needed.
Advantages:
• Saving energy using dynamic multiple duty cycling improves S-MAC.
• Decreasing the delays the associated with S-MAC from
node to node using wakeup and sleep, changing modes
dynamically, depending on the current traffic load and
level of the consumed energy.
• Increasing throughput when traffic is high compared with
S-MAC.
• Good scalability.
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide reliability for end to end data delivery.
• DSMAC lets nodes that are interfering go to sleep, and
this can cause problems when the path goes through one
of these nodes. This shows that DSMAC does not support
cross layer concepts.
• The need for the dynamic SYNC announcement for each
node in the WSN and storing the average of consumed
energy and delay, causes an overhead and this will
decrease throughput.
• The end to end delay is increased, so DSMAC is not
suitable to be used for the proposed application without
improvement.
3) An adaptivity Energy -Efficient and Low latency MAC for
Data gathering (D-MAC): In WSN most application traffic is
represented as a directed tree related topology, which enables
the applications to collect data from multiple source nodes,
and send to a single sink. In this case, the sink node will be
the root and the sensor nodes will be the children. This type of
topology can control the traffic in the network compared with
flat topologies. Nodes in the selected path can communicate
with each other to solve the interfering problems in S-MAC.
DMAC is designed to reduce energy and latency associated
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with S-MAC, more details can be found [2] and [13].
As mentioned before, S-MAC lets nodes that are interfering
go to sleep, this will not allow nodes that are two hops away
from the current node notify ongoing traffic, and this will
introduce extra delay in the case where some of these nodes
are selected later on in the path. Therefore, this will cause
data forwarding interruption related problems. To solve this
problem, D-MAC [13] has been proposed; DMAC utilises
a sleep schedule of each node, which is dependent of its
depth in the tree. D-MAC adaptively changes the cycle for
the nodes according to the current traffic load in a similar
way to DSMAC.
D-MAC uses data prediction techniques for data gathering
from source nodes toward the sink, in case the traffic is low
and the aggregated amount of data needed to be forwarded at
intermediate nodes is high. This can be raised when the current
duty cycle is unable to handle this transmission. Hence data
prediction related approaches will let nodes be active as long
as needed. Furthermore, D-MAC uses a More to Send (MTS)
technique for the nodes in the multi paths to remain active
when one node fails to send a packet to its parent.
Advantages:
• Energy saving using duty cycling technique
• Decreasing delay associated with S-MAC using data
gathering and prediction techniques.
• Increasing throughput when traffic is high compared with
S-MAC.
• Solving data forwarding interruption problems.
• Delay end to end decreased.
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide reliability for end to end data delivery.
• Suffers from overhead due to having extra SYNC announcement for each level of the traffic, to predict the
nodes, which need to be active in WSN later on.
• Does not support cross layer.
• If data needs to be collected from arbitrary nodes, DMAC may face problems.
• The end to end delay is not guaranteed.
4) Routing Enhanced Duty Cycle MAC (RMAC): RMAC
[14] is a MAC protocol that supports a cross layer approach.
This protocol has been designed to provide energy efficiency
and to reduce delays associated with previous protocols such
as S-MAC, DSMAC and D-MAC. RMAC lets nodes in the
expected path from source nodes to the sink to go to sleep and
intelligently wake up when they need to send or receive data in
multi-hop networks. In addition, RMAC achieves significant
improvement for the end to end data delivery in a single cycle
in multi hops, as it reduces the contention period much more
efficiently than S-MAC. Furthermore, RMAC sends a control
frame along the path to inform the nodes in the selected path
of traffic before the actual data packet is transmitted.
Advantages:
• RMAC saves energy using single duty cycling technique
• Increases throughput where traffic is high, compared to
S-MAC.

Supports a cross layer approach.
End to end delay is decreased.
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide a guarantee for delay and reliability
for end to end data delivery, which means that it is not
suitable to be used for the proposed applications.
5) Q-MAC: Data collection for applications in WSN can be
divided into three types; event-detection based applications,
periodic-sensed-based applications and query-based applications. Each of these applications has its own techniques to
deal with collecting data from one or more sensor nodes
and sending to the sink. Various MAC protocols have been
proposed for each type, with the aim of energy and delay
efficiency for the indicated applications [15].
Query-based applications are types of applications where
users put their request for data into a query and send this to
the specific part of the area where sensor nodes are deployed.
These types of applications can improve minimum end to
end delay latency with efficient energy usage. When there
are no queries in the network, all nodes will save energy by
turning off their radios. However, when a query is initiated
by a user and it has been sent to the network, scheduling and
SYNCH related packets will be broadcast automatically to deal
with data communication, depending on the locations of the
specified nodes in the query. This will enhance the lifetime of
the network, because only part of the network will deal with
this data communication, and nodes in the rest of the network
will be sleeping.
The main objectives of the Q-MAC [15] protocol are (1)reduce end to end delay by informing the intermediate nodes
in advance about ongoing traffic using dynamic scheduling,
(2) enhance the lifetime of the entire network by activating
only the nodes that need to deal with data communication,
which are predefined in the query. Simulation results in [15]
concluded that Q-MAC improves latency 80% over S-MAC.
Advantages:
• Q-MAC saves energy using query based techniques.
• Increases throughput when traffic is high, compared to
S-MAC.
• End to end delay is decreased using queries based techniques.
• Supports multiple destinations.
Disadvantages:
• Does not provide reliability for end to end data delivery.
• Does not support cross layer.
• End to end delay not guaranteed, and so it is not the right
protocol to be used for real time applications.
6) PEDAMACS: PEDAMACS [16] is a MAC protocol
based on TDMA, the aim of this protocol is to save energy
and to reduce end to end delay for multi hops in WSN.
PEDAMACS provides the extension of single hop TDMA
to be used in multi-hops TDMA. It uses a high power
transmission Access Point (AP) to synchronize the scheduling
information of the nodes using one hop away nodes. This
means that this protocol needs to use different transmissions
•
•
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to collect data and organizes scheduling information among
sensor nodes. It requires an AP which can reach any node in
the network which has unlimited amounts of energy. It is the
root of the deployed network.
PEDAMACS depends on topology discovery information to
organize the nodes using different phases: topology learning,
topology collection, scheduling and adjustment. PEDAMACS
uses three different transmission ranges: largest transmission,
lowest transmission and medium transmission ranges. The AP
uses the largest transmission range to broadcast the topology
and scheduling information to the network. Sensor nodes
use lowest transmission to collect data in the network, and
medium transmission is used to discover local topology related
information.
PEDAMACS phases PEDAMAC uses the following
phases to broadcast the required information to collect data
between nodes in the network [16]:
Topology Learning Phase: The AP uses this phase to
broadcast topology learning coordination packets to all sensor
nodes or other nodes in the network, to organize the scheduling
related issues. The topology learning packet contains two time
slots, which represent the current, and next times. The current
time is for sensor nodes to set their scheduling according to
this time, and the next time is the time when nodes need to
stop their transmission and wait for the AP to receive a new
current and next times. After sensor nodes receive their current
and next time, the AP needs to broadcast a tree construction
packet. Nodes receive this packet according to their neighbours
depth path to the AP. After the tree topology is constructed,
nodes need to broadcast their updated scheduling information
to the whole network.
Topology Collection Phase: After the AP broadcasts its
topology learning phase, topology collection packets need
to be broadcast in the next time slot and then each node
organizes its local topology using the information in the
topology collecting packet. Then they listen to their parents
and transmit their local topology using lowest transmission
range. In this phase, nodes use CSMA to listen to their parents
and to receive next and current times from receiving topology
packets.
Scheduling Phase: In order to organize the scheduling
tables for all nodes in the network, the AP broadcasts the
scheduling packets based on its knowledge of the complete
network topology, to set the schedule tables for each node in
the network. Each scheduling packet contains the current and
next time as in the previous phases, to let nodes organize their
times and later on to divide their times into slots depending
on the data transmission requirements of each node in the
network.
Adjustment Phase: PEDAMACS uses this phase at the end
of scheduling phase to complete the topology of the network
and to add any other required modifications, such as mobility
of nodes and adding new nodes and so on, depending on the
given application. The AP broadcasts an adjustment packet to
spread the rest of the information using current and next times
as done in the above phases using medium transmission range.

Nodes need to access this packet to find how to organize their
scheduling times with given current and next slot times. The
adjustment packet also includes information to let nodes have
access to the next adjustment packet, and to send it to the AP
in the next time period. This will allow all nodes to be able
to reach the AP.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Energy saving for sending and receiving data in the
network.
Throughput increasing when traffic is high, compared to
S-MAC.
End to end delay guaranteed
Supports cross layer, such as routing protocols.

Disadvantages:
•

No reliability provided, this means that this protocol is
not suitable to be used for the proposed application when
reliability needs to be guaranteed.

7) E2RMAC: In general, Contention-based MAC protocols
have been preferred for WSN over TDMA, because of the need
for TDMA synchronization and the unsuitability of TDMA for
distributed and dynamically changed topology of the WSN.
Most of the proposed contention based MAC protocols for
the WSN use adaptive duty cycling protocols and wake up on
demand duty cycling techniques, in which different channels
with different powers are used to deal with data transmission.
E2RMAC [17] is a protocol based on Contention techniques,
but which allows for CDMA operations. Its aim is to provide
energy efficiency, reliability and bounded latency for data
delivery from source nodes to the sink. E2RMAC performs
wakeup duty cycling to achieve its goals.
Basic Operations for E2RMAC
•

•

•

•

•

When nodes need to send or receive data, they need to
send wakeup tones to the network to wake up the nodes
that are expected to share the data communication, after
waiting a random time.
Secondly, all neighbours of the current sender that hear
the wake up tone, put their radios into high power mode,
to be ready for the data transmission.
Thirdly, the sender sends a filter packet, which contains
the address of the intended destination, and switches its
radio to sleep mode, then the receiver receives the filter
packet and keeps its radio in the high power mode and
makes other neighbours put their radios into sleep mode.
Finally, the sender sends the data packet to the destination
and goes to sleep, then the receiver receives the data,
sends back an ACK to the sender and goes to sleep.
If packets are successfully received by intermediate
nodes, they will forward these received packets to the
next hop without waiting for back off time, which will
reduce overall delay.

Advantages:
•
•

Energy saving using duty cycling techniques.
Throughput increasing when traffic is high, compared to
S-MAC.
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Supports cross layer and solves the problem of data
forwarding interruption using routing techniques.
Disadvantages:
• Overhearing may occur, when sender hears an ACK from
some intermediate node and it thinks it is the intended
receiver.
• E2RMAC uses wake up, filter packet and then data packet
to transfer data from source to the sink, which may
increase end to end delay in large networks.
• End to end reliability for data delivery is not guaranteed
and hence this protocol can not be applied for real
time applications when reliability and delay need to be
guaranteed.
8) QoSMAC protocol: Quality of Services (QoS) in WSN
is to guarantee some specific parameters, which need to
be considered when designing for a given application. The
QoSMAC [18] protocol is based on TDMA, which can handle
routing with medium access. The topology that is used in this
protocol is a tree, so in this protocol, nodes need to organize
themselves as a tree, where the root is the sink and the leaves
are nodes. Data collecting and processing are done among the
sensor nodes and go up toward the sink. The services that this
protocol aim to achieve are providing guarantees for node to
node delay and reliability for the data delivery between source
nodes to the base station (sink).
Advantages:
• Energy saving using duty cycling technique
• End to end delay decreases compared to S-MAC.
• Throughput increases when traffic is high, compared to
S-MAC.
• Solves the problem of data forwarding interruption using
routing techniques.
• Delay and reliability node to node guaranteed
Disadvantages:
• If data needs to be collected from arbitrary nodes, QoSMAC may face problems.
• The maximum number of nodes is small, so it is not
suitable for large WSN networks.
• Delay and reliability end to end are not guaranteed, so this
protocol can not be applied for the proposed application
where reliability is one of the most important parameters,
which needs to be considered.
9) GinMAC: GinMAC [19] is the first MAC protocol
that has been proposed to consider reliability for the data
delivery in time critical related operations. GinMAC is a tree
based MAC protocol and uses different techniques to achieve
its goals, such as reliability and timely delivered data, by
considering the topology of the environment, which must be
known at the deployment phase before running the application.
Examples of applications that GinMAC can support are real
time applications in WSN, such as fire detection, military,
health care related applications, with relatively small number
of nodes.
GinMAC is a TDMA based MAC protocol, using low duty
cycling to save energy for nodes when they have nothing to
•

send and receive. We conclude that this MAC protocol is
the best for energy consumption related issues over the pre
discussed MAC protocols in this paper. In order to achieve this
performance, GinMAC must be flexible in case the topology
changes. In addition, GinMAC must be adaptable for adding
or subtracting nodes from or into the network [20], [21].
GinMAC uses three features to deal with data delivery;
Off-Line Dimensioning, Exclusive TDMA and Delay Confirm
Reliability Control. Off-Line Dimensioning is used to divide
the frames into three slots, which are basic, additional, and
unused slots. The Basic slot is used for forwarding one
message toward the sink within frame size F. The Additional
slot is used to improve transmission reliability, and the unused
slot is for improving low duty cycling to save energy. GinMAC
uses these techniques and slots to improve energy consumption
and reliability for data delivered from source nodes toward the
sink.
Advantages:
• Energy saving for sending and receiving data in the WSN,
using TDMA based techniques
• Throughput increases when traffic is high compared to
S-MAC.
• Supports a cross layer approach.
• Supports real time communications.
• End to end timely data delivery and reliability guaranteed,
so it is a good start point MAC protocol to be used for
the proposed healthcare application with small number of
nodes in the WSN.
Disadvantages:
• Supports small number of nodes; the maximum allowed
number of nodes is 25.
III. M OTIVATIONS
Most of the recently proposed protocols for WSNs consider
either energy saving or reliability for the target applications,
none of them have considered both performance metrics at
the same time [2]. However, some applications may need
to guarantee both energy saving and reliability at the same
time, otherwise the applications will not fulfil their purpose.
Therefore, in order to provide this, new and very efficient
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols need to be designed.
Previous works showed that GinMAC is the only protocol,
which can be used for real-time applications to provide the
required performances as shown in [4]. The motivations for
this paper are the following:
• Design MAC protocols for the proposed healthcare application where the required energy saving, reliability and
delay for data delivery need to be considered.
• Design mobility management modules for the proposed
healthcare application.
• Adapt GinMAC to add new features to improve its applicability to real-time applications which require mobility,
such as healthcare applications as described in [22].
• Simulate a GinMAC implementation including the proposed mobility management module given in [1] for the
proposed healthcare application.
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IV. MAC PROTOCOLS FOR R EAL - TIME A PPLICATIONS
It was concluded in [4] that GinMAC is a possible MAC
protocol for use in real-time applications, where reliability,
energy saving and delay can be guaranteed. Challenges and
requirements that need to be considered before designing any
MAC protocols for such applications are also described in
the same paper. The implementation of GinMAC including a
mobility management module is described in this section.
A. Implementation of GinMAC for Real-time Applications
GinMAC [23] is a TDMA based MAC protocol, so energy
saving and reliability with bounded delay can be achieved.
However, an efficient synchronization and slot allocation algorithm needs to be designed in order to allocate the required
slot time for each node in the network and let the radio of the
nodes be turned on only in the allocated time. In this case,
each node needs enough slots of time to transmit data toward
a sink, including control messages, such as messages for slots
permission, mobility and topology control related messages.
GinMAC has been modified to add new features to improve
its applicability to applications, which require mobility, such
as healthcare applications. The GinMAC implementation in
[23] does not support mobility while this one does. Topology
management and time synchronization for GinMAC in this
implementation are described below.
1) Slot allocations in GinMAC: GinMAC is a TDMA based
protocol and assumes that data is forwarded hop by hop toward
a sink using a tree based topology, consisting of n nodes. Time
in GinMAC is divided into a fixed length called Epoch E, each
E is subdivided by n*k time slots so that each node allocates
k slots for transmitting data toward its parent until it reaches a
sink. Each node is assigned k exclusive slots with four different
types; basic slots (TX,RX) for data transmitting and receiving,
additional slots (RTX,RRX) for re transmitting, broadcast slots
(BROD) for topology control between nodes in the network
and unused slots (U) for saving energy (if any). More details
about how these slots are used can be found in Figure 1.
Additional slots are used only for retransmission to achieve
the required reliability of the target applications. These slots
are used even in the case when no data is available for
transmission, as described in [19]. Unused slots are used for
saving energy when data cannot be delivered using basic and
additional slots. This implementation for GinMAC does not
contain unused slots, but they may be used in the future for
increasing the lifetime of the network. Broadcasting slots are
used for topology control. Slots for each node need to be
allocated according to the defined topology so that the required
performance can be achieved.
2) GinMAC Topology Control Management: GinMAC is a
tree based WSN topology so that each node transmits its data
toward a sink in its allocated slots and sleeps for the rest of the
time. The current static topology that is proposed is a WSN
with 13 nodes with static slot allocation, each node has enough
slots of time to transmit all data from its children and its own,
including control messages toward a sink. GinMAC supports
mobility for leaf nodes and this will require the design of

new topology control and management algorithms to provide
connectivity between static and mobile nodes in the network.
It is assumed that the BS has adequate power to reach all nodes
in the network using down-link slots. However, the sensor
nodes cannot always do this because of their limited power
supply.
A node added to the network must determine in which
slots it must become active before it can transmit or receive
data. After a node is switched on, it must first ensure time
synchronization with the rest of the nodes in the network. Both
control and data messages transmitted in the network can be
used to obtain time synchronization. The node continuously
listens to overhear a packet from the sink. After overhearing
one message, the node knows when the GinMAC frame starts
as each message carries information about the slot in which it
was transmitted.
As a next step, the node must find its position in the
topology, which must stay within the defined topology envelope. For this purpose, the new node listens for packets in
all slots. Transmitted data packets from a sink use a header
field in which a node that is ready for transmission can find
its information and then according to this information start
and stop data transmission toward its parent. A node may
be configured with a list of valid nodes or clusters that it
is allowed to attach to when mobility is supported. This
might be necessary to ensure that a node will only attempt
to join the network using known good links, as determined by
measurements before the deployment to provide the required
performance.
3) Synchronization Messages for GinMAC: At the start of
each frame, the sink needs to broadcast a synchronization
packet which is denoted as SYNCH into the network. This
packet holds the start time, end time and slot numbers for each
node in the network. When nodes receive a SYNCH packet
from the network, they will extract their information from the
SYNCH packet and then discard it. In this case, CSMA is
used by the sink to synchronize nodes in the network and
nodes use TDMA to transmit their data to their parents. After
nodes receive their slot information from the sink, they need to
ask permission for data transmission from their parents. Then,
after slots related information has been received by a node, it
has to handshake with its parent and then can start to transmit
data. After a node uses its allocated slots, it can go to sleep
and wake up at the same time in the next frame. Each node in
this case will access the channel using their unique start time,
so this will avoid any chance of collision with transmissions
from other nodes in the network.
GinMAC lets nodes and their parents be active at the same
time so that data can be transmitted between them. This time
synchronization algorithm is good enough to deliver packets
with the required performances for the applications described
in Section VI.
The core idea behind this GinMAC implementation is to
let nodes sleep as much as possible without effecting data
delivery and required maximum delay, and this can only be
done using a TDMA based technique. The static topology is
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Slot allocations and Synchronizations for nodes using GinMAC.

designed to let nodes have enough slots to transmit their data
and in the rest of the frame go to sleep. The slot allocation
and synchronization for GinMAC can be found in the Figure
1.
B. Mobility for Real-time Applications Using GinMAC
A new challenge is posed when mobility needs to be
considered in a WSN. In this case topology control, resource
management and performance control need to be designed to
provide good connectivity between static and mobile nodes in
the network and provide the required performance. Mobility
and topology control for critical applications using WSNs
are described in [24], [25], [26]. The proposed mobility
management module in this paper follows the same messages
and concepts as in the above papers.
1) Mobility Management Module for GinMAC: There may
be cases when moving from one location to another in the
network effects the connectivity of the network and then
reconfiguration algorithms are needed. In order to support
mobility for real-time applications, control messages, which
need to be transferred between static and mobile nodes to find
a better attachment have been defined. Some of the possible
control messages are Advertisement (ADV), join (JOIN), and
join acknowledgement ( JOIN ACK) messages. Static nodes
are formed into Clusters.
When nodes in a cluster switch on their radios, they need
to send ADV to the network and then wait some time. When
mobile nodes receive these ADV messages they will ask to
join the network. When a static node receives JOIN messages
from the mobile nodes they will send back a JOIN ACK
message to let the mobile node know that request to join has
been accepted. So using these control messages connectivity
between mobile nodes and cluster nodes will be established.
In the proposed application only leaf nodes are allowed to be
mobile nodes and all other nodes are part of a fixed cluster.
The mobility module lets nodes move across a line between
mobile nodes and a sink.
Mobile nodes may have more than one cluster they could
join, so they have to decide which cluster will be selected
for transferring data toward their parents. In this GinMAC
implementation, the cluster with maximum Receiver Signal

Strength Indicator (RSSI) is considered the best one to be
selected for the new attachment. Cluster nodes send ADV
including available positions over time and when mobile nodes
receive ADV, they compare the RSSI from their current parents
to the received RSSI from the current ADV messages. In the
case that a new cluster has a better RSSI, mobile nodes need to
leave their current parents and attach to this new cluster, which
is included in the currently received ADV message. When a
new attachment is selected then a join request needs to be sent
to that cluster. Upon receiving the JOIN request from a mobile
node, JOIN ACK needs to be sent by the selected clusters.
Slots in the each frame need to be updated according to
the new attachments. Mobile nodes need to release the first
tree position after it is attached to the second tree address,
so in this case slots allocated for the new clusters need to be
increased and slots allocated for the old clusters need to be
decreased. A new algorithm for updating slots is needed for
GinMAC to balance allocated slots for nodes according to the
different attachments. A new algorithm has been designed to
update channel allocation according to new movements and
changes in the topology of the network.
2) Move Detection in GinMAC: There are some cases
when nodes can move without being detected. For instance,
clusters may be unaware of leaving mobile nodes and then
will keep space in the channel for that particular node. This
will consume more energy and reduce the reliability of the
network. There may be cases when clusters are not available
for attachment any more without letting mobile nodes know.
So an additional two control messages for this new mobility
module for the proposed MAC protocol have been used,
which are denoted by KEEPALIVE and NODEALIVE. The
KEEPALIVE control message is used by clusters to let its
currently attached mobile nodes know that this cluster is still
available and NODEALIVE message is used by mobile nodes
to let their attached clusters know that they are still available
for attachment. Mobile nodes wait for a specific interval to
receive messages from the attached clusters, if they do not
receive anything during that interval, a NODEALIVE message
needs to be sent, to let a cluster know that they still want to
use that cluster. If no reply is received then mobile nodes need
to search for a new address to make a new attachment.
V. A P ROPOSED H EALTHCARE S YSTEM
Because of the fast growing numbers of people aged over
80 years old, the cost of medical care is increasing day by day.
Recent advances in technology have led to the development
of small, intelligent, wearable sensors capable of remotely
performing critical health monitoring tasks, and then transmitting the patient’s data back to health care centres over
the wireless medium. Such health monitoring platforms aim
to continuously monitor mobile patients needing permanent
surveillance. However, to set up such platforms several issues
along the communication chain need to be resolved [27].
The healthcare field is always looking for more efficient
ways to provide patients with the best and most comfortable
care possible. Providing proper monitoring can be expensive
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for their family and may force them to move from their homes
because living alone will be too much of a risk of their health.
It has been assumed, such as in [22], that a WSN could be
used to monitor and treat patients remotely, based on data
collecting from the body of the patients.
One way to approach this task is to use an application to
monitor the health of patients that allow caregiver or relatives
to keep watch on the patients health status with much lower
cost and without forcing them to move their patients into
a unfamiliar environments such as hospitals. Furthermore,
these applications can be helpful to the elderly people who
suffer from poor memory problems by providing them with
advanced features such as helping them to take medicine,
locating important objects in their homes and so on [28].
In this paper, an application based on the prototype given
in [22] has been used to monitor the healthcare of the patients
remotely in their homes where mobility and reliability are
the biggest issues. There is a large amount of data to be
managed in the proposed application, therefore, an efficient
MAC protocol needs to be designed in order to provide the
required performance by the proposed application.
Based on the above criteria, the proposed MAC protocol and
mobility module given in [1] is used to provide the required
performance for this healthcare application. Some simulations
have been performed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed MAC protocol. Energy saving, delay, reliability and
mobility are considered as the most important QoS parameters
in this application.
A. Structure of the Proposed Application
The proposed healthcare system consists of four different
parts as elaborated in [22] and shown in Figure 2. The first part
is the home monitoring part where sensor nodes are probed to
get multiple sets of data or behaviours, activities, health status
using a Body Sensor Network (BSN), and living environment
information via a Home Sensor Network (HSN). The HSN is
distributed in living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and
corridor, to collect the required data. BSN and HSN sensors
need to be attached to the body of the patients and to the
environment that these patients are living in, without effecting
their daily activities.
The second part is the decision part, which is the most
important function in the proposed application, because the
performance of the whole application depends of the decision
made by this part. This part depends on the data received
at the BS using both BSN and HSN. The required medical
decisions need to be given depending on the data collecting
from home, data from body of the patients and the previous
status. Hence, the BS is responsible for collecting data from
both the HSN and BSN and forwarding to the Health Centre
(HC) or caregivers (doctors and relatives). Therefore, the BS
needs to be smart enough to deal with data collecting from
different parts of the network and to send to the medical centre,
which will take the required decisions.
The third part involves care-givers, including doctors or
nurses in the hospital and possibly relatives. These are respon-

Fig. 2.

Structure of the proposed Healthcare Application [22].

sible for dealing with the medical report messages (normal
or alarm messages), that are sent to them. In the proposed
application there should be the possibility for relatives to check
the elder’s current health status through online web pages
using some sort of authentication techniques.
The fourth part is Public Communication Network (PCN)
including Internet, GSM/GPRS, Ethernet, and WI-FI. PCN
delivers generated messages from BS to care givers to do the
required operations.
B. WSN in the Healthcare System
The first part of the proposed healthcare system using WSNs
is deployed in a home to monitor and collect data from the
home and body of the patients. Each patient is monitored by a
WSN divided into two sub networks, which are a BSN and a
HSN. A Base Station receives data from both BSN and HSN
and then gives commands to the corresponding network.
1) Design of Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) for the proposed Healthcare Application: Sensors for each BSN need
to be deployed according to the physical diseases that the
system is aimed at monitoring, for example heart rate sensors.
More about physical processes and their issues can be found
in Section V-D. In the proposed healthcare application only
one physical medical parameter is considered for monitoring,
which is body temperature. So, the BSN consists of one
sensor attached to the body of the patient, data that represents
temperature needs to be collected from this sensor and then
combined with the sensors in the environment that these
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patients are living in, such as kitchen, living rooms and so on,
and finally sent back to the BS, to take any required medical
decisions.
If the proposed application needs to be used for more than
one disease, then the BSN needs to be modified to sense data
from all parts of the body and send back to a sink. In this
Body Area Network (BAN), with several nodes, each node
deals with one disease. The biggest challenges in this case is
how to combine the BAN with the wider WSN and to combine
this with data from the environments that these patients are
living in.
In order to provide a comfortable system that in which
does not effect the patients daily activities, there will be a lot
of challenges, which need to be considered, such as size of
sensors that need to be attached on the body of the patients.
Each sensor needs to be as small as possible so that it can
easily be attached to the body of the patients without affecting
their daily activities, whilst still providing the required quality
of service and performance.
2) Design of Home Sensor Networks for the Proposed
Healthcare Application: HSNs in the WSNs for each patient
needs to be designed to monitor the environment that a patient
is living in. In this case, each room will have a number of
sensors to measure the data needs to be collected and must
cooperate with BSNs when the patient is in that room. The
collected data then needs to be forwarded to the BS to take
the required decisions. An efficient mobility module needs to
be designed to provide the required connection between BSNs
and HSNs when patients are moving from one room to another.
3) Design of Base Station for the Proposed Healthcare Application: As mentioned before, data from each patient needs
to be collected and forwarded to the BS before transferring
to the caregivers. Hence, in the proposed application, the BS
becomes the core of the healthcare system. Thus, the proposed
healthcare application needs a smart BS to deal with data
collection from patients, for instance dealing with patient’s
activities, their behaviours, dealing with the required reports,
such as normal and emergency alarms and so on.
In this application, each patient needs to be registered under
at least one doctor in the medical centre so that all reports
related to this patient can be forwarded to his or her caregivers.
In addition, each patient needs to have at least one other
contact in case there is an emergency. Therefore, a BS needs
to include a data base to store information about all patients
in the system including their close relatives and doctors such
as names, addresses, phone numbers and so on.
Regular (not emergency) reports about the health status of
patients need to be sent to their relatives over time. One way
for providing reports for patients to their relatives is using
personal web pages for each patient subject to some required
authentication process. Two types of reports are provided
in the proposed application; regular and healthcare reports.
Regular reports record the health status for each patient over
time during the application, while health reports show what
medical operations and other necessary care needs to be
carried out by relatives or doctors within a given time frame.

C. Data Communication in the Proposed Healthcare Application
Based on the required criteria for the proposed healthcare
application given in this paper, a GinMAC implementation
given in [1] has been used to provide the required performance such as energy saving, delay, reliability and mobility.
Some simulation results and conclusions will be given about
GinMAC for the proposed healthcare system to demonstrate
that GinMAC is a suitable MAC to be used for this application.
D. Designing Physical Process for the Proposed Healthcare
Application
Nodes in the simulated system can be fed by the physical
process being monitored using three different cases, the first
case is feeding nodes with static data. The second case
is feeding nodes with different data based on the different
sources, where each source can change in time and space.
The third case is using a trace file, where nodes are assigned
from the trace file. The simulation parameters used in Castalia
determines the physical process at a certain time using the
equation given in [29].
VI. S IMULATING G IN MAC FOR THE P ROPOSED
H EALTHCARE A PPLICATION
The GinMAC protocol is compared with Time out MAC
(TMAC) [30] in terms of performing the required performance
for the proposed application. Reliability is considered to be
the most important factor, which needs to be guaranteed for
this application, but energy consumption, delay and mobility
also are measured. A simple scenario, where the number of
nodes is low, has been simulated using GinMAC, including
the proposed mobility module with different parameters. More
details about the simulation parameters and scenarios are given
below.
A. Simulation Scenarios and Parameters
Castalia has been used in this work, because of its capabilities for simulating protocols for WSNs based on the real data,
as shown in [29]. Both MAC protocols were simulated according to the application requirements given in the following
sections, using different sensing intervals. We define sensing
interval by Ii = one packets per i second, so as it can be seen
from the graphs in our simulation results that I1 means nodes
sense environment and send data using one packet per second,
I2 means nodes sense and send data using one packet per 2
seconds and so on. More details about the topology of the
deployed WSN in the proposed healthcare application, MAC
protocols and other parameters can be found in Table I.
B. Simulation Application and Measurements
A simple scenario for the proposed healthcare application
where all nodes send data towards a sink using different
sensing intervals is used.
1) Reliability: Reliability is considered to be the percentage
of packets successfully delivered from source nodes to the
sink.
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS .
Sink(0)

Paremeter
MAC Protocols
Network Dimensions(in meters)
Distance Between pair of nodes
Simulation Duration
Measurement Metrics
Number of Nodes
Sensing Intervals (packet per second(s))
mobility speed(meters in seconds)
mobility interval(in minutes)
Advertisement interval (in seconds)
MaxLatency (in seconds)
MaxColumns
Initial Energy(in Joules)
Real Radio

Value
GinMAC and TMAC
90 X 90
25 meters
10 minutes
Life time, delay and reliability
13
1,2,5,10
5
1
15
10
6
18720
CC2420

2) Energy Saving and Lifetime: The lifetime of the network is the maximum days that a WSN can survive, whilst
spending energy at a given rate. Let total consumed energy by
each node be denoted by C joules, initial energy by E joules
and current simulation time by T seconds, then the lifetime of
given MAC protocols for each node in the network has been
calculated as follow:
Lif eT ime(n)(indays) = ((E/C) ∗ T )/86400
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Fig. 3.

Topology of the WSN in our simulation.

(1)

where 86400 is number of seconds in each day and (E/T) is
an average of consumed energy in a second by node n. In this
way, the life time of the entire network is assumed to be an
average of the lifetime for all nodes in the network. It has been
assumed that nodes in the proposed healthcare application can
be recharged every week.
3) Delay Calculation: Delay is defined as the difference
between the time when each packet is sent from its source
node to the time when the same packet is received by its
final destination. Delay in real-time applications needs to be
measured to ensure that all data is delivered within a bounded
delay, i.e., each packet that is delivered after this delay is
considered to be lost and will be ignored. All data needs to
be collected from the source nodes and then delivered to the
sink within a minimum delay.

Fig. 4. Performances in term of Reliability using TMAC and GinMAC for
CastaliaResults -i 130925-103653.txt -s life -p | CastaliaPlot -o l.pdf -s histogram --xtitle Sensing Intervals --ytitle An average of Life time,(in da
Static scenario using different sensing intervals, see Section VI-A.

C. Simulation for Static and Mobility Scenarios
GinMAC and TMAC have been simulated with different
sensing intervals as shown in each graph. The WSN topology
and the results graphs from running simulation for both static
and mobility scenarios are shown below.
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
Simulation results and discussion for both static and mobility scenarios using GinMAC and TMAC including the
proposed mobility module are described below.
1) Packets Delivery and Reliability: It is shown in Figure
4 that GinMAC can offer the applications requirements in
term of reliability (as defined in Section VI) using various
sensing intervals. GinMAC delivers more than 0.99 of packets

Fig. 5. Performances in term of life time of the nodes in networks using
GinMAC and TMAC for Static scenario using different sensing intervals, see
Section VI-A.
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CastaliaResults -i m2.txt -s Application Latency -p -f GINMAC | CastaliaPlot -o latency_Mobilie.pdf --xtitle Latency,in ms --ytitle An average of Received

CastaliaResults -i 130930-134356.txt -s Application -p | CastaliaPlot -o lat.pdf -s histogram --xtitle Latency, in ms --ytitle An average of Received Packets at Sink(BS) --xrotate 45

Fig. 9. Latency for delivered packets using both mobility and static scenarios
for GinMAC using different sensing intervals, see Section VI-A.
Fig. 6. Latency for delivered packets using TMAC and GinMAC for Static
CastaliaResults -i 130925-105457.txt -s recep -p | CastaliaPlot -o rel.pdf -s histogram --xtitle Scenarios --ytitle An average of Reliability for Data Delivery --yrange 0.95:1.0
scenario using different sensing intervals, see Section VI-A.

from source nodes to a sink at given sensing intervals. This
performance is due to the fact that GinMAC implements static
TDMA schedules to allocate the required slots for nodes in the
network and based on this, collision is reduced and reliability
for delivered data is optimized. It can be said that GinMAC
can be used for the proposed applications when the reliability
is the biggest issue. However, TMAC cannot offer a reliability
of more than 0.97 in both high and low sensing intervals using
the same parameters.
GinMAC cannot offer reliability of more than 0.99 for
sensing intervals more than 1 packets per second and if it
is needed to increase this reliability for such sensing intervals,
the number of slots for nodes in the static topology may be
increased. But, GinMAC performs better than TMAC in both
high and low sensing intervals as shown in the Figure 4.
2) Energy Saving and Lifetime: Figure 5 shows the average
Fig. 7. Performances in term of Reliability using both mobility and static
CastaliaResults -i 130925-105457.txt -s life -p | CastaliaPlot -o life.pdf --xtitle Scenarios -s histogram --ytitle An average of Life time,(in
days) --yrange
--colorsnodes
green,red,blue
life
time7.5:8of-l leftthe
in the network using GinMAC and
scenarios for GinMAC using different sensing intervals, see Section VI-A.
TMAC using different sensing intervals. It can be seen that
GinMAC cannot perform better than TMAC in terms of energy
saving and life time of the entire network in all given sensing
intervals, however, its performance is enough to be used in
the proposed application. This is expected to be so, because of
the adaptive related techniques for TMAC, which let nodes be
active only when they have data to sent or received. GinMAC
lets nodes be active even when they do not have data and hence
consumes more energy. A WSN using GinMAC can survive
more than 7 days at low sensing intervals and around 8 days
at high sensing intervals as shown in Figure 5. This implies
that GinMAC can be used for the proposed application when
energy needs to be considered using a low number of nodes
and high sensing intervals.
3) Delay for Data Delivery: Delay for delivered data
using the proposed protocols in the proposed application is
measured using MaxLatency and MaxColumns parameters.
Fig. 8. Life time of the nodes in the network using both mobility and static
The MaxLatency parameter defines the bounded latency that
scenarios for GinMAC using different sensing intervals, see Section VI-A.
all packets need to be delivered, which represents the threshold
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for latency in the proposed applications. The MaxColumns
parameter defines the number of columns to be used for
measuring the latency for given MAC protocols. Initial values
for these parameters are given in Table I, different values
can be selected based on the requirement of the proposed
application. Any delivered packets after the last column are
considered to be lost and may be discarded. GinMAC does
not perform better than TMAC in term of latency as shown
in the Figure 6, however, this performance is good enough to
be used for the proposed applications.
According to the results from Figure 6, most of the packets
(which is about more than 0.98 of received packets) are received within the first 5 seconds at high sensing intervals, and
the rest of packets are received within 10 seconds. Based on
this and latency related parameters given in Table I, GinMAC
delivers all packets within the required latency threshold value
(MaxLatency). The reason behind this performance is that
GinMAC implements static routes for delivering data based
on static TDMA schedules between nodes and a sink and then
delay for delivered data is reduced.
A. Results from the Proposed Mobility Scenario
The Mobility module for GinMAC considers the RSSI, remaining energy and short distance to select a better attachment.
Based on this and as shown in Figures 7 and 8 show that
GinMAC offers nearly the same reliability and lifetime for
both static and mobility scenarios. However, mobile nodes
consume a bit more energy than the static nodes as shown
in the same figures, this is due to an extra overhead from the
control messages from mobile nodes used by the proposed
mobility module. Figure 9 shows that latency is the same
as in the static topology and the required delay performance
is unaffected using the mobility module. This implies that
the proposed mobility module provides the good connectivity
between nodes compared to the static scenario
B. Final Results
To conclude above results, reliability and energy saving are
the most important performance criteria, which need to be
guaranteed in the proposed healthcare application given in this
paper, GinMAC achieves a very good performance in term of
both reliability and energy saving using both mobile and static
applications as shown above. This concludes that GinMAC
can be used for the proposed application when the number of
nodes is low.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
An implementation of GinMAC including a proposed mobility module for a healthcare application where data needs to
be collected from the body of patients and sent to a medical
centre has been described in this paper. It has been shown
that GinMAC can be used for the target application where the
number of nodes is low. A mobility module has been designed
and simulated for GinMAC for the proposed application. The
results from the mobility module have also shown that this
GinMAC implementation will give the same performance in

both mobile and static scenarios. GinMAC assumes that all
non mobile nodes have static routes toward their parents in
advance and these routes cannot be changed. Based on this,
GinMAC cannot provide the required routing for the proposed
application when number of nodes is high or some nodes have
died. Therefore, efficient routing protocols will also need to
be designed to cooperate with GinMAC in order to provide
the required routing and extend the life time of the network
for the proposed application.
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Abstract—Experiments with wireless sensor networks have
shown that links are often asymmetric or unidirectional. This
represents a serious problem for many routing protocols, which
often depend on bidirectional links. Routing protocols that
can use unidirectional links often induce a high overhead.
To overcome this problem we introduced Unidirectional Link
Triangle Routing, a routing protocol, which uses neighborhood
information, gathered actively or passively, to route around
unidirectional links. In this paper, we describe Unidirectional
Link Triangle Routing in further detail and present additional
evaluation results from different application scenarios.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper is an extended presentation of Unidirectional
Link Triangle Routing (ULTR) [1], a routing protocol designed
specifically to enable the usage of unidirectional links, which
was first published at Sensorcomm 2013.
A unidirectional link from a node A to a node B exists,
when node B can receive messages from node A, but node
A cannot receive messages from node B. Even though this
definition seems straightforward, there are different definitions
of asymmetric and unidirectional links in literature. This is
partially due to the fact that links change over time. Definitions
are often based on different packet reception rates, and a
difference of, e.g., more than 90% signifies a unidirectional
link. In the same definition, a difference of less than 10%
signifies a bidirectional link while all other links are called
asymmetric. However, this is just one of the many different
definitions for unidirectional, asymmetric, and bidirectional
links. In others, only two classes (bidirectional and asymmetric) exist or different percent values are used.
No matter, which definition is given, there is a large number
of unidirectional links present in current sensor networks as
many experiments have shown (e.g., [2], [3], [4], [5]).
Existing protocols for wireless sensor networks or Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks still lack the ability to handle unidirectional
links in an efficient manner. Many of those protocols deal with
unidirectional links by removing their negative impact on the
routing tables, while some of them use unidirectional links
explicitly. Making these unidirectional links usable introduces
overhead, which has to be weighted against the gain.

TABLE I
ROUTING TABLES IN ULTR
Destination
D
E
F

Next Hop
A
B
G

Link Status
bidirectional
incoming
outgoing

Forwarder
none
C
none

The authors of [6] have evaluated some of the existing protocols and concluded that the gain in connectivity is not worth
the cost. While this might have been true for their scenario and
the protocols they evaluated, it is possible to have scenarios
where network separation occurs when unidirectional links are
eliminated. It is also possible to have protocols that induce less
overhead than the ones they considered.
Even though ULTR requires neighborhood information, the
overhead induced can be kept small, either by gathering
information passively, or by using information that is already
provided from other communication layers. ULTR has already
been published in, this paper takes a closer look at implementation details and offers additional insights into the usability
of ULTR in different scenarios.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes
ULTR in detail before a closer look at the cooperation between MAC and routing is taken in Section III. Section IV
describes the general methodology of the evaluation, followed
by Section V with details on the simulation setup and Section
VI that describes hard- and software used in the real world
experiments. The three application scenarios (sense-and-send,
single pairing and multiple pairings) along with the evaluation
results for simulations and real experiments are presented in
Sections VII to IX. We finish with a conclusion in Section X.
II. U NIDIRECTIONAL L INK T RIANGLE ROUTING
In ULTR, neighborhood information is needed. To make
a neighborhood table entry on a node A usable for ULTR,
it must at least contain the ID of the neighbor (e.g., B), the
status of the link to that neighbor (bidirectional, unidirectionalincoming or unidirectional-outgoing) and, if the link is
unidirectional-incoming, the identity of another neighboring
node (e.g., C), which can be used to forward data to the node
in question (node B). Table I shows an example for all three
kinds of links.
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B

ID, Status, Forwarder

ID, Status, Forwarder

ID, Status, Forwarder

B, incoming, C

A, outgoing, none

A, bidirectional, none

C, bidirectional, none

C, bidirectional, none

B, bidirectional, none

A

B

C

Neighbor table entries in ULTR

When a node wants to transmit a message to another node
that is not included in its neighbor table or its routing table, it
starts a route discovery by transmitting a route request (RREQ)
message. This message is flooded through the network and
creates routing entries for the source on all nodes it passes. The
entries include only the next hop and the distance, resulting
in a distance-vector protocol like, e.g., AODV [7].
However, the handling is different once the destination has
been reached and transmits the route reply. When a node
receives a message that is not flooded, i.e., a route reply
(RREP) or DATA message, it checks its routing table to find
out, which of its neighbors is the intended next hop just like
in AODV. Unlike AODV, there is another step after that one.
Once the node knows the neighbor that has been chosen to
forward the message, it checks its neighbor table to see if the
link to that node is currently a unidirectional-incoming one. If
it is, and a detour of one hop is possible, the node forwards
the packet first to the detour node, which, in turn, retransmits
the message to the intended node. Otherwise, the message is
silently discarded. Please note that broken links can be treated
just like unidirectional-incoming ones.
Figure 1 shows a small part of a network and the corresponding neighborhood table entries used in this protocol: The
nodes A, B and C from the example above are connected
bidirectionally, with the exception of the link between nodes
A and B, which is unidirectional, enabling only transmissions
from B to A. The neighborhood table of node A consists of two
entries, a bidirectional one for node C and a unidirectionalincoming one from node B, with node C denoted as designated
forwarder. The neighborhood table of node B contains node
A, which would not be possible without a two-hop neighborhood discovery protocol, as node B does not receive any
messages from node A. The link is marked as unidirectionaloutgoing, and thus does not need any forwarder. The second
entry features node C with a bidirectional link, needing no
forwarder either. Finally, the neighborhood table of node C
contains nodes A and B, both marked as connected through
bidirectional links and not needing any forwarders.
Due to the fact that the unidirectional link and the detour
that is taken on the way back form a triangle, this protocol is
called Unidirectional Link Triangle Routing.

ULTR is similar to the link layer tunneling mechanism
proposed by the unidirectional link working group of the IETF
[8], but does not require multiple interfaces on the nodes
to communicate. Also, depending on the used neighborhood
discovery protocol, it may even be able to work with triangles,
which include more than one unidirectional link, which the
link layer tunneling mechanism cannot handle. Moreover,
ULTR works completely on the routing layer, the link layer
is not involved. This is an advantage when timeouts are used,
because the extra hop and thus longer delay are not hidden
from the routing layer.
A. Neighborhood Discovery
The neighborhood discovery protocol needed for ULTR can
be quite simple and needs only be started on a node once it
receives the first message from a neighbor, i.e., when the first
route request message is flooded into the network. Once it has
been started, the neighborhood discovery protocol regularly
transmits a message containing the IDs of all nodes from,
which this node has received messages recently and the status
of its links to and from them. When a node receives such a
hello message, it checks whether its ID is contained therein.
If it is not, the receiving node knows that it is on the receiving
side of a unidirectional link.
In other protocols, where unidirectional links are used, a lot
of overhead would now be necessary to inform the upstream
node (the sender of the hello message) of the unidirectional
link. In this protocol, the upstream node does not need to know
about its existence. The receiving node only marks the link as
unidirectional-incoming in its neighbor table.
When a node A receives a hello message via the bidirectional link from node C in, which the upstream node of the
unidirectional link is listed and the link to that node (from C
to B) is marked as bidirectional, node A enters the sender of
the hello message (node C) as a forwarding neighbor into the
corresponding neighbor table entry (for node B). Please note
that this would also be possible if there was a unidirectional
link from C to B, but the proactive detection of this special
case would probably introduce a large overhead and solve only
one special case: If there is a unidirectional link from C to B
and no other neighbor of A has a bidirectional link to B.
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Type = RREQ = 1

Type = RREP = 2

Type = DATA = 3

Source Seq. Num.

Source Seq. Num.

Source Seq. Num.

Destination
Source
Hop Count

Destination
Source
Hop Count

Destination
Source
Next Hop

Current Hop

Next Hop

Forwarder

Forwarder
DATA

Route Request
Fig. 2.

Route Reply

Data

Message types used in ULTR

When a message (RREP or DATA) is sent the reversed way,
it needs to be forwarded along a one-hop-detour. This message
can be used to inform the upstream node of the link, which is
then entered into the upstream node’s neighborhood table as
unidirectional-outgoing. Please note that for the routing alone
this information would not be necessary, indeed it would be
easy to hide the fact that the message has taken a detour.
But for the sake of timers that can be used for retries on
MAC- or routing layer, it helps to know that the delay could
be twice as high. In this case, the information about this
special link can be acquired ”for free” and could be used to
solve the problem described above. The information about the
unidirectional-outgoing link can also be used by the MAC
layer not only for retries, but also to determine the right twohop neighborhood of a node, which is a mandatory information
for TDMA protocols.
B. Message Types
ULTR uses the standard three message types used by most
reactive routing protocols: Route Request, Route Reply and
DATA. Figure 2 shows an example for each of them.
A RREQ message contains the identity and sequence number of the source that are used for duplicate detection, followed
by the identity of the destination. The hop count is incremented
by one on each hop as usual, and the identity of the last hop
is used to build the backward route.
A Route Reply message contains sequence number and
identity of the source for duplicate detection as well as the
identity of the destination. For forwarding purposes the next
hop and, if necessary, the forwarding node are included.
The DATA packet contains the sequence number and identity of its source as well as the identity of its destination
and, of course, the application data. As the size of the data
may vary, the identities of the next hop and, if suitable, the
forwarding node needs to be inserted before the data for
alignment reasons.
C. Variations
ULTR relies on a neighborhood discovery protocol, which
supplies information about incoming and outgoing unidirec-

tional links. If neither the application nor the MAC protocol needs a neighborhood discovery protocol, a variation of
ULTR with passive link detection may be used. But passive
link detection means that sometimes a node does not know
about links to its neighbors, even though they are available.
Therefore, a second mode of operation is introduced: if a node
does not have a link to the next hop in its neighbor table,
it forwards the message nonetheless, with an additional flag
telling its neighbors that any of them that do have an active
link to the next-but-one hop (i.e., the siblings of the next hop)
should also forward the message.
When this variation is used, some modifications of the
message types are necessary (see Figure 3). Information about
the last hop would have to be included in RREQ messages, in
addition to the current hop. Both node IDs are stored in the
routing table. A node decides, which entry to use depending
on the overheard status of the link. If the next hop is assumed
to be connected by a bidirectional link, the normal next hop
is used. Otherwise, the message is set to alternate mode and
the next-but-one hop is used. The last hop is also used for
implicit link detection: If a node overhears the transmission
of a message in, which it is denoted as last hop, it knows
that the link between itself and the current hop denoted in the
message is currently bidirectional.
A RREP message contains three node IDs instead of only
two: The last hop ID and current hop ID are used to build the
backward route for normal and for alternate mode just as they
are used in the RREQ. The next hop ID is used for forwarding.
However, the RREP also contains a flag denoting the mode
of transmission, which can take on the values ”normal” and
”alternate”. It is evaluated upon message reception to decide
if a node shall forward the message or not. In normal mode it
only forwards the message when it is denoted as next hop in
the message, in alternate mode it also forwards the message
if it has the next-but-one hop in its neighbor table.
The DATA message features the same three node IDs that
are present in the RREP message. For routing purposes alone,
the last hop ID would not be needed, but it is nevertheless
included for link status detection. The mode flag is also present
again, to enable the usage of alternate mode if the status of the
next link is unknown or known to be unidirectional-incoming.
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Type = RREQ = 1
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Type = DATA = 3
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Destination
Source
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Last Hop

Last Hop

Current Hop

Current Hop

Current Hop

Next Hop

Next Hop

Mode

Mode
DATA

Route Request
Fig. 3.

Route Reply

Data

Message types in ULTR without neighborhood discovery

D. Advantages and Disadvantages
ULTR is a complex protocol. The complexity is the price
for the reduced number of data packet transmissions, as no
flooding of DATA packets, not even a limited one, is used.
Periodic updates of the neighborhood table ensure that the
link status information it holds is always up to date, which
also enables implicit local repair. Altogether this should lead
to a higher delivery ratio. On the downside, the usage of
hello messages also leads to more protocol overhead, as these
messages can be quite large in dense networks. Therefore, the
typical tradeoff between actuality and network load has to be
made when setting the hello period, which makes configuring
the protocol harder. On the other hand, a new option for
cooperation between MAC and routing arises.
Like all routing protocols that use unidirectional links,
ULTR also needs a MAC that can transmit over unidirectional
links. The information about the existence of the unidirectional
links probably needs to be collected to a certain extent anyway,
depending on the MAC protocol used. So either this can
be retrieved from the MAC without additional cost, or the
MAC protocol can query the routing layer for it using an
appropriate interface. More information about the cooperation
options between MAC and routing is provided in Section III.

[9], [10]. Some of the MAC protocols that utilize unidirectional links route their link layer acknowledgments back to
the upstream nodes. For this, the neighborhood table used by
ULTR could be reused.
Plan based MAC protocols need to know the two-hop
neighborhood of each node to identify the collision domain.
Within this domain, the varying parameter (e.g., frequency
(FDMA), code (CDMA) or slot (TDMA)) needs to be unique
for each node. Therefore, a neighborhood discovery protocol is
needed, which finds these two-hop neighbors. The protocol(s)
used for ULTR could easily be enhanced to deliver this
information. Otherwise, if the MAC protocol already has its
own neighborhood discovery protocol, it only needs to make
the gathered information available to the routing protocol.
The usage of such a neighborhood discovery protocol would
also implicitly solve the ”special case” of a unidirectional
link triangle with more than one unidirectional link, enabling
ULTR to make use of such links as well.
This usage of a single neighborhood discovery protocol
for both MAC and routing reduces communication overhead
and memory consumption by far. It also ensures that both
layers work on the same data. If they would use different
algorithms, different storage sizes or replacement strategies,
lots of problems could result, as described, e.g., in Murphy
Loves Potatoes [11].

III. C OOPERATION WITH THE MAC-L AYER
ULTR was designed specifically to utilize unidirectional
links. This makes it imperative to use a MAC layer that can
also transmit over unidirectional links. Any protocol that uses
the standard ”request to send” - ”clear to send” mechanism is
completely unsuitable, as no clear to send message will ever
be received over an outgoing unidirectional link. Moreover,
nodes with an outgoing unidirectional link will never know
that they could be disturbing the communication between two
other nodes.
There are some improvements that allow contention based
protocols to work with unidirectional links, e.g., ECTS-MAC

IV. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
For the evaluation, we chose a comparative approach: We
evaluated the performance of ULTR and compared the results
to those achieved by other typical routing protocols from the
world of sensor networks or MANETs. The protocol most used
in sensor network deployments was chosen as first competitor:
A tree routing based approach with retransmissions, which
is quite common in sense-and-send applications where all
nodes transmit their data to the sink regularly (e.g., [4], [11],
[12], [13]). As this may seem to be an unfair comparison,
two protocols from the MANET area were also chosen as
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competitors: DSR in the version that uses unidirectional links
[14] and AODVBR [15]. AODVBR does not use unidirectional
links, but has an interesting way of detecting them and
salvaging the data message that caused the detection. As fourth
reference protocol, Flooding is included. While it is known
that Flooding induces a lot of overhead, it can still deliver
valuable insights. In the simulations, Flooding is used to
determine the upper limit of messages that could reach the
destination. In the real world experiments carried out for this
work, the network load it generates is used to understand the
performance of the MAC protocol supplied by the hardware
in use.
The distance, measured in hops, is taken as weight function
(minimum hop routing), but other weights, e.g., residual
energy, could also be used with the same result, as all protocols
would work on the same values. Routes with a lower weight
replace older ones with a higher value in the routing tables.
The authors of [16] propose a combined evaluation method
that uses experiments with real hardware, emulation and
simulation techniques in order to speed up the deployment of
new protocols. The combination of all three methods enables
the developer to identify, which problems occur and shows
him/her where further investigation is necessary. The routing
protocols AODV, DSR and OLSR were used to evaluate the
proposed approach to protocol monitoring. The authors found
that latency and timing are crucial to the performance of
reactive protocols like AODV and DSR, because of buffering
times. The queue-ups that can result from this buffering were
apparent in the experiments, but not in the emulations. In
conclusion of this paper it can be said that all three methods
of evaluation have their own gain for a protocol developer,
if they are used correctly. For simulations, the choice of the
underlying communication model is crucial. The emulation
can be fed with real world connectivity data, and can be used to
evaluate the implications of the network stack used on the real
devices. Experiments are needed to generate this connectivity
data. It is important that for all three methods exactly the
same implementation of the protocol is used, and that this
implementation is the one that can be used directly on the
hardware, which is used in the real experiments.
Following this approach and the advice from Stojmenovic [17], the same implementation was used for both simulations and real world experiments in this evaluation.
In the next section, the methods used in the simulations
are described. They enable the evaluation of the algorithms
and their ability to handle unidirectional links under controlled
circumstances (Section V). The general principle of the real
world experiments, including the chosen locations, is described
in Section VI.
The actual evaluation of the routing protocols is presented
in Sections VII to IX, sorted by the application scenario in
use.
V. S IMULATIONS
All simulations were performed using the discrete event
simulator OMNeT++ [18] with the MiXiM-extension [19]. We
modified MiXiM to enable the simulation of unidirectional

links [20]. The simulated networks consisted of four different
sizes of grids: 100 nodes (10x10), 400 nodes (20x20), 900
nodes (30x30) and 1,600 nodes (40x40). A grid alignment
was chosen to represent applications that need area coverage,
where each node is equipped with sensors that have a range
of one distance unit. But, as will be seen below, the exact
placement of the nodes is not important, because connectivity
is determined using a connectivity matrix (Section V-A). The
different numbers of nodes represent network sizes ranging
from small to huge networks, and thus increase the number
of hops needed to communicate from one end of the network
to the other. This determines the route length, which has a
tremendous impact on the performance of all routing protocols.
All simulations are restricted to the usage of a ”perfect
behavior” MAC. While it is of course true that the choice of
medium access control protocol can have a strong influence
on the performance of the routing layer, the goal of the
simulations is the evaluation of the ability of the routing
protocols to work in the presence of unidirectional links, not
of their interaction with the MAC layer. Also, many of the
effects of a MAC layer, e.g., the available neighbors for each
node, would be the same for all evaluated routing protocols.
The effects could only differ between protocols, when they
are depending on the generated network load, as different
protocols transmit different types of messages with different
sizes and in different frequencies. But all of these are highly
dependent on the application, and it is not possible to evaluate
all possible application scenarios.
As simulation results are never 100% accurate, real world
experiments have been conducted, too. Details about the
methods of evaluation used for the real world experiments
are shown in Section VI. This section follows Stoijmenovic’s
advice [17], and uses a simple model in order to keep side
influences small and results interpretable.
A. Connectivity between Nodes
To simulate a certain connectivity between nodes, thousands
of connectivity matrices were generated before running the
simulations. The same generated matrices were used for all
protocols. The large number of matrices is necessary to
simulate the constantly changing nature of wireless links. As
the largest networks, consisting of 1,600 nodes, needed to be
simulated for the longest time, they also needed the highest
number of connectivity matrices: For a single simulation
17,761 connectivity matrices were needed.
In each of these matrices, a (directed) link from node A
to node B exists with a probability of α/d6 where d is the
distance between node A and node B. The inverse link, from
node B to node A exists with the same probability. Therefore,
the link is bidirectional with a probability of (α/d6 )×(α/d6 ),
unidirectional (in any one direction) with α/d6 × (1 − (α/d6 ))
and non existing with (1−(α/d6 ))2 . The quotient (d6 ) reflects
the dampening induced by the distance between nodes while
α represents the probability that a link between geographically
adjacent nodes exists.
Nodes were arranged on a regular grid to reflect application
scenarios that need area coverage, e.g., vehicle tracking. As all
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nodes were arranged on a grid, nodes that are directly above,
below, right or left of a node are called direct neighbors and
their distance was defined as 1. α was varied between 0.9,
0.95 and 1, and for each value of α ten sets of matrices
with different seeds for the random number generator were
generated, leading to 30 sets of matrices per network size, and
a total of 996,120 connectivity matrices containing between
10,000 and 2,560,000 entries.
Please note that due to the fact that the matrices were
generated randomly, there is no guarantee that there always
was a path from sender to destination. Therefore, no upper
limit can be calculated, but Flooding is used as reference
protocol: The number of application messages delivered by
Flooding is taken as 100% and the delivery ratio of all
other protocols calculated accordingly.
B. Application Settings
In each simulation, each node wanted to transmit a total
of 110 messages to one or more destinations, depending on
the scenario. After the initialization phase of the network,
one message was transmitted every 100 milliseconds. To
ensure that route discovery was finished, the logging remained
inactive until all nodes had started the transmission of their
fifth message. The connectivity matrices were changed every
second. Please note that the absolute values of the time units
are not important for the simulation, only their relation (1:10).
They could also have been set to 6 seconds and one minute
yielding the same results.
C. Protocol Performance
In the simulations, logging only began once each node had
started the transmission of its fifth message. Therefore, the
theoretical optimum of delivered messages could be calculated, if connectivity could be guaranteed. But the connectivity matrices were generated randomly, therefore network
separation could be possible. Flooding delivered close to
the theoretical optimum, and is used as maximum for the
simulations. For all simulations, the delivery ratio of a protocol
is defined as the number of messages delivered by the protocol
divided by the number of messages delivered by Flooding.
VI. R EAL W ORLD E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the influence of medium access control and the
properties of real hardware, all protocols were evaluated on
36 eZ430-Chronos [21] sensor nodes.
All protocols use the same sensor nodes on the same locations, meaning that node 0 used to evaluate Flooding is the
same piece of hardware on the same location as node 0 used
in the experiments evaluating ULTR and so on. Depending on
the application scenario, the experiments were conducted on
some or all of the locations described below. Each protocol
was evaluated using a freshly charged set of batteries.
A. Application and Logging
In the real experiments, each node wanted to transmit a
message every minute. The experiments ran for one hour each,

TABLE II
T OTAL SIZE OF THE DEPLOYED SYSTEMS FOR DIFFERENT ROUTING
PROTOCOLS IN B YTE
protocol
AODVBR
DSR
Flooding
Tree Routing
ULTR
System without routing
Basic System

text
14,590
17,760
12,444
13,234
14,550
11,918
8612

data
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

bss
2,260
3,586
1,644
1,990
2,066
1,418
994

dec
16,850
21,346
14,088
15,224
16,616
13,336
9,606

therefore 60 messages were transmitted by the application
on each node. In all experiments, 36 nodes were placed in
a square of six times six. Each node recorded the number
of application messages it received, and all nodes recorded
the number, type and size of all messages they transmitted or
forwarded.
Like in the simulations, it was once again possible that
nodes were disconnected from the network and suffered from
network separation. Also, sometimes nodes failed due to hardware problems. Therefore, the type of messages transmitted
by a node was evaluated, too. When a node only transmitted
route request messages and not a single data message, it did
obviously not find any route to the sink.
B. Protocol Performance
In the real world experiments, logging began at once.
Therefore, the theoretical optimum of delivered messages
could be calculated, if connectivity could be guaranteed, which
is never the case in real world deployments. In contrast to
the simulations, Flooding could not be used as reference
protocol because it did not always deliver the highest number
of application messages. Therefore, the delivery ratio is defined as the number of application messages delivered to their
destination divided by the number of application messages
transmitted.
C. Program Size
The size of the programs deployed on the eZ430-Chronos is
shown in Table II. Please note that the values were measured
for scenario 1 (sense-and-send, Section VII), but differ only
marginally for the other scenarios as the main components
(system and routing protocol) are always the same. Only the
application differs from scenario to scenario, but its influence
on the program size is marginal.
It can be seen on the table that DSR has by far the largest
memory footprint, concerning both flash (”text”) and RAM
(”bss”). The lowest footprint can be seen on Flooding. It
needs only about 500 Bytes flash and 200 Bytes RAM more
compared to the system without routing, most of, which is
needed for the duplicate suppression.
The basic system, including only the operating system
R EFLEX [22], [23] without any scenario specific parts (no
routing protocol, no application) is also shown for comparison.
It needs 8612 Bytes of flash and 994 Bytes of RAM. Most of
the RAM consumption is due to the 10 network buffers with
64 Bytes each.
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DSR did not fit on the micro controllers with the settings
used in the simulations, therefore some of them (e.g., the
number of messages that can be stored) had to be reduced
to make it fit. As DSR has the largest memory footprint, all
other protocols had no problem fitting on the micro controller
when using the same settings.
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Fig. 5. Delivery ratio of AODVBR, Tree Routing and two DSR versions,
first scenario

D. Experiment Locations
Four different locations were used for the real world experiments:
• On a Desk
• Affixed to Poles
• Placed directly onto a lawn
• Placed directly onto stones
a) Desk Experiments: This deployment is a single hop
layout, where each node is able to receive messages from each
other node. The nodes lay directly next to each other. An old
set of batteries was used without re-charging them, because
range did not really matter in these experiments. They were
used to validate the correct operation of the protocols.
b) Poles: For the pole experiments, small poles were
deployed on the lawn in front of the main building of our
university, with about one meter distance between each of
them. Then, the sensor nodes were affixed to them using cable
straps, at a height of about 20 cm (Figure 4(a)). The pole
placement was usually used at 8am.
c) Lawn: After the pole experiments were finished and
evaluated, the nodes were reset and placed on the ground
directly next to the poles as shown on Figure 4(b). The resets
were done by disconnecting the batteries and reconnecting
them directly afterwards. The same set of batteries as before
was used on each node without charging. When using all four
locations, the lawn experiments were started at about 10 AM.
d) Stones: After the lawn experiments, the nodes were
disconnected, and poles as well as nodes and batteries collected. The experiments on the stones were always started at
about 1 PM, using the same set of 72 AA batteries used in
the morning without re-charging, but the pairing of batteries
and nodes might have changed, i.e., the batteries that were
connected to node 4 in the pole and lawn experiments might
be connected, e.g., to node 27 in the stone experiments. These
experiments were conducted on the stone pavement on our
campus (Figure 4(c)).

VII. A PPLICATION S CENARIO 1: S ENSE AND S END
The application implemented for scenario 1 represents a
sense-and-send behavior that is often found in sensor networks: All nodes within the network wanted to transmit all
their messages to the same destination.
A. Simulation Results
The destination (sink) was fixed within a single simulation, but multiple simulations with different destinations were
evaluated. For the network containing 100 nodes, all nodes
in the upper left quadrant were chosen (25 destinations),
for the network with 400 nodes this quadrant contained 100
nodes. Evaluating only one quadrant was chosen because of
the symmetry of the network, and because of run time limits
(a single simulation of Flooding in a network consisting
of 1,600 nodes took about 27 hours to complete). For the
networks containing 900 and 1,600 nodes a whole quadrant
would have meant too many simulations, therefore only the
20 most interesting nodes (the corners and the middle of each
quadrant) were chosen (20 destinations).
As 30 different connectivity change lists were used for each
destination in each network size, 4,950 simulations with run
times between 5 minutes and more than a day were necessary
for each protocol.
1) Related Work Protocols: The number of data messages
received at the sink for the reference protocols is shown in
Figure 5.
It can be seen that none of the other protocols gets anywhere
near the performance of Flooding, with DSR performing
worst. Even in the smallest network consisting of 10 times 10
nodes, both DSR versions (max route length 15 or 40) deliver
only about 10% of the messages.
The other two protocols perform better in the small network,
but show a steep decline in delivery ratio for the larger
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Fig. 6. Total number of Data messages at the sink, two DSR versions, first
scenario

networks. This decline is due to the fact that even though
the number of nodes in the network and, therefore, the
maximum possible number of delivered messages increases
drastically, the total number of delivered messages increases
only marginally.
The absolute number of messages received at the sink for
the two versions of DSR is shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen that DSR delivers a nearly constant number of messages,
independent of the network size. While the number of nodes
and thus the number of application messages handed to the
routing protocol is multiplied by 16, the number of application
messages that arrive at the sink increases only marginally. This
is due to the fact that DSR suffers heavily from link changes
and longer routes change more often. Another interesting fact
about DSR is that the version with route length limited to
15 delivers more messages than the one, which allowed route
lengths up to 40 hops for all larger networks. The reason for
this seemingly strange behavior can be seen when investigating
nodes that are about 15 to 17 hops from the sink. Please
remember that the hop distance changes as links change.
Therefore, nodes might have a distance of more than 15
during their first route discovery, and less during a later one.
When only short routes are allowed and no route is found,
the messages are stored until a later route discovery finds a
route containing 15 hops at max. Then, all stored messages are
transmitted at once. These messages have a higher chance of
being delivered, as the route information is current and the path
is shorter. When using the 40 hop limit, these nodes choose the
first, long path that is found. But longer paths have a higher
probability of message loss, leading to fewer messages being
delivered in total.
The total number of messages transmitted by each of
the protocols chosen for comparison is shown in Figure 7.
Flooding naturally transmitted the most messages by far.
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Fig. 7. Number of transmitted messages, Flooding, AODVBR, Tree
Routing and two DSR versions, first scenario
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Fig. 8. Number of messages transmitted to deliver a single application
message, Flooding, AODVBR, Tree Routing and two DSR versions,
first scenario

Also, it can be seen that Tree Routing transmitted very
few messages, and DSR with route length 40 transmitted much
more messages than the version with route length 15.
The number of messages transmitted in order to bring a
single application message to the sink is shown in Figure
8. Even though DSR with route length 40 delivered nearly
the same amount of data as DSR with route length 15, the
high number of transmitted messages makes it the most costly
related work protocol by far. Interestingly, even though it
transmits a large number of messages, the high number of
delivered messages make Flooding the second best. Only
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Fig. 9. Delivery ratio of ULTR and Flooding, scale starts at 90%, first
scenario

Tree Routing performs better. This is due to the fact that
Tree Routing has very low costs for delivery failures.
Nodes close to the sink are often able to deliver their messages.
Nodes that are farther away transmit their messages, and try
two retransmissions if the message is not forwarded by the
next hop. But, contrary to the other protocols, no route error
messages are generated and no new route discovery is initiated
when the retransmissions are unsuccessful.
2) ULTR: The delivery ratio of ULTR is compared to
Flooding in Figure 9. Note that the scale starts at 90%.
What catches the eye right away on the figure is that the
delivery ratio is very high and increases with network size.
ULTR seems to have reached its maximum at 97% already
in networks consisting of 20 times 20 nodes, but to be sure
more simulations with larger networks would be necessary.
These were not done for this paper for two reasons: First, the
simulation run time would be very high. A single simulation of
Flooding in the 40 times 40 network took more than a day,
and 600 of them were necessary. In 50 times 50 networks the
value would be much higher. Second, the largest network that
was simulated, 40 times 40, already contains 1,600 nodes and
it is unlikely that such large sensor networks will be deployed
for a real application in the near future. If larger networks
are deployed, it is likely that a logical partitioning of the
network would be realized on application level, and multiple
sinks would be used.
The number of messages transmitted by ULTR and
Flooding is compared in Figure 10. The figure shows that
ULTR needs a lot of message transmissions to compensate for
the missing neighborhood discovery protocols: As the protocol
was designed with the assumption that either a neighborhood
discovery protocol or the used MAC layer would supply link
information, it suffered from the absence of accurate information. The passive overhearing that was implemented instead

Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Number of messages transmitted to deliver a single application
message, ULTR and Flooding, first scenario

can only detect bidirectional and unidirectional incoming links,
which makes the explicit usage of unidirectional links all but
impossible. Therefore, ULTR tries to find bidirectional links,
or, if these are not available, switches to alternate mode for
one hop, which increases the network load very much when
it is initiated too often. Another problem is timing: Passive
detection of links only works when messages are transmitted,
but links change more often than messages are transmitted.
Therefore, ULTR often worked on outdated information.
The costs that the delivery of a single data message caused
on average are shown in Figure 11. ULTR produces almost
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the same costs as Flooding with more than 1,500 messages
in the network consisting of 1,600 nodes.
3) Comparison between all Protocols: Concluding the evaluation of these simulations it can be said that ULTR has
achieved a much better delivery ratio in application scenario 1
than the protocols used for comparison. Only Flooding delivered more messages, which is why it was used as reference,
and the delivery ratio of a protocol defined as the number of
messages delivered by that protocol divided by the number of
messages delivered by Flooding (Figure 12).
Even though the simulations did not feature MAC layer
elements, it can already be seen that the protocols chosen
from related work are not able to work in an environment
with many unidirectional links and often changing links in
general. On the other hand, the results clearly show that
the developed protocol, ULTR, has achieved its design goals,
namely resistance against often changing links and usage of
unidirectional links. Only Flooding delivered better results
in the simulations, and it is known that Flooding runs into
huge MAC layer problems when it is used on real hardware.
B. Real World Experiment Results
For the real world experiments of scenario 1, all four
different locations described in Section VI-D were used. Each
protocol was evaluated on each location, with node 0 in the
lower left corner as destination (sink).
The delivery ratio of each protocol is shown in Figure
13, sorted by protocol and location. For most protocols, the
number of delivered messages for the desk and pole locations
is roughly the same, as these two locations differed only
marginally. The desk location is one hop, while the pole
location contained between one and two hops on average.
The figure also shows that Flooding delivers a nearly
constant number of messages for the pole, lawn and stone
environments.
The other three reference protocols, AODVBR, DSR and
Tree Routing show a steep decline in delivered messages for the lawn and stone pavement placements. ULTR
always delivered more messages to their destination, except

Desk Pole LawnStones

Desk Pole LawnStones

environment

Desk Pole LawnStones

Fig. 13. Delivery ratio of each protocol achieved in the real experiments,
first scenario
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experiments, first scenario

for the stones placement. The reason for the bad results from
ULTR lies in its dependency on accurate link information.
As described in Section II, ULTR tries to route messages
around unidirectional links explicitly. But in order to build
this triangle, neighborhood information is needed. The current
implementation of ULTR tries to obtain this information
passively, by overhearing forwarded messages. For a rapidly
changing environment this approach is bound to fail. It would
be interesting to see, how a protocol implementation that uses a
neighborhood discovery protocol or neighborhood information
provided by the MAC-layer would perform.
The number of protocol and data messages transmitted
by each protocol can be seen in Figure 14. Once again,
Flooding remains fairly stable throughout the locations.
While all other protocols transmitted more messages in the last
two locations (lawn, stone pavement), the number of messages
transmitted by ULTR declines. This is once more due to the
absence of accurate link information. ULTR was designed with
the assumption that link information would be available either
from a neighborhood discovery protocol or from the MAC
layer. Using only overheard messages instead does not work
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in the first two locations: When all nodes can transmit directly
to the sink and the sink never answers, all links are assumed
to be unidirectional and alternate mode is induced for every
message. Therefore, every message is flooded. As ULTR uses
a route request - route reply mechanism to find routes, the
number of transmitted messages in a single hop scenario is
even higher than that of Flooding, which only transmits
data messages.
An even more interesting fact that can be seen in the figure
is that the passive neighborhood discovery mechanism starts
to work in the multihop environments. When paths are more
than 1-2 hops in length, forwarded messages are received more
often and the nature of the links can be observed. Therefore,
even though it might seem strange, ULTR needs to transmit
fewer messages in networks with a larger diameter.
The number of protocol messages, i.e., non-data messages,
transmitted by each protocol can be seen in Figure 15. As
already seen above, ULTR suffered badly from the missing neighborhood discovery protocol. ULTR nearly always
switched to alternate mode. The huge number of protocol
messages transmitted by ULTR consisted mainly of route
request messages. In fact, a route discovery took place for
nearly each data message generated by the application in
ULTR.
Another measurement of the cost paid to deliver an application message is shown in Figure 16. The figure shows
the total number of transmitted messages divided by the
number of application messages that reached the sink. Unsurprisingly, Flooding once more shows a relatively constant
performance and DSR and AODVBR show too high values.
Interestingly, Tree Routing seems to have performed quite
well. If only this figure was taken into account when choosing
a protocol, Tree Routing would be preferred. However,
the numbers presented here have to be put into perspective.
The result of Tree Routing is achieved because it uses
nearly no protocol messages, and two retransmissions are its
only reaction to message loss. No route error messages are
generated and no new route discovery is started. Therefore, the
cost of a lost application message is much lower than in the

other protocols. DSR represents the other end of the spectrum:
When a message loss is detected there, a route error message is
created and transmitted to the originator. When the route error
is received, the route is deleted and a new route discovery
is initiated, which leads to a flooding of the whole network.
If conditions are really bad, it may even lead to flooding
the network twice. Except for the problems experienced by
ULTR in the 1-2 hop locations, it performs fairly well. But
the results also show that the number of nodes used in the real
world experiments was actually a little low - as the simulations
have shown (see Section VII-A), the big differences between
protocols can be seen better in larger networks. However, using
a few hundred nodes in the real world experiments was not
possible as there were not that many nodes available.
C. Comparison between Simulations and Experiments
The real world experiments were conducted with 36 nodes,
while the simulations featured either 100, 400, 900 or 1,600
nodes. To show that the tendencies seen in the simulations
represent those that would be achieved with a large scale
sensor network, a network consisting of 36 nodes was also
simulated.
Figure 17 shows the median of the delivery ratio of all
evaluated protocols for the two multihop experiments (lawn,
stones) and the 36 nodes simulation. Naturally, the results
of Flooding in the simulation are much better than those
achieved in the real world experiments, as Flooding suffers
heavily from the broadcast storm problem in the real experiments. The used CSMA MAC layer simply cannot handle
the huge number of messages. The simulation results and
those of the two experiment settings are quite similar for the
protocols surveyed in this paper. From the protocols used for
comparison, only AODVBR shows a large difference between
simulation and real world results.
When looking at the results, which those two protocols,
AODVBR and ULTR, achieved in the real world experiments,
it can be seen that they have a strong variation in delivery ratio
between the lawn and stone experiments. This high variation
seems to imply that both protocols are especially vulnerable
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to one or more properties of the real experiments, which do
not have so much influence on the other protocols.
Both AODVBR and ULTR try to use an explicit detour
around unidirectional links, using link information detected
during route reply transmission (AODVBR) or during transmission of DATA messages (ULTR). As the connectivity
measurements we conducted [2] have shown, link changes
occurred even more often than expected, making conditions
for AODVBR and ULTR harder in the real world than in the
simulations. None of the other protocols suffered as much
as these two. For DSR, an additional increase in frequency
of changes made no difference, as it could not even tolerate
the one simulated. For Tree Routing, the small network
diameter and the 2 retransmissions on each hop were enough to
deliver about 50% of application messages. The link changes
would not have influenced Flooding, but Flooding produced a very high network load, which the MAC layer could
not handle. Still, it can also be seen that the deployed sensor
network was not large enough for them to show their full
potential.
In summary it can be said that the used simulation approach
has some limitations, as it does not include the medium access
control protocol used in the real experiments. However, the
results show that the usage of connectivity matrices and the
way they were generated is close to reality, and can be used
to evaluate the influence of unidirectional links and frequent
link changes on the routing protocols. This is exactly what the
simulations were intended for as the used MAC layer and other
side effects of the used hardware might (and hopefully will)
change for future deployments. When the exact properties of
the hardware that will be used in a deployment are known
beforehand, these could be included in the simulations. Some
of the less favorable communication properties of the eZ430Chronos (e.g., the inability of the CCA to receive messages
during backoff) were only discovered during the connectivity
measurements [2].
Another advantage of the simulation model is the fact
that the connectivity data gathered during the connectivity
measurement experiments can easily be included. The data
that could be gathered this way was not presented in this

Fig. 18.
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work, because the number of data sets from the connectivity
experiments currently available is too small.
D. Importance of Timeouts
The implemented version of ULTR with passive link detection is heavily dependent on the timeouts that are used for the
links. If it is set too low, the links are deleted before they may
be used, even though they might still exist, resulting in a local
broadcast on every hop. If it is set too high, links are assumed
to exist, but have broken a long time ago.
The implementation of ULTR uses a timer that fires every
100 ms, and has a parameter called linkTimeout that
defines how many times that timer must fire before a link is
removed from the neighbor table. The results presented above
were achieved with a linkTimeout of 5, and resulted in
a lot of message transmissions but also fairly high delivery
ratio. To quantify the impact of the linkTimeout, the
performance of ULTR was measured with different values of
linkTimeout: 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 and 500.
Figure 18 shows the delivery ratio achieved by ULTR with
the seven different timeouts. It seems that the delivery ratio
is constantly decreasing with increasing timeout lengths. This
is not surprising, since a link that has been removed from
the neighbor table results in a local broadcast. All nodes that
receive this message and know the intended next-but-one hop
retransmit the message, adding a lot of redundancy. Therefore,
removing a link too early does not result in message loss, but
in unnecessary network load. However, if the link is deleted
too late, i.e., a link is assumed to exist where it has already
broken, the message gets lost. Therefore, when considering
only the delivery ratio, using a small timeout seems favorable.
However, when the network load is considered, the choice
seems to be quite the opposite. Figure 19 shows the cost of
delivering a single application message measured in transmitted messages. When using the smallest timeout of 5, about
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Fig. 20.
Delivery ratio of AODVBR, DSR, Flooding and Tree
Routing, second scenario

1,500 messages are transmitted for each application message
delivered in the network consisting of 1,600 nodes, which is
quite close to the cost of flooding the message. Therefore, the
decision, which timeout should be used is a tradeoff between
delivery ratio and network load. However, there are limits
to the choice: Increasing the timeout above 200 does not
change delivery ratio or efficiency much. Also, as the delivery
ratio is most often more important than the network load, it
is unlikely that a timeout of more than 50 would be used,
because higher timeout values lead to a delivery ratio of less
than 50%. Still, even this is much more than what the related
work protocols achieved, making ULTR a fine choice for the
evaluated network types.

used in the sense-and-send scenario. However, as the destination was not a single fixed one for all nodes, the simulations
were not varied according to the destination. Instead, the
generated pairings were used as stated above.
Flooding was once again used to measure the upper limit
for delivered messages and the delivery ratio was defined as
the number of messages delivered by a protocol divided by
the number of message delivered by Flooding.
1) Related Work Protocols: The delivery ratio of AODVBR, DSR, Flooding and Tree Routing is shown in
Figure 20. For all protocols except Flooding the delivery
ratio declines with increasing number of nodes. It can be
seen that AODVBR and Tree Routing suffer the most
from the increased route length in the larger networks, as the
decline of their delivery ratio is steep. For AODVBR, building
the initial route is the crucial part. When a route has been
successfully established, the fish bone structure can be used
to salvage data packets. But since building the initial route
requires a bidirectional path and the probability of a complete
path being bidirectional decreases with route length, AODVBR
only works in small networks. For Tree Routing, building
the initial route is no problem. However, due to the dynamic
nature of links between nodes, the initial path is obsolete soon
and the two retransmissions used as reaction to message loss
are not sufficient in larger networks.
The delivery ratio of DSR also declines due to its source
routing nature. However, finding the initial route is not a problem, as DSR uses one flooding for each direction. The main
problem of DSR is its route maintenance mechanism. When
DSR detects a route break it tries to inform the originator of
the message that caused the detection of the break. Following
this, a new route discovery with all its costs takes place.
The number of transmitted messages for each protocol is
shown in Figure 21. Here, the impact of the route maintenance

VIII. A PPLICATION S CENARIO 2: S INGLE PAIRING
In this scenario, all settings, including the number of
messages a node wants to transmit, are the same as in the
sense-and-send scenario. However, instead of a single sink as
destination for all messages from all nodes, each node has a
randomly chosen partner node it wants to communicate with.
This pairing of nodes was generated before the simulations
and experiments, and differs only between different network
sizes: If, e.g., node 15 is the partner of node 21 for the
network consisting of 36 nodes, this pairing remains fixed
for all protocols as well as for simulations and real world
experiments.
This pairing of nodes represents a communication pattern
for MANETs and was chosen because two of the protocols
used for comparison (AODVBR and DSR) are MANET protocols.
A. Simulation results
In the simulations for the single pairing scenario, the same
connectivity change lists were used that have already been
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mechanism of DSR can be seen: It transmits more than
twice as many messages as Flooding as it tries to repair
broken routes. Tree Routing presents the other extreme,
it transmits nearly no messages at all, while AODVBR needs
slightly more messages.
When the network load is considered (Figure 22), the
impact of the low number of messages transmitted by Tree
Routing can be seen even better: The number of messages
transmitted to deliver a single application message would
suggest that Tree Routing is an excellent choice. However,
this fact needs to be correlated with the delivery ratio in

90%
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1600

Number of Nodes

Fig. 23. Delivery ratio of Flooding and ULTR, scale starts at 90%, second
scenario

most cases, and the delivery ratio of Tree Routing is the
lowest of all protocols. This is once again due to the length
of routes. Tree Routing delivers a nearly constant number
of data messages to the destination (roundabout 8,000) for the
networks with 400, 900, and 1,600 nodes, even though the total
number of application messages that is handed to the routing
protocol increases proportionally to the number of nodes in
the network.
2) ULTR: The delivery ratios of Flooding and ULTR
are compared in Figure 23. Note that the scale starts at 90%.
ULTR delivers well above 95% of application messages for
all network sizes. In fact, the performance of ULTR seems
largely independent of the network size with a slight increase
from 96% to 97% for the network with 900 nodes.
Figure 24 shows the total number of messages transmitted
by Flooding and ULTR. When these results are compared
to those of the sense-and-send scenario (Figure 10), it can be
seen that the number of messages transmitted by ULTR has
decreased.
Figure 25 shows the number of messages transmitted by
Flooding and ULTR in order to deliver a single application
message. As the delivery ratio of both protocols is nearly equal
but ULTR needs much less transmitted messages, the ratio of
ULTR is much better than that of Flooding.
3) Comparison between all Protocols: The delivery ratio
achieved by each of the simulated protocols in the single
pairing scenario is shown in Figure 26. It can be seen
that ULTR performs better than those chosen from related
work. Moreover, the delivery ratio stays roughly the same
with increasing network size. For AODVBR, DSR and Tree
Routing the delivery ratio decreased with network size.
But most interestingly, the delivery ratio of DSR improved
drastically when compared to the sense-and-send scenario (see
Figure 12). Also, the decline in delivery ratio with increasing
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number of nodes is visible, but it is not as steep as for
AODVBR and Tree Routing.
Concluding the evaluation of these simulations it can be
said that DSR gained most from the change of application scenario. This was expected, as DSR was designed for MANET
scenarios, not for sense-and-send scenarios in wireless sensor
networks. However, the delivery ratio of ULTR is still higher
than that of the related work protocols, for all network sizes.
B. Real World Experiment results
In the experiments for the single paring scenario, only two
locations were used: The desk and the stone pavement. No

experiments were made on the poles, because of the similarity
between pole and desk scenario. On the desk, all nodes can
communicate directly while on the poles the logical distance
between nodes was only 1-2 hops even in the sense-andsend scenario where the destination was on the corner of the
deployed grid. The pairings used in this scenario reduce the
average route length and would result in even more single
hop routes for the pole scenario, making the experiments
redundant. The lawn placement has been neglected due to its
similarity with the stone pavement placement.
Figure 27 shows the delivery ratios of all protocols that were
achieved in the real world experiments on the desk and stone
pavement. With the exception of ULTR, all protocols delivered
100% of messages in the desk scenario. This behavior has also
been seen in the sense-and-send scenario (see Figure 13) and
can be explained by the absence of up-to-date link information.
ULTR normally depends on the MAC layer or the application
to deliver neighborhood information. As none was available,
neither from MAC nor from the application, the current
implementation relies on passive gathering of neighborhood
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information by overhearing the forwarding of messages. But
in a single hop environment not enough forwarded messages
are overheard.
In the stone pavement experiments, even Flooding did
not deliver all messages, which gives an insight into the MAClayer problematic experienced more or less by all protocols.
Tree Routing has a good delivery ratio in this scenario as
it does not produce too much network load and the average
path length was fairly small, making its two retransmissions a
good reaction to message loss. ULTR suffers from inaccurate
information in its neighbor tables, and often uses its fallback
mechanism. DSR is continuously trying to repair routes, and
thereby increases the network load very much, which can be
seen in the next figure.
The total number of messages transmitted by each protocol
is shown in Figure 28. For the experiments on the desk
it can be noted that ULTR transmits more messages than
Flooding, which can also be explained by the fallback
mechanism in use: When ULTR starts route discovery, the
network is flooded with a route request message. The destination receives this message and answers with a route reply but
does not know if the link to the previous hop is unidirectional
or bidirectional. Therefore, it uses the fallback mechanism,
meaning that each node that knows the next hop forwards the
message, which results in a second flooding of the network.
Now that the route has been built, the data message can
be transmitted. This process is repeated every time that the
link timeout removes a link to the destination from a nodes
neighbor table. In the stone pavement placement, the passive
neighborhood discovery works much better, leading to fewer
messages transmitted by ULTR. Here, DSR transmits more
than 57,000 messages and thus nearly as many as Flooding.
ULTR transmits roundabout 27,000 messages while AODVBR
and Tree Routing transmit about 15,000 and 8,000 messages respectively. These numbers already hint at the fact
that Tree Routing profits quite a lot from the application
setting and the small network diameter.
A more detailed look at the number of messages transmitted

by each protocol is given in Figure 29, where only the protocol
packets are counted. Naturally, Flooding has the least
number of protocol messages as it does not use any, and all
transmitted packets are data messages. On the desk, AODVBR
and Tree Routing transmit 1,118 and 1,283 messages respectively. As 36 nodes were present in the network, a flooding
of one route request or tree building message by each node
would result in 1,296 (36×36) transmissions. Therefore, these
three protocols transmitted the expected number of messages.
DSR and ULTR flood the network multiple times for each
route discovery, resulting in an awfully high number of route
request and route reply messages. For DSR this is due to the
specification for the operation in the presence of unidirectional
links. For ULTR it is once more due to the absence of accurate
neighborhood information.
On the stone pavement, the number of protocol messages
rises enormously for DSR, as a lot of link breaks lead to the
creation of route error messages and subsequent new floodings
of the network in order to find a new route. The lowest number
of protocol messages (apart from Flooding) is transmitted
by Tree Routing, which only transmits its tree building
messages at the start of the experiment. When this figure
is compared to the previous one, it can be seen that Tree
Routing transmitted about 6,800 data messages (7,994 total
messages - 1,204 protocol messages), meaning that most of
the time the two retransmissions took place.
The number of messages transmitted to deliver a single
application message is shown in Figure 30. As there were 36
nodes in the network, Flooding transmitted 36 messages
for each data message delivered to the destination. AODVBR,
DSR and Tree Routing transmitted exactly 3 messages
for each data message received. The high number of data
messages transmitted due to the inaccurate neighborhood information leads to a performance even worse than Flooding
for ULTR.
On the stone pavement, Tree Routing performed best.
When the delivery ratio (Figure 27) is also taken into account
it can be said that for this application scenario, network size
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Tree Routing
AODVBR
100

and placement, the choice of routing protocol should be made
between Tree Routing, Flooding and ULTR. Tree
Routing produced the least network load per application
message delivered and should be chosen if some message
losses could be tolerated but the network load is the most
important factor. If number of delivered messages is most
important, Flooding should be used. ULTR represents a
good choice in between.
IX. A PPLICATION S CENARIO 3: M ULTIPLE PAIRINGS
The third application scenario, multiple pairings, once again
uses the same settings as the two previous ones, only the
application was changed. Instead of all nodes transmitting to
a single sink or one communication partner for each node,
there are multiple partners now. Each node has one communication partner at the start of the simulations/experiments
and transmits the first five messages to this node. Once five
messages have been transmitted, the communication partner is
changed. This is repeated every time five messages have been
transmitted, until the total number of messages specified (110
for simulations, 60 for experiments) has been reached. The
pairings of nodes were once again generated randomly before
the start, and the same pairings were used for all protocols.
This represents a MANET scenario where all nodes only
want to exchange a few messages with a chosen partner
before communicating with a different node. The fact that each
pairing is only used for five messages results in a reduction
of the importance of route maintenance. It is much more
likely that a route is stable for five minutes than for a whole
simulation/experiment, resulting in less route errors. Instead,
route discovery rises in importance, as it is carried out after
every five application messages.
A. Simulation results
The simulations once again used the connectivity change
lists that were generated before the start, to keep network connectivity equal for all protocols. As in the single pairing scenario, the pairings define a different destination for each node,

400
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Number of Nodes

Fig. 31.
Delivery ratio of AODVBR, DSR, Flooding and Tree
Routing, third scenario

making the additional simulation parameter destination
used in the sense-and-send scenario unnecessary.
The delivery ratio remains defined as the number of application messages delivered by a protocol divided by the number
of messages delivered by Flooding in the simulations.
1) Related Work Protocols: The delivery ratio of the related
work protocols is shown in Figure 31. For AODVBR and
Tree Routing, the number of nodes and, therefore, the
route length is much more important than the communication
pattern of the application: The changes between single pairing
and multiple pairings are marginal (compare Figure 20). The
performance of Tree Routing increased by one percent
for the largest network while that of AODVBR decreased by
two percent. A bigger difference can be seen for the smaller
networks, where AODVBR has lost 10% of its performance
compared to the single pairing scenario in the network consisting of 100 nodes. This decrease in delivery ratio is due to
the fact that building the initial route is one of the weaknesses
in AODVBR. When searching for a route, the path has to be
bidirectional to enable the route reply to use the same path
as the route request. Once this path has been established, the
fish bone structure that has been built with the route replies
can be used to salvage data messages when links break. In the
multiple pairings scenario, each node needs to search routes
to 22 different nodes instead of only one.
The number of messages transmitted by the related work
protocols is shown in Figure 32. With twice the number of transmitted messages as Flooding, DSR once
more transmitted the most messages by far. AODVBR and
Tree Routing transmitted far less messages, with Tree
Routing producing the least number. When the results are
compared to those of the single pairing scenario, no substantial
differences can be discerned (compare Figure 21).
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The cost of delivering a single data message measured
in transmitted messages is shown in Figure 33. Only Tree
Routing transmitted less messages per application message
delivered than Flooding. This is once more due to the fact
that the cost of delivery failure is small in Tree Routing.
However, when the delivery ratio is also taken into account,
Tree Routing looses parts of its advantage over AODVBR.
2) ULTR: The delivery ratio achieved by ULTR is compared to that of Flooding in Figure 34, note that the scale
starts at 90%. It can be seen that ULTR delivers more than
95% of application messages, regardless of network size. It

Fig. 35.
scenario

Number of transmitted messages, Flooding and ULTR, third

delivers between 95% and 97%, with only a low variation
between network sizes.
The high number of delivered messages comes at the price
of an increased number of transmitted messages, as Figure 35
confirms. Here, it can be seen that the number of messages
transmitted by ULTR has risen when compared to the single
pairing scenario (Figure 24). While the number is still lower
than that of Flooding, it has gotten closer.
This high number of transmitted messages is the reason why
the performance of ULTR decreases in the multiple pairings
scenario. Figure 36 shows the performance of ULTR and
Flooding, measured in messages transmitted per application
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message delivered. The figure shows that the performance of
ULTR not much better that of Flooding in this scenario.
3) Comparison between all Protocols: The delivery ratio
of all protocols is compared in Figure 37. The related work
protocols, AODVBR, DSR and Tree Routing all show a
steep decline in delivery ratio. Interestingly, the decline of
delivery ratio is not as steep for DSR as it is for AODVBR
and Tree Routing. This is due to the fact that DSR has a
better route discovery mechanism. While flooding the whole
network twice in order to establish a route produces a lot of
network load, it also means that a route will be found in most
cases. Only if network separation occurred, no route would
be found. How long a route found this way can be used
depends on link stability, however. But since it only needs
to be used for five messages before a different destination is
selected, there is a good chance some of the five messages can

The experiments for the multiple pairings scenario featured
the same settings and locations as the experiments for the
single pairing scenario (Section VIII-B): The desk placement
was used as single hop, and the stone pavement as multihop
environment. The pole placement would have been redundant
to the desk placement while the lawn placement would have
been similar to the stone pavement environment.
The delivery ratio achieved by all protocols in the multiple
pairing scenario is shown in Figure 38. In the desk experiments, all protocols reached 100% delivery ratio except for
ULTR. This is due to the passive neighborhood discovery:
Only when the forwarding of a message is overheard by a
node that has already forwarded that message and is listed
as last hop, the neighborhood discovery assumes bidirectional
links. Otherwise, links are assumed to be unidirectional. This
leads to a lot of mistakes, as nodes do not need to forward
messages in a single hop environment, meaning that all links
in the network are assumed to be unidirectional. Therefore,
the backup mechanism is always used unnecessarily, resulting
in a high network load, which in turn leads to more collisions
and message losses.
On the stone pavement, Flooding delivers most application messages, followed by AODVBR, ULTR and Tree
Routing, which deliver about half of the messages transmitted. Only DSR is far worse, with a delivery ratio of only
6%.
The total number of transmitted messages is shown for
all protocols in Figure 39. ULTR once more has the highest
number of transmitted messages for the single hop environment due to the problems with the neighborhood detection.
On the stone pavement, the passive neighborhood detection
works better, and the number of transmitted messages is
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to the low cost of delivery failure. When only the cost of an
application message delivery is considered, Tree Routing
performs best. However, Flooding delivered nearly twice
as many messages but needs to transmit three times more
messages per delivered application message to reach this increase in delivery ratio. If the delivery ratio is most important,
Flooding would be chosen for such small networks and this
application scenario. If the network load is more important,
Tree Routing should be chosen.
X. C ONCLUSION
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reduced. There, Flooding transmits the greatest number of
messages while Tree Routing transmits the smallest. Still,
when considering that only 2,160 application messages were
generated it can be seen that Tree Routing often used its
two retransmissions.
The number of protocol messages transmitted by each
protocol can be seen in Figure 40. Flooding naturally did
not transmit any protocol messages, while ULTR transmitted
the most protocol messages in the desk scenario.
On the stone pavement, Tree Routing needed the least
number of protocol messages, apart from Flooding. DSR
transmitted the most protocol messages, followed by AODVBR and ULTR.
The number of transmitted messages divided by the number
of delivered application messages is used to measure the
performance of all protocols in Figure 41. For the desk
placement, Tree Routing shows the best performance,
directly followed by AODVBR.
When the sensor nodes were placed on the stone pavement,
Tree Routing needed the least number of transmissions to
deliver a single application message, which is once again due

Unidirectional links present a challenge for routing protocols and there are a number different ways of dealing with
them.
In this paper we presented ULTR, a routing protocol that
uses unidirectional links explicitly, meaning that it needs
to know about their existence. This knowledge can either
be achieved through a neighborhood discovery protocol, or
implicitly by overhearing transmissions.
The version of ULTR described and evaluated in this paper
follows the second approach. We compared the delivery ratio
and the cost associated with it for ULTR in the version
with passive neighborhood discovery and four protocols from
related work in three scenarios and showed their advantages
and limitations. The evaluation featured simulations as well as
experiments with real sensor nodes.
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Abstract—The energy consumption of the data center becomes
a great problem. One approach to reducing the energy consumption of the data center is to use on-chip data centers, which
are integrated circuit chips that perform the tasks in a data
center. On-chip data centers are constructed of cores and the
network between cores. Because the tasks are performed by the
cooperation between cores in the on-chip data center, the network
between cores in the on-chip data center may have a large impact
on the performance and the energy consumption of the chip. In
this paper, we investigate the network structures for the on-chip
data centers. We focus on the 3D network structure using both
circuit and packet switches, and compare the energy consumption
of the candidate network structures. The results show that (1)
the packet switches connected to cores should be placed in the
same layer, (2) the packet switches should connect to the circuit
switches in all layers, and (3) each layer should include only the
minimum number of switches regardless of the traffic pattern,
the size of the chip, and the ratio of the energy consumption of
the packet and circuit switches.
Keywords—network on-chip; data center; energy consumption;
topology; 3D on-chip network

I. I NTRODUCTION
One approach to reducing the energy consumption is to
use the on-chip data centers, which are integrated circuit chips
that performs the tasks in a data center. Because the network
between cores in the on-chip data center may have a large
impact on the performance and the energy consumption of the
chip, we investigated the network structures suitable for the
on-chip data center [1]. In this paper, in addition to the above
results discussed on the previous version of this paper [1], we
also investigate the impact of the traffic pattern, the size of the
chip, and the ratio of the energy consumption of the packet
and circuit switches on the suitable network structure.
In recent years, online services such as cloud computing
have become popular, and the amount of data, required to
be processed by such online services, is increasing. Such a
large amount of data is handed by data centers, and many
data centers have been built [2],[3]. As the services provided
by data centers become popular, the energy consumption of
the data centers becomes an important problem; the energy
consumed by data centers occupies 1.5 % of the total energy
consumption consumed in the world [3].
One approach to reduction of the energy consumption
caused by the data centers is an integrated circuit chip that
can perform the tasks in a data center. This kind of chip is
called an on-chip data center [4],[5]. An on-chip data center is
made of a large number of CPU cores and the network between
the cores on a single chip. An on-chip data center works with
a significantly small energy because of its small wiring length
of the network within a chip [4].

Most of existing work on on-chip data centers focus on
the usage of many cores on the chip. However, because tasks
in a data center require communication between servers, the
network structures between cores may have a large impact on
the performance and/or the energy consumption of the on-chip
data center.
The network within a chip is often called a Network onchip (NoC), and constructed of switches [6],[7]. Two types
of switches are used in a NoC, packet switches and circuit
switches.
A packet switch relays packets, based on their destination
addresses. On the other hand, a circuit switch connects its input
port with one of its output ports based on the configuration.
A circuit switch consumes a small energy compared with a
packet switch because it does not require any processing to
relay traffic, though multiple flows from different input ports
cannot share the same output port.
Several NoC architectures that use both packet and circuit
switches have been proposed [6],[8],[9]. In these architectures,
the circuit path between packet switches is established by
configuring the circuit switches along the route of the circuit
path. The set of the packet switches and the established
circuit paths constructs the logical network topology. In these
architectures, the logical network topology can be changed by
the configuration of the circuit switches. Stensgaard et al. [9]
proposed a method to configure the circuit switches suitable
to the application before starting the application.
The network architectures using both of packet and circuit
switches are also effective in an on-chip data center. In a
data center, though the traffic pattern changes significantly and
frequently, each server communicate with only a small number
of servers at once [10]. Considering such traffic, the logical
topology where the communicating server pairs are connected
closely is preferable. This network topology can be set by
setting the circuit switches in the network using both of the
packet and circuit switches. Even if the traffic pattern changes,
we change the network topology so as to suit the current traffic
pattern by reconfiguring the circuit switches.
In recent years, another new NoC architecture called 3D
NoC has been proposed s7,ron2,ron3,ron4. The 3D NoC is
constructed by stacking multiple 2D chip layers vertically. The
vertically stacked layers decrease the number of hops between
switches. Moreover, the vertical links of the 3D NoC are
significantly shorter than the horizontal links. As a result, the
3D NoC reduces both of the energy consumption and latency.
In addition, the 3D NoC improves the effectiveness of using
packet and circuit switches. Because the 3D NoC increases the
number of candidate routes of the circuit paths, more circuit
paths are established, which reduce the energy consumption.
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However, the 3D NoC using both packet and circuit switches
has not been discussed sufficiently.
We investigated the network structures suitable for the onchip data center [1]. In this investigation, a server in an on-chip
data center is constructed by multiple directly connected cores.
Then, the network connects the servers.
We focused on the network constructed as a 3D network
using circuit and packet switches. We investigated the network structures, focusing on the following three points; (1)
connection between layers in the 3D network, (2) connection
between servers and switches, and (3) placement of switches
within each layer. The results show that (1) all servers should
be connected to the packet switches in the same layer, (2) all
packet switches should be connected to all layers, and (3) each
layer should include minimum number of switches.
In addition to the above results discussed on the previous
version of this paper [1], the network structures are compared,
changing the traffic pattern, the size of the chip, and the ratio
of the energy consumption of the packet and circuit switches.
Through this evaluation, we show that our discussion on the
suitable network structure is applicable regardless of the traffic
pattern, the size of the chip, and the ratio of the energy
consumption of the packet and circuit switches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the overview of the on-chip data center used in this
paper. In Section III, we investigate the network structures
suitable to the on-chip data center. Section IV presents the
conclusion.
II. O N -C HIP DATA C ENTER N ETWORK
A. The Outline Of On-Chip Data Center
The on-chip data center is a chip that plays the roles of
the servers and network between servers in a data center. The
on-chip data center is constructed of cores and the network
between cores. Similar to the traditional data center, where
a task handling a large amount of data is performed by the
cooperation of the servers [11],[12] , the tasks in an on-chip
data center are performed by cores cooperating with each
other; each task is split into subtasks, and the subtasks are
assigned to the cores. Each core performs the assigned subtask,
and it obtains the data or the results of the other subtasks from
the other cores via the network, if the data or the results are
required.
The network between cores is important in the on-chip data
center, because the cores cooperate with each other via the
network to complete the task. The network should provide the
bandwidth between communicating cores with small energy
consumption. The network within the on-chip data center
consumes less energy than the traditional data center network,
because of its small wiring length of the network within a
chip [4]. However, the energy consumption of the on-chip
network depends on the network structures. Therefore, we
investigate the network structures for the on-chip data center.
B. Components of On-Chip Data Center
The on-chip data center is constructed of multiple cores
and a network between cores. The details of the components
in the on-chip data center are described below.
1) Core: In the on-chip data center, there are two kinds of
the cores. One is the computing core that performs the process
of the assigned task. The other is the memory core that stores
the data.

Label
processor

Controller

Buffer

input

input

Figure. 1.

Packet switch

In an on-chip data center, each task is split into multiple
subtasks, and the subtasks are assigned to the computing
cores. The computing core performs the assigned subtask,
cooperating with multiple memory cores; the computing core
reads the required data from the memory cores, and writes the
results of the process to the memory cores.
As described above, the cores cooperating with each other;
the results of the other computing cores may be required to
complete the assigned subtask. In this case, the core obtains
the required data generated by the other cores via the network
between cores.
2) Network: The network within an on-chip data center is
constructed of two kinds of switches described below.
a) Packet Switch: A packet switch is a switch that
relays the packet based on the destination written in the header
of the packet. An example of the architecture of the packet
switch is shown in Figure 1. When a packet arrives, the
destination written in the header of the packet are processed
by the label processor. Based on the destination, the output
port, to which the packet is relayed, is determined. Then, the
controller configure the switch to relay the packet to the buffer
deployed at the output port. Finally, the packet is sent to the
next switch or core from the buffer.
The energy consumption of the packet switch increases as
the number of arriving packets increases, because the processes
of the label processors and the controller are performed each
time a packet arrives. Moreover, writing a packet to a buffer
or reading a packet from a buffer also consumes energy.
Therefore, the number of packet passing the packet switches
should be reduced to save the energy consumption.
b) Circuit Switch: A circuit switch is a switch that
connects its input and output ports based on the configuration.
After the configuration of the ports, all packets arriving the
input port is relayed to the output port connected to the input
port. An example of the architecture of the circuit switch is
shown in Figure 2.
The circuit switch consumes less energy than the packet
switch, because the circuit switch does not require complicated
processing such as label processing and decision of the output
ports. However, the circuit switch cannot relay flows from
different input ports to the same output port, because each
output port can be connected at most one input port in the
circuit switch.
C. The Architecture of On-Chip Data Center Used in This
Paper
Figure 3 shows the on-chip data center used in this paper.
In this architecture, one computing core and multiple
memory cores are vertically stacked and directly connected.
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the connection between layers, (2) the layers where switches
connected to servers are deployed, and (3) the types of switches
deployed in each layer, which are discussed in Section III.
III.

Figure. 2.

Figure. 3.

Circuit switch

On-chip data center used in this paper

The connected cores act as a single server in a data center.
Hereafter, the connected cores are simply called server.
In this architecture, the servers are placed in a lattice,
and the network between servers is constructed of switches
placed in a 3D lattice, because the lattice network can be easily
constructed on a chip.
In this architecture, both kinds of switches, packet switches
and circuit switches are used. The packet switches are deployed
where there is a link from/to a server, so that each server
communicates with multiple servers at once. In this paper, the
same number of packet switches as the servers are deployed,
and each server is connected to the network by connecting one
of its cores to one of the packet switches.
Though we do not allow each packet switch to be connected to multiple servers in this paper, the discussion of the
suitable network structure is applicable to the case that each
packet switch can be connected to multiple servers, because
connection to multiple servers has no impact except for the
increase of the candidates of the first packet switch and the last
packet switch on the route between the servers. The switches
not connected to servers are circuit switches because the circuit
switches consumes less energy.
In this network, the traffic is sent after constructing the
logical network topology by setting the circuit paths between
packet switches. The circuit paths are established by configuring the circuit switches along the paths. Then, the traffic is
sent over the logical network topology of the packet switches
constructed by the circuit paths.
This network structure has the following parameters; (1)

C OMPARISON OF N ETWORK S TRUCTURES FOR
O N -C HIP DATA C ENTERS
A. Compared Network Structures
In this section, we investigate the network structures suitable to on-chip data centers by comparing the network structures constructed with various parameters. In our comparison,
all network structures are constructed of packet switches with
9 ports and circuit switches with 10 ports. The number of
vertical layers are set to 5.
The rest of this subsection describes how to set the parameters of the network structures in this comparison.
1) Inter-Layer Connection: The first parameter is the interlayer connection. There are two types of the inter-layer connection. The first one is shown in Figure 4(a) In this type
of the connection, switches in all layers are connected to the
same packet switch. We call this type of connection the packet
switch centric connection (PCC).
The other type is shown in Figure 4(b) In this types of
connection, all vertical links are constructed only between
nearest layers. For example, a switch placed at the ith layer is
connected only with the switches placed at the i − 1th layer
and the i + 1th layer. This type is called of connection the
nearest layer connection (NLC). In the NLC, we construct the
close connection between the nearest layers. All vertical links
from the switches are connected to the switches at the nearest
layer.
In our comparison, the PCC and the NLC use 1 of 9 port
of a packet switch to connect to the server, 4 of 9 ports of each
packet switch to connect the switches within the same layer,
and the other ports to connect the switches at the different
layers.
2) Connection between Servers and Switches: In the onchip data center investigated in this paper, each server is connected to one of the packet switches nearest to the server. As
shown in Figure 5, there are two types of connections between
servers and switches. In the first type of the connection, all
servers are connected to the switches in the same layer. We
call this type of connection the same layer connection (SLC).
In the other type of connection, the servers neighboring with
each other are connected to the switches in the different layers.
We call this type of connection the different layer connection
(DLC).
In the SLC, the number of hops between servers is small
because all servers are connected in the same layer. However,
the connections of packet switches at the first layer are static.
On the other hand, the connections between packet switches
can be changed in any layers in the DLC.
3) Placement of Switches within a Layer: There are two
kinds of placement of the switches in the same layer. The first
one is shown in Figure 6(a). In this type of the placement,
we deploy the same number of switches as the number of
servers in each layer. We call this type of placement minimum
placement (MP). In the other type of placement, we add the
circuit switches around the packet switches. We call this type
of placement the additional circuit switch placement (ACP).
The ACP has more candidates of routes of circuit paths
between the packet switches than the MP. Thus, the energy
efficient routes may be found, even when the number of circuit
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(a) Same layer connection

(a) Packet switch centric connection

(b) Different layer connection
Figure. 5.

(b) Nearest layer connection
Figure. 4.

Inter layer connection

path to be established is large. However, the number of circuit
switches passed by each circuit path in the ACP is larger than
that in the MP.
B. Models Used in Our Comparison
1) Energy consumption model: The energy consumed by
the network on-chip depends on (1) network structure, (2) the
traffic amount on the network, and (3) the bit flips of the traffic.
Wolkotte et al. [13] model the energy consumed by a
circuit switch, a packet switch and a link in the NoC. In
this model, the circuit switch consumes E packet µW, the
packet switch consumes E circuit µW, and the link consumes
(E stlink + E prlink L) µW : where L is a length of link (mm)
to relay 1 bit of traffic. In this paper, this model is used
to evaluate the energy consumption. In our comparison, we
first set E packet to 0.98, E circuit to 0.37, E stlink to 0.39, and
E prlink to 0.12, according to results by Wolkotte et al. [13].
Then, we also investigate the impact of the ratio of the energy
consumption of the packet and circuit switches by changing
E circuit .
In this paper, we focus only on the energy consumed by
the network, and exclude the energy consumed by the cores,
because the energy consumed by the cores is independent from
the network structures.
2) Traffic Model: According to Benson et al. [10], each
server communicates with only a small number of servers

Connection from servers

at once, though all server pairs can communicate with each
other and communicating server pairs change in time. In
this paper, we focus on the energy consumption to relay all
traffic generated at a certain time period. Thus, we generate
traffic between the server pairs selected by using the uniform
random values, and set the traffic rates between the server
pair to 10,000 bits. In our evaluation, we vary the number of
communicating server pairs from 500 to 2,000, and generate
10 patterns of traffic for each of the cases of the number
of communicating server pairs by using the different random
seeds.
3) Latency Model: In this paper, we also compare the
latency to relay the generated traffic. We define the latency
as the time required to receive all traffic by the destination
servers after generating the traffic demands.
In this paper, we assume that each packet can be relayed
by a packet switch to the next packet switch in 1 clock cycle.
Though the clock cycle required to relay a packet depends
on the switch architectures and may be different from this
model. The suitable network structures discussed in this paper
are independent of switch architectures because the order of
latencies is the same as the results in this paper even if multiple
clock cycles are required to relay a packet.
In the on-chip data center, we also use the circuit switches.
The circuit switch is configured to connect the input and
output ports in advance. The packet switches can be connected
by configuring the circuit switches. The packet switch pairs,
connected by the circuit paths, relay the packets by the same
way as the packet switches that are directly connected to each
other. The relay of the packets by the circuit switch takes no
clock cycles. Thus, the latency depends only on the number
of packet switches passed by the flow.
4) Path Computation Model: We calculate the routes of
traffic so as to make the energy consumed by the traffic small.
In this paper, the route of each traffic demand is calculated by
the Dijkstra algorithm setting the weights of the links to the
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energy consumed to relay the traffic. If the calculated route
uses the circuit switch, we connect both ends of the input and
the output ports, and remove the ports of the circuit switch
before the calculation of the routes of the next traffic demands,
so as to avoid the output ports of the circuit switch used by
the other traffic from the different input ports.
In this path computation, we assume that the traffic demands are known before calculating the routes. By using this
model, we discuss the suitable network structure when the
routes are calculated optimally. However, the actual traffic
demands may be unknown when calculating routes, and we
require a method to calculate the routes without traffic demand
information, which is one of our future work.
C. Network Structure Suitable to On-Chip Data Centers
In this subsection, we discuss the network structure suitable
to on-chip data centers, which accommodates traffic between
servers with low energy consumption. We compare the network
structures constructed by various parameters of the network
structures. The network structure has three kinds of parameters
as described in Section III-A. For each kind of parameter,
we have two types of settings. Therefore, 2 × 2 × 2 = 8
network structures are constructed by setting the parameters
of the network structure. In this subsection, we compare all of
them.
To evaluate the energy consumption, we use the energy
model based on the results by Wolkotte et al. [13]. That is,
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Figure. 8. Comparison of the worst-case energy consumption (Chip size=10×
10, Number of communicating server pairs=1000, Energy model by Wolkotte
et al. [13])

we set E packet to 0.98, E circuit to 0.37, E stlink to 0.39, and
E prlink to 0.12. We set the number of servers in the chip to
100, and the servers are placed in 10 × 10 lattice. We set the
length of the intra-layer link to 2 mm, and the length of the
inter-layer link to 1 µm. We select 1000 communicating server
pairs randomly and generate traffic between the selected server
pairs.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of the cumulative distribution function of the energy consumption. The vertical
axis is the cumulative distributed function, and the horizontal
axis is the energy consumption. We also compare the worstcase energy consumption, and the average of the energy
consumption in Figures 8 and 9. In these figures, the vertical
axis is the energy consumption.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the cumulative distribution function of the latency. The vertical axis is the cumulative
distribution function, and the horizontal axis is the latency. We
also compare the worst-case of the latency in Figure 11.
The rest of this subsection discusses the impact of each
parameter of the network structure.
1) Comparison of Inter-layer connections: We first discuss
the impact of the inter-layer connections by comparing the
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Figure. 10. CDF of the latency (Chip size=10 × 10, Number of communicating server pairs=1000, Energy model by Wolkotte et al. [13])

network structures with the PCC and those with the NLC.
That is, we perform the following comparisons.
• Network structure with PCC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, SLC and MP
• Network structure with PCC, DLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, DLC and MP
• Network structure with PCC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, SLC and ACP
• Network structure with PCC, DLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, DLC and ACP
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that the energy consumption of
the network structures with the PCC is always smaller than
those with the NLC. This is because a circuit path using
the circuit switch whose layer is far from the packet switch
is required to pass multiple layers in the NLC as shown in
Figure 12. Because each circuit switch relaying the traffic
consumes energy, the large number of circuit switches passed
by the circuit paths causes a large energy consumption. On the

The cause of the difference between the PCC and the NLC

other hand, the packet switches are directly connected to the
circuit switches in all layers in the PCC, and the number of
switches passed by traffic is smaller than the NLC.
Figures 10 and 11 show that the PCC also achieves smaller
latency than the NLC. This is because the PCC establishes
more circuit paths since circuit paths consumes less energy
in the network structures with the PCC than the NLC. The
circuit paths reduce not only the energy consumption but also
the latency, because the packet switch relays the packet to the
switch connected via the circuit path within one clock cycle.
2) Comparison of the Connection between Servers and
Switches: We investigate the impact of the connection between
servers and switches by comparing the network structures with
the SLC and those with the DLC. That is, we perform the
following comparisons.
• Network structure with PCC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with PCC, DLC and MP
• Network structure with NLC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, DLC and MP
• Network structure with PCC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with PCC, DLC and ACP
• Network structure with NLC, SLC and MP vs. Net-
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Figure. 13.

Circuit path establishment within a layer in the DLC

work structure with NLC, DLC and ACP
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that the energy consumption of
the network structures with the SLC is smaller than those with
the DLC. There are two reasons for this. The first reason is that
the packet switches prevent establishment of long circuit paths
in the DLC. As shown in Figure 13, the packet switches are
placed around the circuit switches in some layers in the DLC,
and the circuit paths with multiple hops should be established
via the different layers, while such long circuit paths are
established via any layers including the circuit switches in the
network structure with the SLC.
The other reason is that there are no packet switches
directly connected to each other in the DLC. Therefore, even
the flow between the servers neighboring with each other
requires the circuit paths, which consumes more energy than
the directly connected link between packet switches.
Figures 10 and 11 show that the SLC achieves the smaller
latency than the DLC, because the SLC can establish more
circuit paths than the DLC.
3) Comparison of Placement of Switches within a Layer:
Finally, we discuss the impact of the placement of switches
within a layer. The ACP increases the number of candidate
routes for the circuit paths. However, the number of hops
becomes larger than the MP. Comparing the network structures
with the ACP and those with the MP, we clarify whether the
larger number of candidate circuit paths is preferable or the
smaller number of hops between servers is preferable.
We compare the network structures with the MP and those
with the ACP. That is, we perform the following comparisons.
• Network structure with PCC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with PCC, SLC and ACP
• Network structure with NLC, SLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, SLC and ACP
• Network structure with PCC, DLC and MP vs. Network structure with PCC, DLC and ACP
• Network structure with NLC, DLC and MP vs. Network structure with NLC, DLC and ACP
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that the network structures with
the MP always achieve a smaller energy consumption than
those with the ACP. That is, in despite of the large number of
candidate circuit paths, the ACP does not reduce the energy
consumption.

Figure. 14.
other

Routes of the flow between the servers neighboring with each

This is because a sufficient number of circuit paths are
established even in the network structures with the MP. In addition, circuit paths pass more circuit switches in the network
structures with the ACP than those with the MP. Especially, the
flow between servers neighboring with each other passes only
two packet switches in the network with the MP, but it passes
two packet switches and one circuit switches in the network
with the ACP as shown in Figure 14. Such additional switches
passed by the flows increases the energy consumption.
Figures 10 and 11 show that the MP and ACP achieve the
similar latency. This is because the similar number of circuit
paths are established in the MP and the ACP as discussed
above.
4) Summary of the Results: As discussed above, to save
the energy consumption and reduce the latency, (1) the suitable
inter-layer connection is the PCC, (2) the suitable connection
between servers and switches is the SLC, and (3) the suitable
placement of switches within a layer is the MP.
D. Impact of the number of communicating server pairs
In Section III-C, we investigated only the case that the
number of communicating server pairs is 1000. However, the
number of communicating server pair has an impact on the
energy consumption or the latency of the network; as the
number of communicating server pair increases, the energy
consumption becomes large. This may have an impact on the
suitable network structures.
In this subsection, we discuss the impact of the number
of communicating server pairs on the suitable network structures. In this subsection, we compare the network structures,
changing the number of communicating server pairs from 500
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(a) Average

(a) Average

(b) Worst-case
(b) Worst-case
Figure. 15. The impact of the number of communicating server pairs on the
energy consumption

to 2,000. We set the other parameters to the same values as
Section III-C. We generated 10 patterns of traffic for each case.
Figures 15 and 16 show the results. In these figures,
the horizontal axis is the number of communicating server
pairs, and the vertical axis is the energy consumption or
latency normalized by that of the network structure with the
PCC, the SLC and the MP, that achieves the smallest energy
consumption in the results.
As shown in Figure 16, the number of communicating
server pairs has no impact on the ratio of the latency of
the network structures. The latency depends on the number
of packet switches passed by each packet. The number of
packet switches passed by each packet depends on whether
the circuit paths to bypass packet switches can be established,
and is independent from the number of communicating server
pairs. As a result, the number of communicating server pairs
has no impact on the ratio of the latency. Therefore, the
rest of this subsection discusses the impact of the number of
communicating server pairs on the energy consumption.
1) Impact on Suitable Inter-layer Connections: First, we
investigate the impact of the number of communicating server

Figure. 16. The impact of the number of communicating server pairs on the
latency

pairs on the suitable inter-layer connections.
Figure 15 shows that the network structures with the PCC
consume the smaller energy than those with the NLC regardless of the number of communicating server pairs. As discussed
in Section III-C1, the difference of the energy consumption
between the PCC and the NLC is caused by the difference of
the number of switches passed by the circuit paths. Regardless
of the number of communicating server pairs, the number
of switches passed by the circuit paths in the NLC is larger
than those in the PCC, because the circuit paths pass multiple
layers to use the circuit switches in the layer far from the
packet switch in the NLC while each packet switch has direct
connection to any layers in the PCC. As a result, even if
the communicating server pair changes, the network structures
with the PCC achieves the small energy consumption.
2) Impact on Suitable Connection between Servers and
Switches: We investigate the impact of the number of communicating server pairs on the suitable connection between
servers and switches.
Figure 15 shows that the energy consumption of the
network structures with the DLC is larger than those with the
SLC, and the difference of the energy consumption increases
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as the number of communicating server pair increases. As
discussed in Section III-C2, one of the reasons of the difference
of the energy consumption between the SLC and the DLC is
the difference of the number of candidate circuit paths. When
the number of communicating server pairs is large, a large
number of circuit paths are established to accommodate the
flows between server pairs with a small energy consumption in
the network structures with the SLC. However, due to the small
number of candidate circuit paths, in the network structures
with the DLC, we cannot establish as many circuit paths as the
SLC. As a result, the difference of the number of established
circuit paths causes the difference of the amount of traffic
passing the packet switches; more traffic passes the packet
switches and consumes more energy in the network structures
with the DLC than those with the SLC.
3) Impact on Suitable Placement of Switches within a
Layer: Finally, we investigate the impact of the number
of communicating server pairs on the suitable placement of
switches within a layer.
Figure 15 shows that the energy consumption of the
network structures with the ACP is larger than those with the
MP, but the difference of the energy consumption decreases as
the number of communicating server pair increases.
The difference of the energy consumption between the
network structures with the MP and those with the ACP is
caused by the difference in the number of candidate circuit
paths and the length of the circuit paths; the network structures
with the ACP provides more candidate circuit paths than the
network structures with the MP, though the number of circuit
switches passed by the circuit paths is large. When the number
of communicating server pairs is small, both of the MP and
the ACP can establish the sufficient number of circuit paths.
Thus, the difference of the energy consumption is caused only
by the difference of the number of switches passed by the
circuit paths, and the network structures with the MP achieve
the smaller energy consumption than the ACP. On the other
hand, when the number of communicating server pairs is large,
more circuit paths are required. In this case, the MP cannot
establish the sufficient number of circuit paths, and the flows
passes multiple packet switches. In the ACP, we add more
circuit paths, though the number of circuit switches passed
by the circuit paths is large. This causes the decrease of the
difference of the energy consumption between the MP and the
ACP.
Figure 15 shows that even when the number of communicating server pairs is 2,000, the network structures with the
MP achieve the smaller energy consumption than those with
the ACP. When the number of communicating server pairs is
2,000, each server communicates with 20 % of the servers at
once. Because each server communicates with only a small
number of servers at once in the typical data centers [10], the
case that each server communicates with more than 20 % of the
servers seldom occurs. Therefore, the MP is suitable for the onchip data centers regardless of the number of communicating
server pairs.
E. Impact of the size of the chip
In the above discussions, we investigate only the case that
the chip includes 100 servers. However, the size of the chip
has an impact on the energy consumption of the network;
as the size of the chip increases, the energy consumption
becomes large. This may have an impact on the suitable

(a) Average

(b) Worst-case
Figure. 17.

Impact of the size of the chip on the energy consumption

network structure.
In this subsection, we discuss the impact of the size of
the chip on the suitable network structures. In this subsection,
we compare the network structures, changing the number
of servers within a chip from 25 to 400. We set the other
parameters to the same values as Section III-C.
Figures 17 and 18 show the results. In these figures, the
horizontal axis is the size of the chip, and the vertical axis is
the energy consumption or latency normalized by that of the
network structure with the PCC, the SLC and the MP, that
achieves the smallest energy consumption in results.
Based on these figures, the rest of this subsection discusses
the impact of the size of the chip on suitable parameters of
the network structures.
1) Impact on Suitable Inter-layer connections: We discuss
the impact of the size of the chip on the suitable inter-layer
connections.
Figure 17 shows that the energy consumption of the
network structures with the PCC is smaller than those with
the NLC regardless of the size of the chip, though there are
the cases that the difference is significantly small.
As discussed in Section III-C1, the difference of the energy
consumption between the PCC and the NLC is caused by the
difference of the number of switches passed by the circuit
paths. If we can establish the sufficient number of circuit paths
without using the layers far from the packet switches, the
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(a) Average

(b) Worst-case
Figure. 18.

Impact of the size of the chip on the latency

network structures with the NLC achieves the similar energy
consumption to those with the PCC. However, the number of
circuit switches passed by the circuit paths in the network
structures with the NLC is always larger than those with the
PCC, because the circuit paths passes multiple layers to use
the circuit switches in the layer far from the packet switch in
the NLC while each packet switch has direct connection to
any layers in the PCC. As a result, the energy consumption
of the network structures with the PCC is smaller than those
with the NLC regardless of the size of the chip.
Figure 18 shows that the latency of the network structure
with the PCC is smaller than those with the NLC, and the
difference becomes large as the size of the chip increases.
This is because the PCC tends to establish more circuit paths
than the NLC, because establishing the circuit paths in the
PCC consumes less energy than the NLC. As the size of the
chip increases, the number of hops of the established circuit
paths becomes large, and the latency reduced by establishing
the circuit path becomes large. As a result, the difference of
the latency caused by the difference of the number of the
established circuit paths becomes large as the size of the chip
increases.
2) Impact on Suitable Connection between Servers and
Switches: We investigate the impact of the size of the chip
on the suitable connection between servers and switches.
Figure 17 shows that the energy consumption of the

network structures with the SLC is smaller than those with
the DLC, and the difference becomes large as the size of the
chip increases. As the size of the chip becomes large, the
difference of the energy consumption between the circuit paths
and the routes without using the circuit paths becomes large,
due to the increase of the switches passed by the flow. Thus,
more circuit paths are required to be established. However, the
number of candidate circuit paths in the network structures
with the DLC is smaller than that in the network structures
with the SLC. Thus, we cannot establish the sufficient number
of circuit paths in the DLC because of the lack of the candidate
paths, while sufficient number of circuit paths are established
in the SLC. This causes the increase of the difference of the
energy consumption.
Figure 18 shows that the latency of the network strucures
with the SLC is smaller than those with the DLC and the
difference becomes large as the size of the chip increases. This
is because we cannot establish the sufficient number of circuit
paths in the DLC, while the SLC establishes more circuit paths.
As discussed in the section III-E1, the difference of the latency
caused by the number of established circuit paths becomes
large as the size of the chip. As a result, the difference of the
latency between the SLC and the DLC becomes large as the
size of the chip increases.
3) Impact of Suitable Placement of Switches within a
Layer: We discuss the impact of the size of the chip on the
suitable placement of switches within a layer.
Figure 17 shows that the energy consumption of the
network structures with the MP is smaller than those with the
ACP regardless of the size of the chip. This is because even
the network structures with the MP have a sufficient number of
candidate circuit paths regardless of the size of the chip, though
the network structures with the ACP provides more candidate
circuit paths than the network structures with the MP. As a
result, the ACP consume more energy since the circuit paths
pass more circuit switches.
Figure 18 shows that the MP and the ACP achieve the similar latency. This is because the MP and the ACP establishes
the similar number of circuit paths regardless of the size of
the chip.
F. Impact of the energy consumption of the switches
In the above discussions, we investigate only the case that
the energy consumption of the circuit switch 0.37µW/bit. However, the energy consumption of the circuit switch depends on
the architecture of the switches. Therefore, in this subsection,
we investigate the impact of the energy consumption of the
switches on the energy consumption of the network structures.
We change the energy consumption of the circuit switch from
1/2 to 1/10 of the model used in the previous subsections. We
set the other parameters to the same values as Section III-C.
Figure 19 shows the result. In this figure, the horizontal axis
is the ratio of the energy consumption of the circuit switch
compared with the model by Wolkotte et al. [13], and the
vertical axis is the energy consumption normalized by that of
the network structure with the PCC, the SLC, and the MP, that
achieves the smallest energy consumption in the results.
1) Impact on Suitable Inter-layer connections: We investigate the impact of the energy consumption of the circuit
switches on the suitable inter-layer connection.
Figure 19 shows that the energy consumption of the network structures with PCC is smaller than those with the NLC,
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Figure. 20.

The cause of the difference between the PCC and the NLC

(a) Average

(b) Worst-case
Figure. 19. Impact of the energy consumption of circuit switches on the
energy consumption

but the difference becomes small as the energy consumption
of the circuit swich decreases. As discussed in Section III-C1,
in the NLC, the circuit path passes multiple circuit switches
to use the circuit switches in the layer far from the packet
switches. Thus, the energy consumption in the case of using
the circuit paths is large in the network structure with the
NLC, compared with the PCC. When the energy consumption
of the circuit switches becomes small, more circuit paths are
established because the energy reduction by using the circuit
path increases. Thus, the difference caused by the number of
circuit switches passed by the circuit paths becomes large.
2) Impact on Suitable Connection between Servers and
Switches: In this subsection, we compare the network structures of the different types of the connections between servers
and switches.
Figure 19 shows that the energy consumption of the
network structures with the SLC is smaller than those with
the DLC, and the difference becomes small as the energy
consumption of the circuit switch becomes small except the
comparison between the network structure with the NLC, the
SLC and the ACP, and that with the NLC, the DLC and the
ACP, where the number of the circuit switches passed by
the circuit paths is the largest among the compared network

structures. As discussed in Section III-C2, the circuit paths is
required even for the flow between the servers neighboring
with each other in the DLC, which is one of the reasons
why the DLC consumes more energy than the SLC. As the
energy consumption of the circuit switches becomes small, the
energy consumed by the circuit paths established for the flows
between the servers neighboring with each other decreases. As
a result, the difference of the energy consumption between the
SLC and the DLC becomes small.
However, as shown in Figure 19, even if the energy
consumption of the circuit switch becomes 1/10 of the model
by Wolkotte et al. [13], the energy consumption of the network
structures with the DLC is much larger than those with the
SLC. That is, even if the energy consumption of the circuit
switches is reduced, the SLC is suitable to the on-chip data
centers.
3) Impact on Suitable Placement of Switches within a
Layer: Finally, we compare the impact of the energy consumption of circuit switches on the suitable placement of switches
within a layer.
Figure 19 shows that the energy consumption of the MP
is smaller than the ACP, but the difference becomes small as
the energy consumption of the circuit switch becomes small.
This is because the network structures with the ACP has more
candidate circuit paths between packet switches, though the
number of circuit switches passed by the circuit paths is large.
As the energy consumption of the circuit switch becomes
small, the additional energy caused by the number of circuit
switches passed by the circuit paths becomes small, and the
impact of the number of candidate circuit paths becomes large.
However, even when the energy consumption of the circuit
switches becomes 1/10 of the model by Wolkotte et al. [13],
the ACP consumes more energy than the MP. That is, even if
the energy consumption of the circuit switches is reduced, the
MP is suitable to the on-chip data centers.
G. The number of the required layers
In the network structure with the PCC, SLC, and STP, the
circuit switch nearest to the packet switch among the available
circuit switches is used to establish a circuit path, because
using the circuit paths far from the packet switch consumes
more energy. Thus, even if we construct an on-chip data center
with many layers, the layers far from the packet switches may
not be used at all.
In this subsection, we investigate the number of layers used
to establish a circuit switches. Figure 20 shows the results. In
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this figure, the horizontal axis is the size of the chip, and the
vertical axis is the maximum number of layers used to establish
circuit paths in our method.
As shown in Figure 20, as the number of servers increases,
the number of used layers becomes large. However, Figure 20
indicates that the circuit switches at the 5-th layer are never
used even in case of 15*15 servers. That is, a small number
of layers is sufficient in the on-chip data center.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we evaluated the 3D on-chip network structures for the on-chip data centers, which uses both of the circuit
and packet switches. According to the results, to reduce the
energy consumption, (1) the servers should connect to the
packet switches in the same layer, (2) the packet switches
should connect to the circuit switches in all layers, and (3) each
layer should include minimum number of switches, regardless
of the size of the chip, and the ratio of the energy consumption
of the packet and circuit switches.
Our future work includes the method to calculate the routes
suitable to the on-chip networks.
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Abstract—The popularization of wireless network technologies
has driven the quest for efficient solutions in the use of the
available resources. In particular, there is an increasing demand for solutions to reduce energy consumption and improve
channel use. This work addresses the problems of multi-channel
assignment and communication scheduling in wireless networks.
Considering that channel allocation is a NP-complete problem,
this paper presents a time and energy-efficient heuristic to tackle
the multi-channel assignment problem. Once channel assignment
is performed, an energy-efficient protocol allows the stations to
complete their data transfers using minimum resources. The
protocol divides its operation in management and transmission
stages. The main contribution of this work is to present a
multi-channel communication protocol that efficiently reduces
communication time by exploring multiple channels even for
control messages. Empirical results show that the management
stage takes, in average, less than 9% from the protocol total time
while the transmission stage, in average, takes only 5% more time
than the optimum time.
Keywords–energy efficient protocols, multi-channel assignment,
scheduling, wireless networks.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The quest for uninterrupted wireless connectivity has been
highly influenced by the popularization of mobile devices
and social networks. This trend in mobile applications has
motivated the proposal of Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocols capable of coping with a varying number of application demands and devices characteristics. Despite of these
advances, one of the major concern regarding the design of
such protocols is the need to reduce energy consuption [1].
As wireless devices usually operate on battery power, and
recharging them may not be an option while on the move,
means to preserve and extend nodal lifespan is of interest.
Among existing energy-saving strategies, topology control
and duty-cycle have been widely employed in the context of
wireless networks [2]. Topology control techniques typically
allow wireless devices to adjust their transmission power in
order to conserve energy without affecting network connectivity [3]. Duty-cycle schemes, on the other hand, allow wireless
devices to alternate between inactive and active mode. When
in active mode, devices are able to send or receive data; while
in doze mode devices remain in energy conservation mode
and are not able to send or receive data. This last strategy
is particularly challenging as devices in doze mode are not
able to receive data packets. There are research opportunities

regarding the development of techniques that ensure communicating devices are only active when they have data to send or
receive [4]. In [5], the authors show that energy consumption
can be reduced by increasing the time needed to complete a
given task and vice-versa. The authors have shown that these
parameters are usually conflicting and finding a compromise
between them is not trivial.
Regardless the fact that most wireless devices are capable
to tune to different frequencies to send and/or receive data
packets, existing MAC protocols are usually designed to operate on a single-channel, where all the nodes are confined [6].
Channel assignment in wireless networks is usually performed
during the deployment phase. The reason behind this is that
channel assignment is a complex and time consuming task
that may not produce the desirable results when naive approaches are employed. Indeed, the Channel Assignment Problem (CAP) satisfies the interference constraints by maximizing
throughput. In its general form, the CAP problem is equivalent
to the Generalized Graph-coloring Problem (GCP), which has
been proved to be an NP-complete problem [7]. This work
explores duty-cycle techniques and propose a multi-channel
assignment heuristic that enables the transmission scheduling
of data items to be carried out in an energy-efficient manner.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes related works. Section III describes the
communication model considered in this work. Section IV
presents the channel assignment problem along with an energyefficient heuristic to tackle it. The EEMC-MAC protocol
details is described in Section V. The simulation environment
and results are presented in Section VI. The building blocks to
adapt the proposed EEMC-MAC to multi-hop environment is
presented is Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the
work and presents future direction.
II.

S TATE OF THE A RT

To reduce packet collision, protocols such as the IEEE
802.11 are available and can reduce interference in ongoing
communications. The control mechanism applied in IEEE
802.11 is the well-known CSMA/CA protocol [8]. By listening before transmitting data, nodes can determine whether a
channel is busy or available. However, this mechanism does
not avoid the overexploitation of spectrum resources. Indeed,
scenarios with excessive competition may drastically reduce
network throughput. The CSMA/CA protocol relies on random
backoff and cannot prevent communications from starting
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simultaneously. Channel assignment in wireless network environments is typically static. This means that, while channel
selection can be based on spectrum conditions during network
initialization, channel degradation does not cause the data
channel to be changed. Thus, MAC protocols that are tailored
for single-channel settings have difficulties copping with heavy
network loads and fail to provide means for networks to switch
channels depending on spectrum occupancy.
Access to multiple communication channels is an alternative to increase throughput in wireless networks [9]. For example, by employing opportunistic spectrum access techniques,
users can temporary access unused licensed frequencies [10].
With access to multiple channels, Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) based techniques allows the selection of several communication channels with non-overlapping and noninterfering frequencies. Therefore, multiple pairs of nodes can
communicate at the same time without interference given they
have been allocated to different channels. Indeed, a number
of works consider the use of multiple channels in wireless
networks [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Hamdaoui et al. [11]
proposed a protocol where the channels are assigned to groups
based on “transmission intentions”. In this scheme, each group
elects a leader to study channel conditions and select the best
channel for itself. All data channels operate independently
and intergroup coordination is performed by channel leaders
using a dedicated control channel. Alternatively, Hsu et al. [12]
propose a contention model based on channel aggregation. The
protocol considers that multiple data channels can be used
simultaneously for data transfers. Transmission pairs select
the channels used for transmission based on average occupancy and backoff necessary to access these channels. These
protocols focus in increasing network throughput and do not
consider the energy costs involved with their communication
cycles. An example of an early energy efficient protocol is
defined in [5], where a randomized time- and energy-optimal
routing protocol is proposed. To achieve this goal, users learn
their roles in packet routing and wait for their turn by deferring
spectrum access to either receive or send data packets, thus
reducing energy costs. The protocol, however, requires that
users know information about the network during initialization
and is applied to a single-channel network context.
The use of multi-channel MAC protocols with duty-cycle
schemes to increase network throughput and decrease energy
consumption is proposed in [14], [17]. These works focused
on multi-channel energy-efficient protocol tailored for wireless
sensor networks. Incel et al. [14] proposed a scheme that works
in a distributed fashion and schedules communications based
on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) algorithms. This
approach has been shown to reduce packet collision by informing the nodes what periods of time they need to be active. The
proposed scheme, however, focuses on maximizing throughout
while energy consumption is a secondary goal. Tang et al. [17]
proposed a protocol that allows transmitting nodes to estimate
the receiving nodes’ activation time without the use of a control
channel. Zhang et al. [15] proposed a multi-channel MAC
protocol for ad hoc networks. The proposed scheme works
by dividing its operation in management and transmission
stages. At the beginning of the management stage, all the
nodes wishing to communicate turn to the control channel.
The management stage dynamically adjusts its duration based
on the traffic and it is used to allow the nodes to reserve data

channels using a dedicated, common, control channel. During
the transmission window, nodes communicate using several
channels, while non-communicating nodes stay in doze mode.
In previous work, we proposed an energy efficient protocol
for multi-channel allocation and transmission scheduling in
wireless networks, termed ECOA-BP [18]. As in [15], the
ECOA-BP protocol divides its operation in management and
transmission stages and uses a control channel during the
management stage. The technique proposed uses efficient
transmission assignment and duty-cycle strategy to alternate
the nodes between active and inactive modes, thus reducing
the power drainage rate. Previous works show that is possible
to reduce energy consumption at the cost of higher communication time [5]. Both Zhang et al. [15] and Neves et
al. [18] focus on balancing these parameters. Additionally,
both works consider that network coordination is performed
in a single control channel. Independently of the number of
available channels, the use of a single control channel to
manage channel access can be a bottleneck, as it increases the
communication time [19]. Concerned with coordination costs,
Cordeiro et al. [20] propose that the management stage, known
as Beacon Period (BP), takes place in the data channels. The
authors suggest that channel access is structured into recurring
super-frames synchronized globally so that users can migrate
between channels to communicate with different nodes. While
the model proposed achieved promising results, it does not
consider the energy costs required to implement and maintain
global coordination.
A. Our Contribution
The aforementioned works focused on exploiting the availability of multiple channels to improve communication time.
However, they neglect to analyze energy conservation and the
overhead introduced by the proposed coordination schemes.
This paper addresses the problems of multi-channel allocation,
transmission scheduling and energy consumption in wireless
networks. As in related works, it assumes that the devices work
on batteries and have a single transceiver, capable of tuning to
one of the several available channels and to switch between active (regular energy consumption) and inactive (reduced energy
consumption) operation modes. As customary, time is assumed
to be slotted with slot durations long enough to ensure that a
single data packet can be transmitted or received by any user
in the network within a single slot [5], [14]. In this context,
this paper proposes a time and energy-efficient protocol capable of performing multi-channel allocation and transmission
scheduling in a wireless setting. This paper is an extended
version of work published in [1]. The proposed scheme, termed
Energy-Efficient Multi-Channel MAC protocol (EEMC-MAC)
divides its operation into management and transmission stages.
Unlike most similar proposals, the proposed protocol uses all
the available channels in both management and transmission
stages. Experimental results show that the management stage,
in average, takes less than 5% from the total protocol execution
time, while the transmission stage is optimum in terms of
energy consumption.
III.

C OMMUNICATION M ODEL

Consider an Ad Hoc network consisting of a group of
n nodes each with a single transceiver and unique identifier
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Figure 1: Communication graph example with 4 nodes.

(UID), connected as a single-hop network represented by
the complete graph Gn . The communication scenario of this
network is represented by a directional graph G = (V, E),
where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } is a set of nodes (vertices) and E
is a set of communications (edges), E ⊆ V 2 . Consider E =
{e1 , e2 , ..., ep }, where eh = {(vs , vd )|{vs , vd } ⊆ V, s 6= d},
1 ≤ h ≤ p, as a set of edges representing the communication
graph of the network Gn . Each edge eh = (vs , vd ) ∈ E
represents a communication between a source node vs and
a destination node vd . Each node is assumed to have at most
one packet per destination in the communication graph. Let
si be the transmission set of a node vi (vi ∈ V ). That is, si
represents all the nodes that vi has data packets to send to.
Furthermore, let di be the reception set of a node vi . Hence,
di represents all the nodes that have data packets to send to
vi . Thus, for a given communication graph Gn , each node vi
has τi = |si | + |di | data packets to send and receive. In other
words, τ represents the amount of time a node needs to be
awake to (i) transmit the data packets to its neighbours; and
(ii) receive the items destined to it.
As an example, Figure 1 represents a possible communication graph for a network topology Gn . In this figure, V =
{v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 } and E = {e1 , e2 , e3 }, where e1 = (v1 , v2 ),
e2 = (v1 , v4 ) and e3 = (v3 , v2 ). In this communication graph,
node v1 has data to send to nodes v2 and v4 and no data to
receive, thus, s1 = {v2 , v4 } and d1 = ∅. Similarly, s2 = ∅,
d2 = {v1 , v3 }, s3 = {v2 }, d3 = ∅, s4 = ∅ and d4 = {v1 }.
As presented in [15], this paper assumes that data transmission/reception occur in time slots, with each transmission/reception taking exactly one time slot. In each time slot
tj , j ≥ 0, where tj is equal to the time interval [tj , tj+1 ),
a node can be in active or inactive operation mode. When
active, a node can send or receive data. In case a node is not
transmitting or receiving data, the node goes into idle mode
so as to save power. That is, energy consumption is associated
with the amount of time that the node remains in active mode.
Consider C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck } as the set of available channels
for communication. When a channel ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is used by a
pair of nodes in the time slot tj , it will be unavailable for other
nodes in this time slot. In the case that two or more transmitting
nodes use the channel ci during time slot tj , a collision occurs
and the data packets are lost. Hence, the challenge is to find
a scheduling that: (i) allows the transmitting nodes to send
and receive data without collision; and (ii) minimizes the
communication time. Table I summarizes the notations used
throughout this work.

IV.

T HE C HANNEL A SSIGNMENT P ROBLEM (CAP)

In a network environment where many data channels are
available, the task of channel assignment that satisfies interference constraints and maximizes throughput is known as the
Channel Assignment Problem (CAP). To prevent interference
between communications, a same channel cannot be allocated
for two pairs of neighbouring nodes simultaneously. In its
general form, the CAP problem is equivalent to the Generalized Graph-coloring Problem (GCP), which is known as a
NP-complete problem [7]. Given the communication graph
G and k channels in the presented communication model,
the CAP consists in performing the communications using
the minimum amount of time and communication channels.
Note that if k = 1 this problem is simplified, once all the
communications must be serialized. However, in the general
case scenario, optimum solutions are complex to obtain.
Because the CAP is NP-complete, many researchers have
proposed heuristics and approximation algorithms with lower
computational costs. These solutions, however, can not guarantee optimum results. The proposed alternatives vary from
neural networks, to genetic and graph theory based heuristics [7]. Next, an heuristic based on graph theory to solve the
CAP problem is presented.
A. ECOH: An Edge Coloring Heuristic
The proposed heuristic, termed Edge COloring Heuristic
(ECOH), takes as input a communication graph G = (V, E)
and a number k of available channels and produces as output
a list of “communication sets”, called CS. The list of communication sets is defined by CS = {CS1 , CS2 , ..., CSr }, with
CSi ⊆ E and the elements in CSi are disjoint, 1 ≤ i ≤
r ≤ |E|. The details of the ECOH is presented in Figure 2.
The basic idea behind the proposed heuristic is the distribution
of edges belonging to E into r communication sets, so that
the edges contained in a set CSi have no dependencies with
each other. In this context, dependencies occur between two
or more communication sets that involve a same node vi . The
selection criterion is the choice of an edge belonging to a
greater degree vertex in E. This edge will be part of the
initial transmission set CSi and it will be a comparison base
for the other edges belonging to E. Only the edges without
dependences with other elements in CSi will be removed from
E and incorporated into this set. An edge is considered not
dependent on a set of edges when it does not share any vertex
with the edges on this set. The procedure is repeated until the
r transmission sets are formed and the set E is empty.
To better understand the operations of the ECOH, consider
as input the communication graph represented in Figure 1 and
the number of available channels to be equal to 2 (k = 2).
Thus, E = {e1 , e2 , e3 }, where e1 = (v1 , v2 ), e2 = (v1 , v4 )
and e3 = (v3 , v2 ). Suppose that the edge e2 is inserted
into the first set of edges in CS1 , line 5 (Figure 2). Going
through all edges of E, line 6, the algorithm checks that the
edge e3 has no dependence on the set CS1 and decides to
insert it, line 8. As there are no more edges in E without
dependencies with the elements of the set CS1 , the algorithm
terminates the loop. A new loop is then started, line 2, and the
variable r is incremented to 2. In the new loop, the algorithm
inserts the edge e1 in the set CS2 , ending the algorithm, since
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TABLE I: TABLE OF NOTATIONS.
Symbol

Definition

Gn
G = (V, E)
V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn }
E = {e1 , e2 , ..., ep }
n
p
∆(G)
si
di
τi
C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck }
k
gi
l
Tm
Tt
T
Tt0

Graph modelling the wireless network topology;
Graph representing the communication scenario;
Set of nodes (or devices);
Set od edges (or transmissions);
Number of nodes (n = |V |);
Number of edges, (p = |E|);
Maximum graph degree;
Number of items vi has to send (i.e., vi ’s transmission set);
Number of items destined to vi (i.e., vi ’s reception set);
Total number of items vi sends and receives (τi = |si | + |di |);
Set of channels;
Number of available channels (k = |C|);
Subset of V (gi ⊆ V );
Number of nodes in |gi |;
EEMC-MAC management stage time (in time slots);
EEMC-MAC transmission stage time (in time slots);
Management and transmission stage time (T = Tm + Tt );
EEMC-MAC transmission state optimum time (in time slots);

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Algorithm ECOH(G,k)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1: G = (V, E), r ← 0;
2: while (E 6= ∅) do
3:
r ← r + 1;
4:
Select an edge e of the vertex with higher degree in E;
5:
CSr ← e, E ← E − e;
6:
for (each eh ∈ E) do
7:
if (no vertex in eS
h ∈ CSr ) and (|CSr | ≤ k) then
8:
CSr ← CSr eh ;
9:
E ← E − eh ;
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end while
13: CS ← {CS1 , CS2 , ..., CSr };
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 2: The details of the proposed Edge COloring Heuristic (ECOH).

the condition E = ∅ is reached, line 2. In this example,
the algorithm output would be CS = {CS1 , CS2 }, where
CS1 = {e2 , e3 } and CS2 = {e1 }. Note that, according to the
algorithm, |CSi | ≤ k. That means each communication set
has at most k = 2 disjoint elements. This construction allows
the nodes in each communication set CSi to communicate
concurrently using the k channels in the same time slot.
From the above, it is clear that the ECOH processes all
edges of the graph (while-loop), selecting, at each iteration, a
set of at most k independent edges (i.e., no two edges share
a common vertex). As the set operations can be performed in
O(1) time, the ECOH takes O(p·k) ≤ O(p2 ) time to complete
its execution. For latter reference, we state the above results
in the following Lemma:
Lemma 1: The task of computing r disjoint communication sets CSi , (1 ≤ i ≤ r), where each CSi comprises of at
most k independent edges, can be computed in O(p2 ) time,
where p = |E|.
V.

P ROPOSED P ROTOCOL

This section presents the details of the proposed protocol,
named Energy Efficient Multi-Channel MAC Protocol (EEMCMAC Protocol). This protocol aims to perform multi-channel

allocation and scheduling to enable data communication. The
protocol performs these tasks in order to minimize both energy
consumption and the time required to transmit data. Thus, the
goodness of the protocol, in terms of energy consumption, is
assessed by evaluating the number of transmitting time slots a
node is awake during the protocol execution. This evaluation
does not consider the processing time of a given task, which
is assumed to be lower than the cost of tramissing or receving
a data packet [5]. First, the overall routines performed by
the protocol are presented. Then, the protocol is described in
detail, followed the analysis of its complexity.
A. Transmission Set Grouping Routines
Recall that each node vj ∈ V contains a set sj identifying
the destination nodes that vj has data to send. In this subsection, the objective is to combine such sets for a given node.
The CombineGroup routine, presented in Figure 3, aims to
achieve this goal using a single communication channel. The
routine takes as input a set of nodes gi , gi ⊆ V , and a
communication channel ci . In the first step of the algorithm,
each node in gi computes a consecutive local ID in the range
[1, .., l], in line 2. That is, |gi | = l. This task can be accomplish
by employing fast, energy-efficient, leader election algorithms
such as those presented in [21], [22]. Clearly, after this step,
node vl representes the node with the highest ID in gi . The loop
in lines 3 − 8 combines the transmission sets sj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l so
that node vl knows sl ∪sl−1 ∪...∪s1 at the end of the algorithm.
Note that the routine above is very efficient in terms of energy
consumption given that each node stays in active mode for 2
time slots: one to receive the transmission set and another to
sent the combined transmission set. For latter reference, we
state the following result:
Lemma 2: The task of combining l transmissions sets sl ∪
sl−1 ∪ ... ∪ s1 can be performed on a single channel in l − 1
time slots with each node vj , (1 ≤ j ≤ l), awake for at most
2 time slots.
Consider a set of channels C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck } where
|C| = k, k > 1 are available. In this example, the
CombineGroup routine can be improved to take advantage
of several channels. The routine CombineT S, as depicted
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Algorithm CombineGroup(gi ,ci )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1: Let |gi | = l;
2: Each node computes its local ID within the range [1, ..., l]
such that gi = {v1 , v2 , ..., vl };
3: for j ← 1 to l − 1 do
4:
Nodes vj and vj+1 enter in active mode;
5:
vj sends its transmission set sj to vj+1 using channel
ci ;
6:
Node vj+1 attaches sj to sj+1 ;
7:
Node vj enters in inactive mode;
8: end for
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 3: Algorithm that combines the transmission sets in a group.

in Figure 4, shows how transmission sets can be combined, using multiple channels simultaneously. Similarly to the
CombineGroup routine, CombineT S takes two parameters
as input: a group of nodes gl , gl ⊆ V , and a set of channels
C, where |gl | = l and |C| = k. The routine is only
executed if k ≥ b 2l c, this way, all the transmissions in gl
can be parallelized in the k channels. At the beginning of
the algorithm, all the active nodes compute their local ID in
the range [1, ..., l], line 4. The procedure grows a binary tree,
combining the leaf nodes and working its way to the root
using the k available channels, lines 5-13. At the end of the
algorithm, the local node v1 will have all the transmission sets
sl ∪ sl−1 ∪ ... ∪ s1 .
The CombineT S routing algorithm consists of two nested
loops (line 5 and 6). The inner loop is executed in parallel for
all available channels, taking a single time slot for each l/2
channels while the outer loop is executed for log l+1 iterations.
As k ≥ b 2l c, the CombineT S takes at most log k+1 time slots
to combine the transmitting sets of a group of l nodes. The
above discussion is summarized into the following Lemma:
Lemma 3: The task of combining l transmissions sets sl ∪
sl−1 ∪ ... ∪ s1 on a k-channel setting can be accomplished in
log k + 1 time slots with each node vi , (1 ≤ i ≤ l), being
awake for at most log k + 1 time slots.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Algorithm CombineTS(gi ,C)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1: Let |gi | = l e |C| = k;
2: if (k ≥ b 2l c) then
3:
Let C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck };
4:
Each node computes its local ID within the range
[1, ..., l] such that gi = {v1 , v2 , ..., vl };
5:
while (l > 1) do
6:
for (i ← 0 to ( 2l − 1)) in parallel do
7:
Assign channel ci+1 to pair (vi+1 ,vl−i );
8:
vl−i sends its transmission
S set sl−i to vi+1 ;
9:
vi+1 makes si+1 = si+1 sl−i ;
10:
vl−i goes into inactive mode;
11:
end for
12:
l ← l/2;
13:
end while
14: end if
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 4: Algorithm that combines the transmission on all groups.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Algorithm ManagementStage(n, k)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1: All the nodes in V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn } start in inactive
mode;
2: if ( k < b n
2 c) then
3:
Divide the nodes in V into k groups: g1 , g2 , ..., gk ;
4:
for i ← 1 to k in parallel do
5:
Execute CombineGroup(gi ,ci );
6:
end for
7: end if
8: Let gl denote de set of active stations;
9: The active stations execute CombineTS(gl ,C);
10: Let vm be the last active station from the previous step;
11: Node vm uses the transmission sets information to build
the communication graph G;
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 5: Building the communication graph from the obtained transmission
sets.

B. EEMC-MAC Details
This subsection presents the details of the EEMC-MAC
protocol, which aims to explore the availability of multiple
channels to allow nodes to send and receive data packets using
as few time slots as possible. As it will be shown latter,
the EEMC-MAC performs this task in an energy-efficient
manner. The proposed protocol consists of a management and
a transmission stages. The first stage builds the communication
graph using the CombineGroup and CombineT S routines.
Then, the communication graph is used to compute the communication sets during the transmission stage with the help of
the ECOH heuristic. With this information at hand, each node
learns when it must be awake to transmit and to receive its
share of items. The details of the management and transmission
states are presented next.
1) EEMC-MAC: Management Stage: The management
stage main idea is to ensure that a leader node gets all the si

transmission sets from all the nodes vi ∈ V . This process must
occur in a energy efficient way and use the maximum number
of available channels. Then, the leader node can join all
the communication sets and create the communication graph
G = (V, E). Figure 5 shows the management stage steps. At
the beginning of the algorithm all the nodes are in inactive
mode. If k < n2 , the n nodes in the set V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vn }
are divided in k groups of nodes g1 , g2 , ..., gk , lines 2-3. Once
each node knows the values of k, n and its local ID, it has
the condition to identify the group it belongs to. The goal is
to reduce the number of active stations down to k. In the next
step, k calls of the routine CombineGroup are performed,
line 5. As described above, the routine CombineGroup will
combine the transmission sets in each group gi to just one
node per group and the other nodes involved are set to inactive
mode. The routine CombineT S is called for all the active
nodes. This routine will guarantee that all the transmission sets
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Algorithm TransmissionStage
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1: Let vm be the network node leader (from the previous
stage) with the communication graph G;
2: Node vm executes ECOH(G, k) and gets the communication sets CS = {CS1 , CS2 , ..., CSr };
3: All the nodes in V enter in active mode and tunes into
channel c1 . Node vm broadcasts CS in channel c1 . All
the nodes in V receives the CS broadcast and enters in
inactive mode;
4: for i ← 1 to r do
5:
for j ← 1 to |CSi | in parallel do
6:
Select an unused edge eh = {vs , vd } from CSi ;
7:
Nodes vs and vd enter in active mode;
8:
Node vs sends a packet to vd using channel cj ;
9:
Nodes vs and vd enter in inactive mode;
10:
Mark the edge eh from CSi as used;
11:
end for
12: end for
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 6: Each node proceeds to the assigned channel to transmit and receive
data packets.

will be combined and forwarded to a single node vm ∈ V , lines
9-10. Node vm will hold all the network transmission sets. At
the end, node vm uses the transmission sets information to
build the communication graph G = (V, E) (line 11).
In the worst case scenario, when k < b n2 c (line 2), the
Algorithm M anagementStage makes k parallel calls to the
CombineGroup routine. As each group has n/k stations, the
routine CombineGroup takes d nk e − 1 time slots according to
Lemma 2 with each node awake for at most 2 time slots. Next,
the CombineT S (line 9) is executed for all k active stations.
According to Lemma 4, log k + 1 time slots are required to
combine the transmission sets of k nodes with each node
being awake for at most log k + 1 time slots. Thus, overall,
the M anagementStage takes O(d nk e + log k) time slots to
compute the communication sets of all nodes in G with no
station begin awake for more than O(log k) time slots. For
latter reference, we state the following result:
Lemma 4: The M anagementStage routine takes at most
O(d nk e + log k) time slots to combine the transmission sets of
n stations using k channels with no station being awake for
more than log k + 3 time slots.
Clearly, this stage works based on the capability of the
nodes to compute locals IDs in a given range. As mentioned in
Section V-A, this task can be accomplished by employing fast
and energy-efficient leader election algorithms, such as those
proposed in [21], [22], [23]. As the number of nodes increases,
it may be necessary to restrict the number of transmission sets
in a given round of the management phase. This would prevent
the combined transmission set to grow without bound. Again,
a leader election algorithm could be employed to select a
reasonable number of nodes to a particular round, thus limiting
the number of data transfers in a given management phase.
Another alternative is to allow the nodes to only combine sets
up to a certain threshold, after that, the nodes would only

relay the data sets. These nodes would, however, be able to
receive data, but not transmit date in this particular round.
Nodes that participated in the management phase, without
completing their transmissions, could be given higher priority in the subsequente rounds. The aforementioned strategies
would suffice to guarantee that the combined transmission set
would be transferred within a single slot of time. Hence, in
this work, we assume that the transmission set is such that is
can be transferred within a single slot time.
2) EEMC-MAC: Transmission Stage: The transmission
stage of the EEMC-MAC protocol begins immediately after
the management stage. At the beginning of this stage, the
leader node vm has already computed the communication
graph G. Figure 6 presents the T ransmissionStage details.
To solve the communication dependences, the leader node
vm executes the ECOH heuristic and generates the list of
communication sets CS = {CS1 , CS2 , ..., CSr }, lines 1-2.
The ECOH ensures that |CSi | ≤ k, that is, each set has at
most the number of available channels and all the elements in
each set CSi are disjoint. In the following step, all the nodes
enter in active mode and tune to channel c1 to receive the CS
broadcast from the leader node vm and then return into inactive
mode (line 3). The first loop, line 4-12, iterates from 1 to r (the
number of communication sets) while the second loop iterates
from 1 to the number of elements in the communication set
indicated by the previous loop (lines 5-11). The inner loop
begins by selecting an unused edge from the set CSi . The
nodes in this set enter in active mode (line 7), tune to the
indicated channel and perform the data transmission (line 8).
After transmitting their packets, these nodes return to inactive
mode (line 9). This process continues until all the nodes in
each communication set exchange their data sets.
It should be clear that the duration of the transmission stage
depends on dependencies of the communication sets computed
by the ECOH heuristic. We consider that the execution of
the ECOH and the broadcast of the CS (lines 2-3) can
be completed in a single time slot. As each communication
set CSi has at most k elements, the T ransmissionStage
allows the concurrent transmission of all the elements in a
given communication set CSi in a single iteration of the
outer loop. As there are r communications sets, r iterations
of the outer loop are required. Clearly, in the worst case,
none of the p transmissions can be performed in parallel.
In this case, p transmissions are required. On the other
hand, when all transmissions can be performed in parallel,
T ransmissionStage takes n/k time slots. Thus, the amount
of time that the T ransmissionStage needs to complete all
data transfers is between Ω(d kp e) and O(p). The following
Lemma summarizes the discussion above:
Lemma 5: The task of transferring p data items in a kchannel setting, where each node vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has
τi items to send and receive, can be completed by the
T ransmissionStage algorithm in Ω(d kp e) and O(p) in the
best and worst case scenarios, respectively, with no station
being awake for more than τi + 1 time slots.
C. EEMC-MAC: Main Procedure and Complexities
The main procedure of the EEMC-MAC protocol consists
in the sequential execution of the management and transmis-
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Figure 7: The EEMC-MAC protocol main tasks.

The time complexity and number of awake time slots for
each station running the EEMC-MAC protocol can be obtained
by combining the results in the Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.
Theorem 1: The tasks of channel assignment and transmission scheduling in a k-channel, single hop, wireless network
represented by a communication graph G = (V, E), can be
solved by the EEMC-MAC protocol in O(d nk e + log k + p)
time slots with each node vi ∈ V being awake for at most
O(log k + τi ) time slots, where |V | = n, |E| = p, |C| = k
and τi is the total number of items a node vi has to send or
receive.
D. EEMC-MAC: A working example
To exemplify the protocol application, consider the communication graph represented by Figure 8a. This graph has 8 vertices, V = {v1 , v2 , ..., v8 }, and 12 edges, E = {e1 , e2 , ..., e12 }.
Consider the presence of k = 4 communication channels.
Figure 8b represents a possible data transmissions using 4
channels, the proposed communication graph and the EEMCMAC protocol. The protocol main procedure begins with the
execution of the management stage (shown in Figure 5). Once
the number of channels is large enough (k ≥ b n2 c), the
routine CombineT S is called. This routine will group all the

t2
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v1
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t5

t6
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e4

e6

e3
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v2

C3

v6

v3

e9

e7

e 10

C4

v5

v4

e 11

e8

e 12

Channel

sion stages. The sequence of steps executed by the EEMCMAC protocol is depicted in Figure 7. The protocol initiates
in the management stage, where all communication sets are
computed and combined with the aid of the CombineGroup
and CombineT S routines. Once the communication sets
are computed, the T ransmissionStage calls the ECOH
heuristic to compose the independent edges set. According to
the arrangement of the independent edges set, the available
channels are explored to reduce the overall communication
time. Based on its ID, which is know to each node, they area
able to determine the exact time to awake to send or receive
their data items. Hence, each node stays in doze mode as long
as possible so as to preserve battery power.

t1

Management Stage

Time

Tranmission Stage

(b)
Figure 8: (a) Communication graph example with 8 nodes. (b) Channel
representation for the EEMC-MAC protocol.

transmission sets si of nodes in V , using the k = 4 channels,
until the leader node v1 gets all the communication sets,
represented in time slots t0 to t2 in Figure 8b. This procedure
of grouping transmission sets ends the management stage.
The transmission stage (shown in Figure 6) starts immediately
after the management stage ends. In this stage, the leader
node v1 uses the ECOH heuristic (Figure 2) to solve the
graph communication dependencies and to obtain the list
of communication sets CS. This list allows to perform the
transmission scheduling, containing the channel and time slot
each node must tune to send or receive data. Note that the
ECOH heuristic ensures that parallel transmission does not
share vertices in common. The leader node, then, broadcasts
CS to all the other nodes in time slot t3 . Time slots t4 to t6
represent the scheduled packet transmissions.

VI.

S IMULATION

The evaluation of the proposed protocol has been performed through simulation. To this end, the communication
model presented in Section III was implemented in Matlab
environment [24]. The simulator incorporates the characteristics of the EEMC-MAC protocol, described in Section V. To
verify the goodness of the proposed solution, the simulation
results are compared with the theoretical optimum solutions.
This section begins by describing the simulation parameters
and evaluation metrics followed by the simulation results and
analysis.
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A. Simulation Parameters and Evaluation Metrics
To analyze the EEMC-MAC, simulations have been conduced for a varying number of nodes, data packets per node
and data channels. The number of nodes assume the following
values: n = 16, 32, 48, 64, 80. Recall, from the communication
model, that each node can have a maximum a degree of at
most n − 1 edges, that is, a node can send 0 or 1 packet to
any destination in the communication graph per EEMC-MAC
execution cycle. Thus, for a given set of nodes, the data items
range from a few data items to send up to n − 1 data items.
The number of data packets per node assume values in one of
the five different ranges: R1 = 10% to 20%, R2 = 30% to
40%, R3 = 50% to 60%, R4 = 70% to 80% and R5 = 90%
to 100%. Each range represents a percentage of the maximum
number of transmissions per node. For example, in a setting
with 16 nodes using the first range (R1 ), each node would have
from 10% ∗ (16 − 1) = 1.5 (say 1) to 20% ∗ (16 − 1) = 3 data
packets to send. The number of channels assume the following
values k = 1, 2, ..., b n2 c. The simulation results are drawn from
the average of 200 simulation runs for each setting.
The following metrics are used to assess the goodness of
the EEMC-MAC protocol:
•

Total execution time (M1): The amount of time
(in the slots) that EEMC-MAC protocol needed to
complete its operation for a given scenario;

•

Effective channel use (M2): The percentage of communication channel throughput that was used for effective data transmission (goodput) during the EEMCMAC operation;

•

Protocol time in transmission stage (M3): The
percentage of time that EEMC-MAC protocol spend
at the transmission stage during its operation;

•

Ratio between EEMC-MAC transmission stage and
and the optimum transmission stage time (M4);

•

Energy consumption estimation (M5).

Metric M1 aims to evaluate the reduction of the protocol
operation time with the increase in the number of communication channels. As the number of available channels
increases, more parallel transmissions can share the same time
slot, reducing the overall completing time. Obviously, this
limit dependes on the ECOH arrangement. Hence, M1 is an
indicator of both, the impact of the communication channels
and the goodness of the ECOH heuristic. Metric M2 evaluates
the effective channel use, that is, the ratio between the number
of packets that were transmitted by the number of packets
that could have been transmitted. For example, consider that
EEMC-MAC transmitted |E| packets in T time slots using k
channels. Once it is assumed that one packet is transmitted
in one time slot, the maximum number of packets would be
T · k and the effective channel use is the ratio T|E|
·k . Metric M3
evaluates the percentage of time the EEMC-MAC remained in
the transmission stage. This metric gives a direct indication
of the EEMC-MAC overhead for transmitting data packets.
For example, consider that the EEMC-MAC needed Tm time
slots for the management stage and Tt time slots for the
transmission stage. This metric calculates the percentage of
time spent in the transmission stage, that is, the ratio TTt ,

where T = Tm + Tt . Metric M4 evaluates how far the EEMCMAC schedule scheme is from the optimum one. It consists
on the ratio between the EEMC-MAC transmission stage time
and what would be the optimum time. For example, consider
the EEMC-MAC needed Tt time slots for the transmission
stage and the optimum time would be Tt0 time slots. This
metric calculates the ratio TTt0 . Clearly, when TTt0 = 1, the
t
t
EEMC-MAC protocol achieved the minimum time to complete
the transmission stage. Note that, in every case, TTt0 ≥ 1.
t
Finally, Metric M5 shows energy cost of the proposed scheme
considering current devices.
B. Simulation Results
The simulation results for metric M1 are presented in
Figures 9a to 9d, where the number of nodes are fixed in
16, 32, 64 and 80 nodes, respectively. These figures present
the results for all defined ranges (R1 , R2 , ..., R5 ). The x-axis
shows the variation in the number of channels while the yaxis presents the number of time slots required to complete the
protocol execution. Two main characteristics can be observed
in these graphics: (i) when the number os channels increases,
the time required to complete the transmissions decrease, and;
(ii) this reduction in time tends to stabilize. Table II, line
1, summarizes the average reduction in communication time
for each range when compared with the serialized solution
(k = 1). The average reduction for range R1 is equal to
13.5922 times, for range R2 is equal to 16.6856 times. When
all the simulations are considered, we have that EEMC-MAC
is able to reduce the average communication time in over than
17 times.
Figures 10a and 10d present the simulation results for
metric M2 using the same parameters as in M1. As before,
the x-axis shows the variation in the number of channels while
in the y-axis presents the values for effective channel use. It
can be observed that the effective channel use is higher when
fewer channels are available. This occurs because with fewer
channels the execution time takes longer and the time required
for management tends to impact less in the total transmission
time. As the number of channels increases, the total time tends
to decrease, as can be seen in the results for metric M1, and the
impact of the management increases. However, after a certain
point, the management tends to become more efficient once
lesser groups are created in the management stage. Table II,
line 2, summarizes the average values for metric M2 for each
range. The average ratio for range R1 is equal to 68.4786%,
for range R2 is equal to 79.5270%. When the average of all the
communication settings is computed, EEMC-MAC achieved a
effective channel use of more than 80%.
Figures 11a and 11d present the simulation results for metric M3 using the same parameters as in the previous metrics.
The x-axis shows the variation in the number of channels while
in the y-axis presents the values for the percentage of protocol
time in the transmission stage. Note that the percentage of
protocol time in transmission stage tends to decrease once
the protocol transmission stage time decrease with an increase
in the number of channels. There is a small increase when
the number of channels is close to the maximum once the
management stage becomes more efficient. These results are in
agreement with those in metric M2. Table II line 3 summarizes
the average values for metric M2 for each range. The average
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Figure 9: Simulation results for metric M1.

ratio for range R1 is equal to 82.6813%, for range R2 is equal
to 91.1936% and so on. As can be observed, the percentage
of time the protocol needs for management is minimal when
compared with the total protocol execution time. In fact, this
time is, on average, less than 9% from the total protocol
execution time. In should be noted that for dense graphs, as
in range R5 , the average time for management was less than
4% from the total protocol execution time.
Figure 12 presents the simulation results for the metric M4.
From the Vizing Theorem [25], it is a valid lower bound to
assume that the optimum channel assignment execution time,
when there is no channel restriction, is equal to ∆(G), where
∆(G) is the graph maximum degree. Thus, for comparison
purposes, it is assumed that Tt0 = ∆(G) and that k = b n2 c.
This channel restriction is necessary so that the EEMC can be
compared to the optimum values. In the x-axis, in Figure 12,
shows the number of nodes in the communication graph while
the y-axis presents the values for the Tt /Tt0 ratio. The number
of data packets per node follows the previously defined ranges.
It can be observed in Figure 12 that Tt /Tt0 ≈ 1 when
lower packet loads are presented (R1 and R2). The values
obtained for Tt /Tt0 increase with the number the of nodes
and transmissions per communication graph. However, even in
such cases, the EEMC-MAC transmission stage execution time

was always less than 14% higher when compared with the optimum transmission stage time. Clearly, a larger communication
graph increases the number of similar choices in the selection
criterion of the protocol transmission scheduling. This, in turn,
increases the chance of producing an unfavourable scheduling,
thus increasing the communication time. Note that the choice
of an inappropriate transmission scheduling at a given step W
impacts in the choice of other transmissions at step W + 1.
Table II, line 4, summarizes the average values for metric M4
for each range. The average ratio for range R1 is equal to
1.0184, for range R2 is equal to 1.0211. From the results
for metric M4 it is concluded that the EEMC-MAC achieved
performance close to the optimum in many cases. When
the average of all the communication settings are taken into
consideration, the EEMC-MAC is less than 5% from the
optimum time.
Table III shows the amount of power for different operation
modes of three popular devices [26]. To assess the energy
consumption of the proposed scheme, metric M5, the Cisco
Aironet is considered. Recall that, according to Lemma (4)
and (5), a node vi is awake for at most log k + τi + 4
time slots during the Management and Transmission stages.
In what follows, k = 4 and 1Mbps channels are assumed.
Each node vi is supposed to hold si data packets of 512
bytes that must be transferred to the corresponding destination.
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Figure 10: Simulation results for metric M2.

TABLE II: SUMMARY OF RESULTS.
Metric

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Total

M1
M2
M3
M4

13.5922
68.4786
82.6813
1.0184

16.6856
79.5270
91.1936
1.0211

18.3645
83.2576
94.0510
1.0348

19.1940
85.1464
95.5074
1.0602

19.9054
86.2663
96.3886
1.1102

17.5483
80.5352
91.9644
1.0489

Similarly, di packets are expected to be received by node vi .
The amount of packets, τi , is computed based on the higher
values of each range (R1 to R5 ). The energy consumption
of a node vi considers only the worse case scenario for both
management and transmission stages. For comparison purpose,
a single channel (SC), slotted time, protocol is considered. This
latter protocol, hereafter referred to as SC, works in a similar
fashion as the slotted Aloha protocol [27]. Note that, without a
suitable scheduling algorithm, nodes must compete for channel
resources. Thus, in order to make a fair comparison, the
SC energy consumption is computed based on the amount
of time a node vi , in the worst case, expends to send and
receive, respectively, si and di , data items. In other words,
contention time to access the common channel and idle time
is not considered. Table IV shows the energy consumption
(Ej ), in Joules, for both protocols. As can be seen in the
table, with an increase in the number of packets each node

TABLE III: POWER CONSUMPTION TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE
FOR DIFERENTE DEVICES [26]
Device
Cisco Aironet
ORiNOCO 11b
Mica mote

Transmit

Receive

1.48W
1.43W
36mW

1.0W
925mW
13.5mW

Idle
830mW
925mW
13.5mW

Sleep
75mW
45mW
< 1 µA

has to exchange, the proposed scheme provides higher energy
savings. Note that, in the SC protocol, each node has to
constantly monitor the channel to verify whether a packet is
destined to itself or not. Hence, in the worst case, a node
must wait for all transmissions (that is, receive all transmitted
packets) to correctly obtain its share of items. In the EEMC,
on the other hand, each nodes awakes only to send and receive
data.
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Figure 11: Simulation results for metric M3.
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TABLE IV: ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
FOR DIFFERENT NODE DENSITY AND τ VALUES.
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Figure 12: Simulation results for metric M4.

VII.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

0.2148
0.4296
0.6444
0.8592
1.0740

EEMC
32
0.0666
0.1275
0.1986
0.2596
0.3205
SC
0.8228
1.6456
2.6055
3.4284
4.2512

48
0.1040
0.2056
0.2971
0.3986
0.4901

64
0.1443
0.2764
0.4085
0.5405
0.6624

80
0.1976
0.3265
0.4890
0.6515
0.8039

1.8240
3.8507
5.6748
7.7015
9.5255

3.2185
6.7052
10.1918
13.6785
16.8970

5.3399
10.6797
16.0196
21.3595
26.3656

80

Number of Nodes (n)
R1

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

16
0.0319
0.0624
0.0928
0.1233
0.1538

EEMC-MAC FOR M ULTIPLE H OPS

In this section, it is proposed a possible extension of the
EEMC-MAC for multiple hops using a cluster scheme. Younis
et al. [28] proposes HEED, an energy efficient clustering approach for distributed ad hoc networks. This approach fits with
the deterministic nature of the EEMC-MAC as the clustering

process is completed within a constant number of iterations
(regardless the network diameter) and the control overhead
is linear in the number of nodes. Every node uses just local
information in the clustering process. For this purpose, at the
beginning of the EEMC-MAC for multiple hops, all the networks nodes are organized into clusters, following the HEED
scheme. Each cluster has the following features: synchronous
time; single hop communication; a list of communication
channels; and a Cluster Head (CH). The CH has the following
roles: to act like the leader node of the EEMC-MAC protocol,
being the responsible for grouping all the transmission sets,
create and deliver the data scheduling to the other cluster
nodes; to create and maintain an inter-cluster routing table; and
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to perform the inter-cluster communication. Nodes in different
clusters are not necessarily synchronized. There is a common
channel for inter-cluster communication.
The EEMC-MAC can be executed within each cluster with
just a few modifications in the original algorithm. If a node
vs in cluster A wants to send a packet to node vd in cluster
B, it sends the packet to the CH of cluster A, which stores
the packet in its local buffer. Observe that, from the EEMCMAC protocol, the CH knows exactly the time slots in both
management and transmission stages it has no data to send
or receive. This way, the CH uses these available time slots
to perform the inter-cluster communication in the common
channel. When the CH of cluster B receives the relayed
packet from the CH of cluster A, it will add this packet to
its transmission set, delivering the packet to vd in the next
EEMC-MAC cycle.

VIII.

C ONCLUSION

The increasing popularization of mobile devices and the
emergence of high content applications, increased the need for
high throughput and energy efficient protocols for wireless networks. In this context, this work proposes an energy efficient
protocol, named EEMC-MAC, for multi-channel allocation
and transmission scheduling in wireless networks. The EEMCMAC protocol divides its operation in management and transmission stages. The energy expenditure in the management
stage is reduced and empirical results shows that this stage
represents less than 9% of the total protocol operation time.
The transmission stage is optimum in energy consumption and,
when compared with the optimum transmission stage time, the
protocol needs, in average, 5% more time. It is also proposed a
possible extension of the protocol for multiple hops. In future
works, it is intended to address fault tolerance and to improve
the communication model.
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Abstract – This paper presents a new feature of the IDEA1
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) simulation platform: its
ability to run simulations on heterogeneous sensor nodes that
compose a network. This platform allows system-level
simulations with hardware accurate models, with graphical
inputs and outputs to easily simulate such distributed systems.
When comparing IDEA1 simulation results to physical
measurements, difference is 6 percent. IDEA1 is more than
three times faster simulation compared to another simulator
(NS2). In the testbed we consider, the well-known IEEE
802.15.4 standard is considered and different microcontroller
units (MCU) and radiofrequency units (transceivers) compose
the heterogeneous nodes. Output curves, packet delivery rate
(PDR), packet latency can be evaluated. Moreover, energy
consumption of sensor nodes is detailed with a very fine
granularity, at hardware and software level. Indeed, energy
consumption of each internal block of each device on each node
can be monitored with IDEA1. Therefore, it is possible to
simulate quickly and accurately heterogeneous (hardware
different) nodes. Indeed, multitude of hardware platforms and
communication standards lead to inter-communicating
heterogeneous networks. This simulation platform can be used
to explore design space in order to find the hardware devices
and IEEE 802.15.4 algorithm that best fit a given application
with a constrained energy budget.
Keywords – Wireless Sensor Network; WSN; heterogeneous;
simulation; model; SystemC.

Limited resources are energy, memory and processing
capabilities. As mentioned in [3], many different platforms
exist, and hardware heterogeneity is now a reality. Indeed,
standards like IEEE 802.15.4 permit heterogeneous nodes to
communicate. Meanwhile, such networks have to be
simulated in order to estimate performances of the network.
The typical hardware architecture of a sensor node is
detailed in Fig. 1. As introduced previously, it is composed
of a sensor, a microcontroller, a radiofrequency unit
(transceiver) and a battery. The sensor converts physical data
into electrical signal. Microcontroller is the central element
in the node as it executes user software. It embeds an analog
to digital converter that is connected to sensor, a
synchronous serial communication block that is connected to
radiofrequency unit, power aware functions (like sleep or
power-down modes). Radiofrequency unit give the
possibility of remote connections to other nodes and gives
the wireless functionality in the network. A battery supplies
all the circuits; its characteristics give node autonomy.
Manufacturers of WSN hardware include ATMEL,
Texas Instruments or Microchip microcontrollers and Texas
Instruments, ATMEL, Freescale, or ST-Micro-electronics
radiofrequency units. Many manufacturers supply sensors
and battery modules. WSN applications are mainly low data
rate.
NODE

Battery

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are widespread sensor
systems. This paper presents IDEA1, a Wireless Sensor
Networks simulator, as briefly presented in The Sixth
International Conference on Sensor Technologies and
Applications (SENSORCOMM) [1]. Wireless Sensor
Networks are used in a large variety of applications, such as
environmental data collection, security monitoring, logistics
or health [2]. Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of
resource-constrained sensor nodes that are deployed at
different locations. The sensor nodes cooperatively monitor
physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature,
sound, vibration or pressure. Because of autonomy
requirements, they have a specific architecture; they are
typically composed of one or more sensors, an 8-bit or 16-bit
microcontroller, sometimes an external non-volatile memory,
a radiofrequency unit (transceiver) and an energy supply.

Sensor

Microcontroller
Unit

Radiofrequency
Unit

Figure 1. Typical wireless sensor node architecture, block diagram and
hardware example N@L
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For high data rate applications and intensive
computations, Linux systems composed of 32-bit RISC
processors are preferred but energy consumption is still
prohibitive and autonomy is largely affected. Examples are
the well-known Crossbow's Stargate platform [4] (Intel XScale processor at 400 MHz), or the TI CC2538 [5]. Even if
these architectures will be probably more and more used in
the future even though these systems shall be low-powered,
they are for the moment relegated to the border of the WSN
field. As stated in [3], 8-bit and 16-bit architectures represent
75% of microcontrollers in WSN applications. We also do
not consider high data rate systems for the moment, and we
focus on several months of battery life systems. Meanwhile,
our platform is able to support these circuits if new models
are included in the framework.
Wireless Sensor Networks design is a difficult task
because designers have to develop a network at system level,
with low-level (at sensor node: hardware and software)
constraints. Therefore, CAD tools are required to make
system-level simulations, considering low-level parameters.
Our simulator IDEA1 permits that. Thus, we detail in this
paper a new feature of our simulation platform:
heterogeneous sensor nodes support.
Structure of the paper is as follows. Section II gives state
of art on WSN simulators and basis of our work. Section III
details our work: models and IDEA1 simulator. Section IV
presents classical simulation results and related work.
Section V shows latest results on heterogeneous simulation
results.
II.

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS SIMULATORS

Many simulators were developed over the last few years.
Most of them are restricted to specific hardware or focus on
either network level or node level. Research on sensor
network evaluation can be broadly divided in two categories:
network simulators enhanced with node models, and node
simulators enhanced with network models. A more detailed
description is available in [6]. A summary and the
heterogeneity support are detailed in Table I.
Typical network simulators are general-purpose network
simulators, such as Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [7] and
OMNeT++ [8] (and their declinations).
NS2 [7], an event-driven object-oriented network
simulator belonging to NSNM, is by far the most used
simulator [9] in the Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs)
domain. Simulations are implemented in the C++ language
and Object-oriented Tcl (OTcl). Protocols and extension
libraries are written in C++; creation, control and
management of simulations in OTcl. The extension policy of
NS2 library has greatly contributed to its popularity, many
protocols being implemented by the scientific community.
WSN-specific protocols were implemented in NS2 among
which a version of the IEEE802.15.4 standard. Large-size
networks are difficult to implement because of their memory
requirements and their simulation time [10]. Furthermore,
detailed energy models for the different hardware and
software elements of the node are lacking, resulting in poor
precision at high abstraction level. Among the extensions of
NS2 dedicated to WSN, SensorSim was developed too.

Criticisms often made to NS2 are about the interdependences
between modules resulting from its object-oriented structure.
Hence, developing protocols for the NS2 library is complex
and requires from developers a thorough knowledge of the
software architecture of NS2. In the network community
where standard protocols are clearly identified, such a
limitation can be tolerated, but in WSN field, where no real
standard was adopted and where research in protocols
domain remains dominant, these mixing-up of modules
become a hindrance to WSN-specific library development.
Indeed, even if IEEE 802.15.4 or Zigbee are widespread, the
increasing need for always-lower power consumption keeps
the protocols domain in the most active research field in
WSN.
The third generation of NS simulator started in July
2006. If NS3 is, as its predecessor, based on C++, OTcl is
neglected in favor of C++ (network models) and the Python
language (optional). In addition, it incorporates GTNetS
[11], a simulator that is known for its support of scalability.
These choices were made at the expense of backward
compatibility that involves the manual and complete
rewriting of any model developed under NS2. This
incompatibility explains the sustained use of NS2 for which
many protocols exist. [12] details more differences between
these two generations.
Second well-known simulator in this category (while
technically it is an all-around simulation environment based
on discrete events), OMNeT++ [8] is a simulator adopting a
modular approach developed in a graphical Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) based on Eclipse for
development, creation, configuration, execution and analysis
results. OMNeT++ is composed of modules that
communicate through messages. OMNeT++ provides the
infrastructure to assemble the simulations of models and
manage their configuration through a specific language
named NED (NEtwork Description). OMNeT++ was
designed to overcome the development problems in NS2
[13] [14] and is becoming even more popular. Often
compared, they are the two most widely used simulators in
the world of WSN [14]. Many WSN simulators are based on
OMNeT++, like Mixim [15] (formerly Mobility Framework)
-dedicated to the simulation of wireless network and mobileor Pawis [16].
The problem is these interesting network simulators are
not sensor platform-oriented and they are thus too high-level
for hardware considerations. Moreover, there is no
separation between computation and communication models.
That modeling is not suitable for hardware analysis and
explorations. Then, such simulators do not have accurate
energy models [17], whereas it is the main constraint in
WSN.
Node simulators refer to precise hardware descriptions,
with a synchronization strategy among the nodes, such as
Avrora [18], TOSSIM [19], powerTOSSIM [20], Sycyphos
[21] or SCNSL [22]. These simulators are well suited for
embedded system designs analysis, requiring precise lowlevel models.
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TABLE I.

Simulator
NS2
OMNeT ++
Avrora
TOSSIM
Sycyphos
SCNSL

SIMULATION PLATFORMS AND HARDWARE HETEROGENITY SUPPORT

Language
C++, OTcl
C++
Java
C
SystemC
SystemC

Hardware modeling
No
No
Yes (limited to ATMEL)
Power TOSSIM: limited to ATMEL
Yes
No

Avrora [18] is a sensor network instruction set simulator
(written in Java). It combines the precision of ATEMU [23]
(cycle accurate) to the scalability of TOSSIM (up to 10,000
nodes). Avrora is furthermore language independent and of
the embedded operating systems. The disadvantage of such a
tool is its hardware support limited to ATMEGA128
architecture from ATMEL (node MICA and MICAZ).
Moreover, using a high-level language, Avrora cannot be
easily integrated into a conventional hardware design flow.
TOSSIM [19] and PowerTOSSIM [20] can emulate the
execution of TinyOS. The application code of TinyOS is
compiled and taken into account in the simulation
framework. TOSSIM can consider thousands of TinyOS
nodes with a very fine granularity. PowerTOSSIM is an
extension of TOSSIM that gives power consumption
evaluation. The main problem of these frameworks is that
the user is constrained to a specific platform (typically
MICA motes) and a single programming language (typically
TinyOS/NesC) [24].
Sycyphos [21] objective is to enable design at system
level down to circuit-level, with the help from multilevel
simulation. Sycyphos is dedicated to power consumption
evaluation and reliability study. It is based on Transaction
Level Modeling (TLM), and uses multi-master bus
architecture for radiofrequency network modeling. Nodes
models are based on a multi-threaded instruction set
simulator.
SCNSL (SystemC Network Simulation Library) [22] is
an event-driven simulator of networked embedded systems,
written in SystemC and C++. As SystemC is a C++ class
library, it has the advantage to model both hardware and
software. SystemC is a classical and widely used modeling
language in micro-electronic systems design and particularly
in System-On-Chip design.
Table I gives an overview of the most known simulators,
it details their modeling language, if hardware is modeled,
and if simulators support heterogeneous nodes (different
hardware) simulation. The analysis of Table I leads to the
conclusion that there is no simulation platform taking
hardware into account (electronics designer level) and at the
same time supporting heterogeneous (hardware different)
nodes in the same network. Based on this conclusion, we
planned to answer this problem.
Even with no support on hardware details and
heterogeneity, SCNSL demonstrates a great perspective for
accurate system-level simulation of WSN systems, and its
architecture and language are well suited. Indeed, SCNSL

Heterogeneity support
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

models include nodes and network separately. That permits a
low level modeling, with hardware support, and an easily
scalable and tunable architecture. By our opinion, it also
could answer fine granularity modeling, fine and accurate
power consumption analysis and heterogeneous support.
Meanwhile, limitations of that library are numerous. We
detail some of them. The "node" block models at once the
hardware node (microcontroller and radiofrequency unit);
therefore, its behavior does not reflect real hardware.
Moreover, only a subset of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is
implemented in this alpha version: unslotted CSMA-CA
policy with acknowledgments. Then, simulation result is a
CPU time; important node-level and network-level results
are not calculated. SCNSL includes three modules: node
(SystemC), node_proxy (SystemC) and network (C++), as
shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. SCNSL model architecture
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During the initialization of the simulation, each node
registers its information (e.g., location, TX power and RX
sensitivity) to a network class, which maintains the network
topology and transmits packets to other nodes. The
node_proxy is an interface between the network and nodes.
By using node_proxy, nodes can be designed as pure
SystemC modules so as to exploit all advantages of SystemC
in hardware/software co-design and verification.
Our simulation platform is based on SystemC and C++,
and SCNSL architecture was the starting point of our work.
III.

IDEA1 SIMULATOR

A. Model architecture
The architecture of our model is close to real node
hardware architecture, as Fig. 3 (compared to Fig. 2) shows.
It includes sensor, microcontroller and radiofrequency unit
blocks. Hardware, software and the whole IEEE 802.15.4
standard with many configurations are modeled. The
SystemC blocks connected through a C++ network model
was kept. The network model was modified to consider free
space propagation. This simple propagation model could be
extended to indoor context for example. Complex
components, such as microcontroller or radiofrequency unit,
are modeled as a Finite State Machine (FSM). Computing a
Finite State Machine model in TLM with the efficient eventdriven kernel simulator of SystemC is an interesting
approach to reach fast simulation. It is the reason why
IDEA1 is faster when compared to others simulators, like
NS2.

Figure 3. IDEA1 model architecture

B. Hardware and Software models
The sensor block receives physical data from a file, and
sends its output voltage to the microcontroller. The sensor,
microcontroller and radiofrequency unit are modeled
separately, so that designers can easily switch these interchangeable devices. These two parts communicate through
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) interfaces.
The microcontroller is the central unit for processing and
controlling purposes. In our typical case, the microcontroller
initializes the radiofrequency transceiver, it reads (converts)
analog data from the sensor, and communicates (digital) data
with radiofrequency transceiver. As SystemC is eventdriven, it is possible to configure events in the sensor, and
make the node react to the sensor with hardware interrupts
available in the microcontroller.
Switching between architectures is done by changing
some parameters in the configuration files. The
microcontroller model can for example switch from ATMEL
to Microchip or Texas Instruments' ones. Radiofrequency
unit can be Microchip or Texas Instruments devices. Figs. 4
and 5 show Finite State Machine examples for
microcontroller. Parameters depend on the microcontroller
itself and on the radiofrequency unit (for example if
hardware support of IEEE 802.15.4 is present or not).
In the first case (Fig. 4), the microcontroller has to
perform few tasks, as the radiofrequency unit is a relatively
autonomous circuit: once configured, it is able to manage
packet sending, packet reception or acknowledgments alone.
The microcontroller has therefore to read the analog to
digital converter, and send the data to the radio frequency
circuit. In the second case (Fig. 5), the microcontroller is
connected to a simple radiofrequency unit that just modulates
ready-to-send data.

Figure 4. FSM of a microcontroller connected to a smart RF unit
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The microcontroller must ensure all tasks, such as the
composition of the packet (encapsulation of the data), or the
waiting time for access to the channel (CSMA-CA
mechanism) that depends on the channel load. Choice of the
devices thus largely affects timing, communications and
power consumptions.

TABLE II.

POWER INFORMATION OF ATMEGA128 AND TI CC2420

ATMega128 microcontroller
Mode
Consumption
Active
27 mW
Power Save
26.7 µW
Power Down
0.9 µW

CC2420 RF transceiver
Mode
Consumption
Sleep
60 µW
Idle
1.28 mW
RX
56.4 mW
TX (0 dBm)
52.2 mW
TX (-1 dBm)
49.5 mW
TX (-3 dBm)
45.6 mW
TX (-5 dBm)
41.7 mW
TX (-7 dBm)
37.5 mW
TX (-10 dBm)
33.6 mW
TX (-15 dBm)
29.7 mW
TX (-25 dBm)
25.5 mW

Indeed, this software -often written in assembly or C
language- can change, and thus behavior and timing of
microcontroller. This software is analyzed with an
Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) we have developed for a
better integration in our platform. Our ISS calculates
durations of all the functions. Whatever the function that is
called, even by a hardware interrupt, it is taken into account
in terms of timing and power consumption. Processing states
in the finite state machine are thus accurate. This ISS was
developed for several hardware architectures: ATMEL AVR
ATMega and Texas Instruments MSP430 for the moment.
Owing to the fact that ISS are time-consuming
simulators, we did not choose a co-simulation method;
hence, the ISS does not run in parallel with the SystemC
kernel. Indeed, the ISS runs once at the beginning of the
simulation, and code is analyzed in order to calculate tasks
timing. These timings are then associated with the finite state
machine, as Fig. 6 shows.

Figure 5. FSM of a microcontroller connected to a basic RF unit

In Finite State Machine, states are annotated by their
duration and their power consumption. These values come
from devices datasheets, and are all validated by
measurements in our model implementation methodology. In
order to have more accuracy, the CPU activity is considered.
Fig. 6 shows the classical model that reflects the hardware
part: sensor, microcontroller and radiofrequency units. The
power module receives the current state of devices, and
records all the state changes and timing in order to calculate
and to log the power consumption. Energy can thus be
evaluated with this power module. Table II details part of the
lookup table that is implemented in power module (for
ATMEL ATMega 128 and Texas Instruments CC2420
devices). All the devices in the library are modeled in this
way.
The sensor and radiofrequency units are passive (basic)
parts or active hard-coded, and their timing are well known.
Meanwhile, the microcontroller has a more detailed finite
state machine because of the (user) software that is running.
Figure 6. Node model including software for more accuracy
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In detail, the ISS we have coded is an instruction set
simulator that targets multiple hardware architectures. The
whole instruction set of each targeted microcontroller is
taken into account. It is written in C++ to offer compatibility
support with our SustemC / C++ simulator. The ISS takes as
input the ELF file produced by a compiler, often a C
compiler. Next, it decodes the ELF file, looks which
instruction is currently in scope and starts executing the
functionality. At the end, the ISS produces an output file
consisting of a lookup table pair: function name - number of
corresponding clock cycles. ISS is also ran only once before
SystemC simulation. More details on this ISS can be read in
[25]. It is the main difference with classical ISS, that
classically run in parallel with the main simulation kernel.
Classical ISS thus slow down drastically the simulation
speed. Using this lookup table and knowing the clock
frequency of the microcontroller, these cycles are translated
into timings. Once inserted in the SystemC simulation,
software states in the finite state machine are timed, so a
precise finite state machine is set.
Radiofrequency units are modeled individually because
of their complexity and wide differences (that would make
difficult a generic FSM). In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 below, two
FSM examples are drawn, of two well-known IEEE 802.15.4
compliant radiofrequency units: T.I CC2420 and Microchip
MRF24J40.
As a whole, several sensors, microcontrollers and several
radiofrequency units can be selected; the current library is
detailed in Table III. Each sensor, microcontroller and
radiofrequency unit can be mapped to each other. Each
compliant radiofrequency transceiver includes the whole
IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
Due to its architecture and file organization, the models
library is easy to extend: new files, containing new models,
are added in the folders, the main file includes them. C
language #define statements permit to change the modeled
hardware. Signals between modules are connected in the
SystemC model, as it would be in real hardware.

Figure 8. MRF24J40 simplified Finite State Machine

As it was previously published, all of these models were
validated with experimental measurements on many testbeds [26], as detailed in Section IV.
TABLE III.

MODELED HARDWARE DEVICES IN SIMULATOR LIBRARY

Sensor units
N.S. LM35DZ
Clairex CL9P4L

Microcontroller units
ATMEL ATMega128
Microchip 16LF88
T.I. MSP 430

Radiofrequency units
T.I. CC2420
T.I. CC1000
Microchip MRJ24J40

C. The simulator user interface
The presented models can be used to simulate wireless
sensor network communications at system level. To help
SystemC / C++ non-specialists to use easily the simulation
tool, we developed a graphical interface that is shown in Fig.
9.

Figure 9. Simulator graphical user interface
Figure 7. TI CC2420 simplified Finite State Machine
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The user interface is composed of different sub-windows.
A graphical viewer shows spatial position of nodes and the
lines between nodes represent the possible communications
according to locations, power of the transmission and
sensitivity of the receiver. Hardware parameters are some of
selectable microcontrollers and radiofrequency units. One of
the many IEEE 802.15.4 configurations (in slotted or
unslotted modes) and superframe parameters (SO, BO, BI
etc.) can be selected. Sampling rate and payload of packets
can thus be configured. User enters all parameters though a
configuration window, called from menus. A click on the
launch button in the graphical interface launches a SystemC
simulation in background. Simulation log is displayed in the
bottom window of the graphical interface, and a timing trace
(Value Change Dump format: VCD) is created and can be
opened. Output log files are thus generated for deeper
analysis.

From these log files, we can explore design space for the
best solution (often the lower latency, best packet delivery
rate, and the lower energy consumption). Many output
curves are accessible: packet delivery rate (PDR), packet
latency, node power consumption and energy per packet. All
these results were validated with measurements on a 9 nodes
network [27] with a TDMA-based GTS algorithm. These
nodes, called N@L, are composed of Microchip devices:
PIC16LF88 microcontroller and MRF24J40 radiofrequency
unit. Each of the 8 nodes senses periodically a data and tries
to send it to the coordinator. This period (sample rate) is the
parameter for this study. Non-periodical scenario can be
configured as well, timing is simply defined sequentially in
the testbench file.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

IV.

CLASSICAL RESULTS AND RELATED WORK

Figure 10. IDEA1 simulation and testbed measurements. Typical output curves: packet delivery rate PDR (a), packet latency (b), node power consumption
(c), energy per packet (d).
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IDEA1 simulation results are within 6% of the actual
value obtained from real measurements. This good accuracy
is not surprising since models are based on devices
datasheets. Simulations and measurement simply validate
datasheets.
Moreover, these results were compared to NS2 that we
considered as a reference for this study. As our results are
measurement-validated, we could explore accuracy of NS2
as well. NS2 is accurate for network-level results, such as
packet delivery rate or latency. Indeed, hardware
components have a small impact on these delays according
to framing spacing and packet length compared to
electronics components delays (software were taken into
account at the same level in both simulators for this
comparison). Meanwhile, the simulators have different
results for energy per packet consumption, as Fig. 11 shows.
This difference is especially important for low data-rate
applications. Power consumption between IDEA1 and NS2
ranges from 9% to 16% in a non-beacon CSMA-CA
algorithm. A simulation time analysis is shown in Fig. 12
where scalability is detailed. Fig. 12 presents relative
simulation time: simulation time over simulated time. Even
if both simulators are event-driven, Fig. 12 shows that
IDEA1 kernel with FSM-based modeling takes a better
advantage than NS2 on the application discrete behavior:
IDEA1 curve is much more constant than NS2' one.
Scalability is also better. Indeed, in low data rate scenario
(typical WSN case), few events appear; simulator also
simulates idle or sleep states. IDEA1 is 3.3 times faster than
NS2. NS2 is more interesting in high data rate scenario
(typical networked-computers case) because the ratio
decreases. Anyway, ratio of IDEA1 decreases too, and it is
still 3.1 times faster at 1000 Hz sampling rate.
Moreover, we showed that IDEA1 is able to provide a
fine and precise power consumption analysis over many
solutions: [27] detailed –for all IEEE 802.15.4
configurations- active and sleep consumptions of
radiofrequency unit and microcontroller.

Figure 11. Node energy per packet. IDEA1 and NS2 simulations in nonbeacon CSMA-CA.

Figure 12. Relative simulation time (simulation time / simulated time).
IDEA1 and NS2 simulations.

Fig. 13 shows this result. For two separate nodes, energy
of radiofrequency unit in active mode (EnergyTransActive)
and sleep mode (EnergyTransSleep) is detailed. In
microcontroller, energy of internal hardware blocks (CPU,
EnergyCPUPerNode,
SPI
communication
block
EnergySPIPerNode,
analog to digital SAR converter
EnergyADCPerNode) are monitored.
All these above results were obtained for homogeneous
networks, so a single node hardware architecture.
The section below presents new simulation results in a
heterogeneous network context.

Figure 13. Energy consumption of radiofrequency transceiver and
microcontroller internal blocks for two different platforms (µJ)
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V.

HETEROGENEOUS SIMULATION RESULTS

Heterogeneous support in simulators with fine and
accurate hardware and software models is necessary, but few
simulators support this feature, like [28]. One reason is the
need of a complex instantiation of models.
Typical heterogeneous nodes are detailed in Fig. 14: node
A and node B have different hardware devices. In our
simulation, microcontrollers, and radiofrequency units are
different (brand and model).
Battery

Sensor

Microcontroller
Unit A

Battery

Sensor

Microcontroller
Unit B

NODE A

Radiofrequency
Unit C

NODE B

Radiofrequency
Unit D

Figure 14. Typical node architectures in a Wireless Sensor Network
(heterogeneous network)

As a test example, we simulated a 9 nodes network: one
coordinator and eight nodes composed of Microchip
PIC16LF88 and ATMEL ATMega128L microcontrollers
and Microchip MRF24J40 and Texas Instruments CC2420
radiofrequency units, as specified in Table IV.
TABLE IV.
WSN device
Coordinator
Nodes 0..3
Nodes 4..7

NODES DEVICES FOR TESTBED AND SIMULATION
Microcontroller unit
ATMega128
PIC16LF88
ATMega128

Radiofrequency unit
CC2420
MRF24J40
CC2420

Nodes sense the environment periodically every second,
and transmit data over the network. Each transmission
(packet) includes two data bytes (payload). Sensor nodes
enter sleep mode as long as they can; the coordinator is
always awake. The IEEE 802.15.4 non-beacon CSMA-CA
communication scheme with no acknowledge is used, but all
of the IEEE 802.15.4 can be configured for wider
exploration. Simulation of this testbed gives a VCD trace, an
extract is shown in Fig. 15. We can observe the coordinator's
and nodes' microcontroller and radiofrequency unit states (R:
Receive, T: Transmit, A: Active, S: Sleep CooMCUState
stand for coordinator microcontroller state, Cooradiostate is
the coordinator radiofrequency state. For classical nodes,
states of microcontroller and radiofrequency unit are also
detailed with mcustate0 and radiostate0 for node 0 and
mcustate7 and radiostate7 for node 7. In this example,
coordinator microcontroller is always active (A). At time
1065ms, coordinator radiofrequency unit sends a packet (T),
node0 radiofrequency unit is in receive mode (R), node7 is in
power down mode (0). Then, radiostate0 sends an
acknowledgement (T), and then enters sleep mode. As no
more processing is required, microcontroller of node 0 enters
sleep mode. Node 7 wakes up at 1066ms. After a calibrating
phase, microcontroller is active; radiofrequency unit is in
receive mode. At 1066.5ms, microcontroller samples a data,
sends it over SPI. After CCA, radiofrequency unit sends the
data (T), and enters power down at 1069.3ms.
Microcontroller enters sleep mode too, node 7 is totally in
sleep mode too. ….). It is possible to monitor more signals in
order to see for example the wireless channel usage, or the
data transfer from the sensor to the radiofrequency unit
through the microcontroller on each node, and data from the
radiofrequency unit to the microcontroller on the
coordinator.
Information in the log file gives a lot of output data, as
packet delivery rate (PDR), and latency. Moreover, log file
includes energy of each block of each circuit in each node. It
is also possible to draw graphs such as the following ones.
Fig. 16. presents the overall energy consumptions of the
nodes.

Figure 15. Extract of the output VCD file, focus on coordinator and nodes 0 and 5 (microcontrollers and radiofrequency units states)
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Figure 16. Heterogeneous nodes energy consumption

Figure 18. Radiofrequency units energy consumption comparison

Energy partitioning between the microcontroller and the
radiofrequency unit for two heterogeneous nodes (node 0:
Microchip PIC16LF88 and MRF24J40 and node 5: ATMEL
AVR ATMega128 and T.I. CC2420) are shown. We can see
the energy consumed by microcontroller (MCU energy in
grey) compared to the radiofrequency unit one (RF energy in
dark). In detail, PIC16LF88 consumes a total energy of
109µJ, AVR ATMega128 consumes 498µJ, so a 4.5 ratio.
MRF24J40 consumes 848µJ, whereas CC2420 consumes
1016µJ, so a 1.2 ratio. This testbed shows an interesting
combination of circuits that composes node 0, because it
embeds the two most energy-aware circuits. Meanwhile, it is
interesting to detail this big difference.
It is possible to have finer granularity and to detail the
energy consumption of each block within hardware devices.
Fig. 17 shows the microcontroller energy spent during (from
top to bottom in bars) sleep, idle and SPI communications
states. It is to note that CC24220 radiofrequency unit (with
no IEEE 802.15.4 hardware support) has an impact on the
active state duration of the microcontroller. Indeed, in that
example, the CC2420 transceiver just modulates the packet;
microcontroller implements the IEEE 802.15.4 standard by
software. For example, it has to check for free channel, to
respect delays (backoffs), to generate IEEE 802.15.4
compliant packets, to acknowledge if it is activated, etc.
More SPI communications are thus required. This fact is
visible on Fig. 17: active and SPI communication energy
consumptions are important on AVR ATMega128.

On the other hand, the MRF24J40 transceiver is a more
autonomous circuit, as it supports all the aforementioned
aspects of IEEE 802.15.4 by hardware, the microcontroller is
thus less active.
With the same fine granularity, it is possible to detail
states of radiofrequency units, as shown in Fig. 18.
This figure shows it is possible to monitor energy
consumed during states (from top to bottom on bars) of each
radiofrequency unit: sleep, idle, receive (RX) and transmit
(TX). Although sleep mode is the less power consuming, it is
the longest state. Testbed is typical in WSN: duty cycle
(wake-up duration / application period) is low. CC2420 has
important energy consumption in sleep mode (compared to
MRF24J40) because its power consumption is 8.5 times
bigger. Sleep mode durations depend on activity of nodes,
node 5 (AVR ATMEga128 + CC2420) needs more
processing because of the basic radiofrequency unit, as
discussed above. It is also meaningful to obtain a 10 ratio on
energy consumption compared to node0. We can remark that
MRF24J40 has no idle state; default state is RX (Fig. 8).
While communicating or processing a packet, MRF24J40 is
in RX state, it is why RX state is so energy consuming. As
CC2420 has a lower power consumption in TX mode
(52.2mW at 0dBm) compared to MRF24J40 (69mW at
0dBm), CC2420 has a lower energy consumption to transmit
the same amount of packets.
We can see it is possible to optimize total energy with
such a deep exploration.
VI.

Figure 17. Microcontroller energy consumption comparison

CONCLUSION

In this paper, heterogeneous support of IDEA1, our
system-level simulator for Wireless Sensor Networks, was
presented. This simulator is written in SystemC and C++.
SystemC combines advantages of being a widely-used
language in micro-electronic systems design flow, and
permitting hardware and software co-modeling. Moreover,
its kernel is efficient, and as our models are based on Finite
State Machines, less events appear and simulation speed is
fast compared to other simulators. The simulator graphical
user interface permits configure easily a network and set the
sensor nodes characteristics Simulation gives easy-to-read
waveforms and easy-to-process output logs. IDEA1 library
contains many hardware devices and the whole IEEE
802.15.4 standard. We demonstrated that it is possible to run
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quick and accurate simulations with different hardware
devices on the nodes. Classical network simulators outputs
(packet delivery rate (PDR), packet latency) are supported;
as well as accurate timing, and detailed energy consumption
of hardware devices that are measurement validated. It is
also possible to simulate and compare many scenarios and
configurations in order to run design-space exploration for
the best-suited and lower power solution. Current release of
IDEA1 is publicly available at http://www.idea1.fr.
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Abstract—The aim of Green Cloud Computing is to achieve a
balance between resource consumption and quality of service. In
order to achieve this objective and to maintain the flexibility of the
Cloud, dynamic provisioning and allocation strategies are needed
to manage the internal settings of the Cloud, addressing oscillatory peaks of workload. In this context, we propose strategies to
optimize the use of the Cloud resources while maintaining the
service availability. This work introduces two hybrid strategies
based on a distributed system management model; it describes
the base strategies, operation principles, it validates and analyzes
them, and it presents the results. In order to validate our proposed
strategies, we extended CloudSim to simulate our strategies.
We achieved a consumption reduction up to 87% comparing
Standard Clouds with Green Clouds, up to 52% comparing the
proposed strategy with other Green Cloud Strategy, and 13%
less consumption using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS) in hybrid provisioning strategy.
Keywords—Green Clouds; Provisioning; Resource Allocation;
DVFS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper extends our previous work [1] proposing two
strategies for allocation and provisioning of physical machines
(PMs) and virtual machines (VMs) using DVFS as an improvement of private Clouds sustainability, transforming the
Cloud into Green Cloud [2]. Green Clouds crave for efficiency
of its components, so, we adopted positive characteristics of
multiple existing strategies [3], developing hybrid strategies
that, in our scope, aim to address:
- A sustainable solution to mitigate peaks in unpredictable
workload environments with rapid changes;
- An optimization of the data center infrastructure without
compromising the availability of services during the
workload peaks;
- Balance between the sustainability of the infrastructure
and the services availability defined on Services Level
Agreements (SLAs).
This work was based on actual data collected by the university data center, that has multiple services suffering often
with unexpected workload peaks, whether from attacks on
servers or overuse of services in short periods of time. First,
we propose an allocation model for private Clouds that aims
to reduce the costs (energy and SLA fines) while improving

the resource optimization. Second, we propose a provisioning
model for private Clouds, turning them into Green Clouds,
allowing the reduction of energy consumption and resource
optimization while maintaining the Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) with the integration of public Cloud resources. Third,
after we validate our hybrid provisioning strategy, we have
the opportunity to apply the hybrid provisioning strategy in a
Cloud environment that uses Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) in its physical machines. This way we achieve
an improvement in energy consumption and resource optimization with no impacts on the Cloud SLAs.
A. Motivation
The motivation for this work can be summarized in the
following points:
- Energy saving: Murugesan [5] says ”Energy saving
is just one of the motivational topics within green IT
environments.” We highlight the following points: (1)
the reduction of monthly data center operating expenses
(OPEX), (2) the reduction of carbon emissions into
the atmosphere (depending on the country), and (3)
the extension of the lifespan of Uninterruptible Power
Supply (UPS) [6].
- Availability of Services: Given the wave of products,
components, and computing elements being delivered
as services by the Cloud (*aaS), a series of pre-defined
agreements or governing the behavior of the service that
will be supplied / provided is needed [7]. According
to Cloud Administrators, agreements that provide availability rates, usually 99.9% of the time (or more) are a
concerning factor. Thus, the question is how to provide
this availability rate while consuming little power.
- Variation Workload: In environments with multiple
services, the workload prediction is complex work. Historical data is mostly used to predict future needs and
behaviors. However, abrupt changes are unpredictable
causing temporary unavailability of provided services.
The need to find new ways to deal with these sudden
changes in the workload is evident.
- Delayed Activation: Activation and deactivation of resources are a common technique for reducing power
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Fig. 1.

Model Based in Organization Theory [4]

consumption, but the time required to complete this process can cause some unavailability of provided services,
generating contractual fines.
- Public Clouds: Given the growing amount of public
Clouds and the development of communication methods among Clouds, like Open Cloud Consortium [8],
and Open Cloud Computing Interface [9], it became
possible, for small or big companies, to easily use
multiple public Clouds as extensions of a single private
Cloud. We considered this as an alternative resource to
implement new Green Cloud strategies. This is beneficial
to those who need to expand their Cloud, and to the new
clients of Cloud providers.
In a broad sense, this proposed model is for the Cloud
provider that seeks the balance between energy saving and
service providing (defined by the SLA).
B. Objective
We aim to propose an allocation strategy for private Clouds
and a provisioning strategy for Green Clouds, which suits the
oscillatory workload and unexpected peaks. We will focus on
finding a solution that consumes low power and generates acceptable request losses, in comparison to other base strategies.
C. Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows:
• Section II explains the bases of Organization Theory
Model.
• Section III explains how DVFS works; this is one of the
strategies used to compare our Green Cloud provisioning
Hybrid Strategy.
• Section IV brings the state of the art, which includes a
selection of works that were considered in our research.

•
•

Section V presents the proposal, the idea behind each
strategy, their pros and cons and where each one should
be applied or not, tests, and results.
In Section VI, we conclude this paper making some
observations and analysis about the results and address
some future works.
II.

M ODEL

The concept of combining Organization Theory and complex distributed computing environments is not new. Foster
[10] already proposed the idea of virtual organizations (VOs)
as a set of individuals and / or institutions defined by such
sharing rules in grid computing environments. This work
concludes that VOs have the potential to radically change the
way we use computers to solve problems the same way as the
Web has changed the way we consume and create information.
Following this analogy, we have a similar view: Management Systems based on the Organization Theory would
provide means to describe why / how elements of the Cloud
should behave to achieve global system objectives, which
are (among others): optimum performance, reduced operating
costs, appointment of dependence, service level agreements,
and energy efficiency.
These organizational structures, proposed in [11], allow
network managers to understand the interactions between the
Cloud elements, how their behavior is influenced in the organization, the impact of actions on macro and micro structures,
as the macro level processes allowing and restricting activities
at the micro level. This way, it provides computational models
to classify, predict, and understand the elements interactions
and their influence on the whole environment.
Managing Cloud through the principles of the Organization
Theory provides the possibility for an automatic configuration
management system, since adding a new element (e.g., Virtual
Machines, Physical Machines, Uninterrupted Power Supply,
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Air Conditioning) is just a matter of adding a new service on
the Management Group.
The proposed strategies are based on a pro-active management of Clouds, which is based on the distribution of
responsibilities in holes. The management responsibility of the
Cloud elements is distributed among several agents; each agent
controls individually a Cloud element that suits him, as seen
in Fig. 1.
A. Case Study
In [3], Werner et al. proposed a model based on the
Organization Theory to manage a Cloud environment using
decentralized management services. They proposed agents to
manage the Cloud elements, each agent managing the elements
that are in its area. These agents would individually monitor
and manage the elements they are responsible for, orchestrating
them to fulfill the norms that are imposed to the system.
Norms are the rules or agreements used as input into the
system such as SLAs, energy consumption, resource optimization, air conditioning (data center temperature), etc. They are a
primitive knowledge collected from experienced administrators
and are used at times when decisions need to be made. In
complement to Norms, Werner et al. [3] defined believes that
are empirical knowledge used to improve the decisions at
management. It is the junction of the practical knowledge
from the norms and empirical knowledge from historical data,
derived by the system, analyzing historical data traces and
correlating them with the norms that have or have not been
fulfilled.
Werner et al. [3] also defined roles that the agents would
assume while monitoring/managing the Cloud environments
or services. The roles defined for agents that act at Cloud
environment level are: VM management, server management,
network management and environment management. The roles
defined for agents that act at service level are: monitor element,
service scheduler and service analyzer.
Based on [3], we conclude that the Organization Theory
model would be applicable for managing the entities of a Cloud
computing environment in a decentralized way. So far, our
models apply the Organization Theory ideas as describe by
Werner et al. [3], using decentralized agents to monitor and
manage the Cloud entities.
III.

•

Management: The user (or application) is allowed to
determine when to use (or not) the solution, giving the
possibility to control the CPU temperature.
DVFS cons:
• Low Performance: decreasing the CPU frequency will
reduce the system performance, which is expected [14].
• Inertia of Changes: The frequency takes some time to
adapt to the system’s needs. So, in scenarios with high
load variations, DVFS could become a problem.
• Over Changes: The rapid and constant act of ’overvolting’ and ’undervolting’ the processor, trying to fulfill
immediately the system needs, could decrease the equipment lifetime [15].
DVFS enhancements, as seen on the right side of Fig. 2,
also shows a deeper level of DVFS. The idea is to apply it
at the core level, not at the processor level as a global unit.
Another work is trying to decrease the gap between voltage
and frequency changes. The idea is to optimize the processor
and build a fast DVFS that adapts quickly to system needs,
as shown in Fig. 3. Kim et al. [16] use both strategies at the
same time, achieving a mark of 21 % of energy saved.
IV.

S TATE O F T HE A RT

A. Hardware Level
According to Von Laszewski et al. [17], energy consumption
is a major challenge. They use a DVFS strategy to decrease
the energy consumption in PMs used as virtualization hosts.
It adapts the clock frequency of the CPUs to the real usage of
the PMs, decreasing the frequency in idle nodes and increasing
when is needed. However, the major energy consumption is not
in the CPU, but in other parts of the PM, so to really decrease
the energy consumption you need to turn them off.
Gunaratne et al. [18] stated that on USA just the network
interface controllers (NICs) consume hundreds of millions of
US dollars in electricity every year. That amount of energy
used by the NICs is growing rapidly as the default 100Mbps
controllers are being replace by brand new 1Gbps controllers,
which consume about 4 W more than a 100Mbps controllers.
They also found out that idle and fully loaded Ethernet links
consume about the same amount of power while the amount
of power used by an Ethernet link is actually dependent on

DVFS - DYNAMIC VOLTAGE AND F REQUENCY
S CALING

The DVFS was presented by Magklis et al. in [12]. It
provides an alternative solution to decrease power consumption
by giving the possibility to the PMs to independently decrease
their power dissipation, by lowering the processor clock speed
and supply voltage during the idle periods of time of the
processor as seen on the left side of Fig. 2.
DVFS pros:
• Adaptive Consumption: lower energy consumption by
adapting the processor frequency to the workload.
• Out-of-the-box: There is no need to adapt applications
or services to use it.

Fig. 2.

DVFS - Main Idea [13]
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Fig. 3.

Fast DVFS - Main Idea [13]

the link speed. Given the fact that measurements shown that
the usage rate of Ethernets links are about 1% to 5% of the
capacity, that brought attentions to the ”Network Layer” as a
new field to lower the energy consumption in the datacenter.
Gunaratne et al. [18] proposed a system design for adaptive
link rate (ALR) [19] to be applied not just on edge links but
rather on the whole network. With this approach was possible
to operate Ethernet links 80% of the time on lower frequency,
lowering the power consumption of the datacenter without
affecting services and users. Given the fact that the network
management is out of this paper scope, it was decided to not
include the network infrastructure consumption in the final
calculations.
B. Datacenter Level
The workload balance strategy for clusters in [20] tries to
achieve a lower energy consumption unbalancing the cluster
workload, generating idle nodes and turning them off. In Cloud
Computing, this strategy will not work in the case of Denial-ofService attacks. Because in that scenario all nodes will be on,
and there will be none node to turn off. This way, we foresee
the need for VM migration between Clouds as mandatory
function, to avoid cases where the unbalance of the load cannot
be done.
Urgaonkar [21] proposed an overbooking strategy to consolidate virtual machines in physical machines and this way
a lower resource consumption would be achieved. But, this
work did not care that much for service degradation generated
by resource contention that happens when you consolidate
workloads.
Anh Vu [22] proposed a model that instead of taking just
historic data of workload resource consumption and behavior
for resource allocation and provisioning also takes in the interference generated by applications that compete for resource.
It applies a canonical correlation analysis technique to find
the resources that influence the most the application behavior;
this way they could consolidate workloads with less impact
on provided services. Their model presents a better result than
[21], but, it has high computational costs and still does not
have a good performance while predicting workload needs.
Gong [23] proposed PRESS (PRedictive Elastic ReSource
Scaling for Cloud systems), a lightweight model to predict
workload resource needs, based mainly on historical data.

It uses a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to spot dominant
frequencies and identify workload behaviors of resource usage.
When there are no dominant frequencies found it applies a
Markov Chain technique to predict the workload resource need
for a short period of time. It is an early work that does not
have the overhead problems found in [22], but it still does not
have a great performance, since there are much more variables
to take in, such as background workload, VMs migration need,
application design, etc.
Shen et al. [24] improved the work done in [23]. They
propose a smart model for provisioning resource that aims
at reducing the SLAs breaches The PRESS prediction was
extended to round data values. This way, it would achieve
a better result since PRESS has not been so accurate to
predict workload need. In order to improve the management of
resources by the predictive model PRESS, they added SLAs
breaches measurement as a new variable into the prediction
model. It was also proposed a predictive migration model since
the migration is one of the most expensive processes when
dealing with virtualized resources. It is best to start a migration
before the resource contention happens, avoiding this way a
long period of service degradation. They keep track of all VMs
needs in a physical machine of the Cloud. This way, when the
resource prediction of VMs in that physical machine uses up
the amount of resources the machine has, the model triggers
a migration process before the resource contention happens.
C. Cloud Level
Franke [25] tries to decrease the hosting costs in public
and/or federated Clouds using costs and fines in contracts as
constraints to better allocate resources. But, it limits itself in
migrating VMs between Clouds, in a pool of pre-hired Clouds.
This way, we foresaw that the resource consumption should
also be considered as a metric to allocate the VMs.
Dawoud [26] highlights that the use of ”historical resource
usage traces” by themselves are not enough for a predictive
model. That could lead to wrong actions at management level,
especially when dealing with Web applications that usually
are deployed in a multi-tier way (front end, application layer
and database). So, he proposed a model to manage Web applications (in public Cloud environments) that correlates three
factors, (1) historical traces of resource usage, (2) workload
and (3) request types. Given the fact that the Web Applications
are, in most cases, developed in a multi-tier way, the work
raises the attention to the fact that each tier load does not
interfere with the other tiers equally. That means, if we give
more resource to a tier, we should proportionally increase the
resource of every single tier of the application, since they all
are tied together.
Hulkury et al. [27] proposed an integrated Green Cloud
Computing Architecture that addresses the workload placement problem, determining the better place to deploy the users
jobs based on their theoretical energy consumption. It requires
a manager (cloud client side) to provide the jobs SLAs, job
descriptions, network and server specifications, to calculate the
energy consumption of the job in each cloud scenario (local,
private or public Cloud). Just like [11], it touches the point of
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TABLE I.
Scenario
1
2
3
4

Fig. 4.

Week Workload Distribution (Reqs/s)

using public clouds as an extension, and routing jobs between
the clouds when it can be profitable. Sadly, it depends on some
information that, in most cases, the Cloud client does not have
access to, like the energy consumption of the public Cloud
elements. It also mentions the idea of using XML to store
SLAs and QoSs constraints in the Cloud Manager; however,
it does not define any standard for that.
V.

P ROPOSAL

For the conscious resource provisioning in Green Cloud
environments, we propose a hybrid strategy that uses public
Cloud as an external resource used to mitigate SLA breaches
due to unexpected workload peaks. In parallel, for the optimal
use of local resources, we propose a strategy of dynamic
reconfiguration of the VMs attributes, allocated in the data
center. Given the distributed model presented in the previous
section, we used the Cloud simulation tool CloudSim [28] to
simulate the university data center environment and workload.
In order to simulate a distribution faithful to reality and
also stressful to the infrastructure, we (1) chose as a workload
pattern the distribution of requests from the university’s main
websites (as shown in Fig. 4), and then (2) multiplied the
request load by factors between 2 and 20, in order to apply
stress to the system. We defined this strategy with the goal of
obtaining results that reflect the reality and, at the same time
pushing the request rate, striving for correlating the workload
behavior trends with the load.

R ESULTS OF A LLOCATION ’ S S CENARIOS
Reconf. Strategy
No
No
Yes
Yes

Mig. Strategy
No
Yes
No
Yes

Consumption
84.3%
0.4%
87.2% %

2) VMs Dynamic Reconfiguration Strategy: Seeking the
improvement of the previous strategy, this strategy is an
alternative optimization that dynamically shrinks the VM. It
adjusts the parameters of the VM [29], without migrating it
or turning it off. For example, we can increase or decrease
the parameters of CPU and memory allocated. Thus, the VMs
would adapt its configurations according to the demand.
3) Tests & Results: To simulate the strategies we used a
Cloud simulator tool developed in Melbourne, CloudSim [28].
But, in order to achieve the simulations needed, we made some
changes in the code [4], allowing to simulate the distributions
patterns and scenario defined before. Four scenarios were
simulated in order to seek the comparative analysis between
ordinary Cloud (Scenario 1), the existing methods (Scenarios:
2 and 3), and the proposed approach (Scenario 4). Those were:
1) No strategies;
2) Migrating VMs Strategy;
3) Reconfiguring the VMs Strategy;
4) Reconfiguring and migrating VMs Strategy.
At the simulations, we gathered behavior, sustainability, and
availability metrics, such as the number of idle PMs, total
energy consumption, and number of SLA breaches. Table I
presents the percentage of energy consumption in each scenario with 100 PMs. Analyzing it we see that without any strategy implemented, the power consumption is stable during the
whole period, since all the VMs and PMs were activated, which
happens if we implement just the reconfiguration strategy by
itself. The migration scenario shows a significant reduction in
power consumption, since it consolidate VMs in PMs and latter
disabling the idle ones. And last, the mix of migration and
reconfiguration approach shows a steady noticeable reduction
in power consumption since it consolidates more VMs in fewer
PMs.

A. Allocation

B. Provisioning

The resource allocation strategy is a proposal that introduces
a composition of two other approaches: (1) the migration of
VMs, which aims to consolidate VMs and optimize resource
utilization, and (2) the Dynamic Reconfiguration of VMs,
which aims to reconfigure dynamically the resources used by
the VMs, increasing the consolidation factor.
1) VMs Migration Strategy: This strategy aims to reduce
power consumption by disabling the idle PMs of the Cloud.
To induce idleness in the PMs, the VMs are migrated and
concentrated in few PMs. This way, the Cloud manager can
disable the idle PMs, reducing the consumption of the data
center. However, for optimal results, this strategy must be used
with a reconfiguration strategy that enables hosting more VMs
in less PMs, increasing the idle PMs.

The Green Cloud provisioning hybrid strategy is based on
two other strategies, which are the On Demand strategy (OD)
and the Spare Resources strategy (SR). It tries to be the middle
ground between the two, enjoying the strengths of both sides,
and aiming to present power consumption lower like the OD
strategy while maintaining the availability as the SR strategy.
1) On Demand Strategy: The principle of OD strategy is to
activate the resources when they are needed. In our case, when
a service reaches a saturation threshold, new VMs would be
instantiated. And, when there is no more space to instantiate
new VMs, new PMs would be activated to host the new VMs.
The opposite also applies; when a threshold of idleness is
reached, the idle VMs and PMs are disabled. Fig. 5 shows
an OD Strategy scenario, where only the needed VMs (green
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circles) and PMs (white slim rectangles) are turned on. The
other units (red crosses and lined rectangles) are off.
• Pros: energetically efficient since it maintains just a
minimum amount of active resources.
• Cons: ineffective in scenarios that have sudden spikes in
demand because the process to activate resource takes
time, and some requests end up being lost.
2) Spare Resource Strategy: To mitigate the problem of
requests timeouts originated by a long activation time of
resources, we adopted the strategy SR, whose principle is to
reserve idle resources ready to be used. In our case, there was
always one idle VM ready to process the incoming requests
and one idle PM ready to instantiate new VMs. If these
resources were used, they were no longer considered idle, and
new idle resources were activated. As soon as the resources
were no longer being used they were disabled. Figure 6 shows
a SR Strategy scenario where the Cloud keep an idle VM
(golden circle) and an idle PM (vertical lined rectangle) ready
to fulfill any workload.
• Pros: The strategy has been shown effective to deal with
unexpected peak demands
• Cons: It showed the same behavior as OD strategy in
cases where demand raised very rapidly; in other words,
the idle feature was not enough to process the demand.
Another negative point was the energy consumption;
since it always had an idle resource, the consumption
was greater than the OD strategy.
3) Hybrid Strategy: Seeking the merger of the strengths of
the previous strategies and mitigating its shortcomings, we
propose a hybrid strategy. This strategy aims to reduce the
energy consumption on private Cloud and reduce the violation
of SLAs.
As shown in Fig. 7, the Cloud enables the VMs when the
service in question reaches its saturation threshold, just as the
OD strategy. When a PM is unable to allocate more VMs, it
uses the public Cloud to host the new VMs while a disabled
PM is passing through the activation process. This way we
fulfill requests that would be lost during the activation process.

Fig. 5.

On Demand Strategy

Fig. 6.

Spare Resource Strategy

The deactivation process occurs just as the other strategies.
However, it is considered that the public Cloud is paid by time
(usually by hour of processing); so, it disables the VM hosted
in the public Cloud only when:
• it is idle and;
• it is almost time to complete a full hour of hosting.
4) Tests: As previously mentioned, we performed some
modifications to the CloudSim code in order to enable the
simulation of scenarios using our proposed model. Before we
started the simulations, we defined some variables, such as the
saturation threshold and idleness. The variables considered in
our experiments are shown in Table II.
The amount of requests per second was calculated based on
the previously presented workload pattern (Fig. 4), using the
formula Rt *Mx where Rt is the number of requests per second
in time t, and Mx is the stress multiplier of the experiment x.
To get an overview of how each strategy would behave in
different scenarios, we ran a series of tests which varied the:
• Amount of Requests: To maintain the defined request

Fig. 7.

Hybrid Strategy
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TABLE II.

S IMULATION ’ S VARIABLES

Variable
Saturation Threshold (Load 1 minute)
Idleness Threshold (Load 1 minute)
Activation VM time (seconds)
Activation PM time (seconds)
Size of Request (MI)
DVFS
Number of PMs
Maximum number of VMs per PMs
SLA timeout threshold (seconds)

Value
1.0
0.1
10
120
1000 to 2000
On or Off
8
5
10

distribution (explained in the beginning of Section V),
we used multipliers to increase the number of requests.
Those multipliers started from 2 to 20 in steps of 2 (2,
4, 6, etc.).

•

Size of Requests: The size of requests ranged from 1000
to 2000 MI (Millions Instructions) to be executed, in
steps of 100 (1000, 1100, 1200, etc.).

•

Utilization of DVFS: Based on the previously tests, we
compare the proposed hybrid strategy with and without
DVFS.

Fig. 8. Number of Timeouts (top) and Energy Consumption (bottom) using
OD Strategy

This way, it was performed a total of 440 simulations being
330 simulations without DVFS and 110 with DVFS (just the
hybrid strategy). These tests evaluated the power consumption
of the private Cloud and the total number of timeouts (SLAs
not accomplished) for the period.

5) Results: Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the results obtained
while running the experiments described before. Each figure
shows the timeout and the energy consumption variation
of each experiment for every combination of the settings
multiplier and request size variable (110 simulations each
experiment).

Fig. 9. Number of Timeouts (top) and Energy Consumption (bottom) using
SR Strategy
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Fig. 10. Number of Timeouts (top) and Energy Consumption (bottom) using
Hybrid Strategy

Table III shows the results obtained in the ”worst case
scenario”, by definition, with the multiplier equal to 20 and the
request size equal to 2000 MI. Regarding the results in Table
III, it took the Hybrid Strategy as a basis of comparison. In
this case, the values listed are for hybrid strategy. For example,
the hybrid strategy presented 3% fewer request timeouts than
the OD strategy.
TABLE III.

H YBRID STRATEGY COMPARED TO THE OTHER
STRATEGIES

OnDemand

Spare

Hybrid With DVFS

Timeouts

-3 %

+15 %

-

Consumption

-18 %

-52 %

-13 %

Now, comparing the same Hybrid Strategy, with and without
using DVFS, we got 13 % less energy consumption. To get
a better view of the differences between the two simulations,
the scale of the graph in Fig. 11 was zoomed. There were no
significant difference on the timeout rate in this scenario.
VI. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
Based on what was presented in previous sections, and
considering the objectives defined at the beginning of this
paper, we consider that the intended goal was achieved. Two
strategies for allocation and provisioning were proposed; both
aimed at optimizing the energy consumption and resource
utilization without sacrificing service availability.

Fig. 11. Consumption with DVFS Off (top) and with DVFS On (bottom)
using Hybrid Strategy

The allocation strategy in private Clouds, compared to
a normal Cloud, demonstrated an 87% reduction in energy
consumption. Though, it was observed that this strategy is not
effective in scenarios that have huge oscillations in workload.
That is because it ends up generating too much reconfigurations and migrations which have a significant computational
cost. Despite this, it still shows a significative improvement
in energy savings when compared to a Cloud without any
resource management strategy deployed. Should be mentioned
that, part of the 87% reduction rate is derived from the fact
that the energy consumption from the public Cloud is not
considered in the graphs. This part represents approximately
3% of the final value.
Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the green Cloud provisioning strategies. The strategies are being compared with the
SR strategy which is the most expensive since it always keeps
spare resources to maintain SLAs for unpredicted increases in
workloads. While the OD strategy achieves up to 47.05% of
energy savings when compared to SR strategy, the proposed
hybrid strategy shows up to 3.13% of improvement, achieving
50.13% of energy savings with fewer timeouts than the OD
strategy. The energy saving rates were even bigger when we
simulated an environment where the servers deployed had the
DVFS enabled. This improved the energy savings to 59.87%
while maintaining the timeouts rate for extreme situations, such
as when the request load was multiplied by a factor of 20
and each request size was 2000 million of instructions to be
processed.
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Fig. 12.

Average energy consumption gain over the strategies

We should mention that we found (and fixed) some ”bugs”
in CloudSim DVFS module. The simulator bases the energy
consumption directly on the use of the CPU, regardless of
other components in the physical machine such as GPUs, NIC,
memory, HD, which leads the energy consumption to lower
rates than it should be.
As can be viewed in Figures 8, 9, and 10 the strategy that
achieved the lowest timeout rate was the SR strategy followed
directly by the hybrid strategy with a difference lower than 3%.
It was expected that the SR strategy achieved better timeout
rates since it always has a spare VM and PM to supply sudden
spikes in workloads, though it comes with a high cost in energy
consumption and resource optimization. So, if we consider the
energy savings and resource optimization generated by the
hybrid strategy and compare them with the expenses of the
SR strategy, the 3% extra timeouts generated by the hybrid
strategy is acceptable.
Thus, we conclude that the use of the hybrid strategy
is recommended in situations where the activation time of
resources affects directly the SLA (in other words, generates
fines). This strategy is the most balanced strategy for resource
provisioning for green Cloud environments. However, this
approach is not recommended when access to public Cloud
resources is poor or the Cloud provider lacks in resource
quality, security or other factors that can affect directly the
SLAs.
A. Future Works
As future work, we aim at adding the strategy of Dynamic
Reconfiguration of VMs in public Clouds. This way the
public Cloud provider would be able to better manage its
resource. This procedure was not adopted because, during the
development of this work, this feature was not a market reality.
We also intend to invest in new simulations of the Cloud
extending the variables (e.g., adding UPS variable), exploring
some artificial intelligence techniques [30] such as Bayesian
networks, adding the recalculation of beliefs, repeating the
simulation with different Cloud simulators such as GreenCloud
[31], ICanCloud [32] or MDCSim [33]. This way we could
compare the results and check if our proposed models show
the same benefits in different simulation tools engines.

We also want to implement our proposed solutions in a real
datacenter, in order to create an error factor between the results
obtained with the use of simulation tools and the results of
a real Cloud. This way we could measure how accurate the
Cloud simulation tools are when compared with a real environment. Our PCMONS (Private Cloud Monitoring System),
open-source solutions for Cloud monitoring and management,
also will help to manage Green Clouds by automating the
instantiation of new resource [34].
We foresee a way of working out unexpected workload
peaks scenario. Prior knowledge of the behavior of hosted
services could allow the management services to improve
consolidation and energy consumption while maintaining the
services’ expected behaviors. It is believed to be necessary
to develop a description language that represents the structure
and behavior of a service, enabling and easing the exchange
of information between application developers and Cloud
provider for planning, provisioning, and managing the Cloud.
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Abstract—Integrated network architectures have the potential
to provide ubiquitous and seamless services over wide areas of
mobility, with adequate quality of service and favourable price.
To fully exploit such architectures (heterogeneous networking environments) multiple handovers often become necessary. Furthermore, in view of the growing demand for real-time applications,
the inclusion of QoS-related parameters in the handover decision
process is essential. This requirement inevitably increases the
overall number of decision parameters, leading to unacceptably
long algorithm execution time for a typical monolithic fuzzybased handover decision system (MHDS), which employs a single
fuzzy decision engine. In this paper, an adaptive traffic dependent
fuzzy-based handover decision system (ATDHDS), which employs
multiple fuzzy decision engines, each dedicated to a specific
traffic type, is presented. The results show that, comparing with
the MHDS, the proposed ATDHDS significantly improves the
network selection performance and algorithm execution time.
The ATDHDS is then enhanced by introducing additional fuzzy
engines, which perform a QoS aggregation process, with the aims
to further improve the overall network selection performance and
to further reduce the algorithm execution time. The simulation
results suggest that the enhanced ATDHDS (EATDHDS) successfully achieves both objectives.
Keywords-fuzzy logic; handover; traffic dependent; QoS aggregation; wireless mobile.

handover). In either case some form of decision mechanism
needs to exist within the mobile device.
A horizontal handover decision is normally a straightforward process as the decision is based simply on the received
signal strength (RSS). However, due to varied characteristics
of different wireless networks, a simple RSS based decision
cannot achieve the required results in a vertical handover
decision process. Clearly there is a need for a much more
intelligent handover decision system (HDS) for heterogeneous
networking environments. Several deterministic algorithms for
handover decision engines have been proposed in the literature,
however they suffered from two limitations: 1) inability to
deal with imprecise data efficiently, 2) inconsistencies in the
decision outcomes, due to the fact that the procedures used
for assignment of parameter weight are subjective.
The fuzzy logic techniques are regarded to have the ability
to deal with the above limitations. Thus, numerous fuzzy logic
based solutions, which enhance intelligence of the vertical handover process, have been proposed in the literature. However,
in most of the existing work the decision process is based
on a single monolithic decision engine, and with no regard

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile users in the ‘Information age’ expect ubiquitous and
seamless services over wide areas of mobility, with adequate
quality of service and favourable price. It appears that integrated network architectures have the potential to satisfy the
above requirements. Integrated network architectures (referred
to as heterogeneous networking environments) require interconnections of various wireless technologies such as WLAN,
WiMAX and Cellular networks as illustrated in Figure 1. To
ensure continuous connection, required quality of service and
acceptable usage price, over a wide area of mobility, multiple
handovers (switching connection from one wireless network to
another) often become necessary. A handover may take place
in a homogeneous networking environment (horizontal handover) or in a heterogeneous networking environment (vertical

Mobile Node

Horizontal Handover
Vertical Handover

Figure 1.

Cellular Network
WiMAX
WLAN

Architecture of Heterogeneous Wireless Mobile Networks
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to the traffic type. Furthermore, only a limited number of
decision parameters are generally considered. The restriction
on the number of decision parameters seems to be due to
the fact that as the number of decision parameters increases,
the number of decision rules increases exponentially, which
leads to computational complexity and very long algorithm
execution time (τ ). Despite these constraints the QoS-related
parameters (latency, jitter and packet loss) need to be included
in the decision process, if real-time services (VoIP, video
streaming, etc.) are demanded by the users (noting the global
demand for real-time services).
To address the above issues, we proposed an adaptive
traffic dependent fuzzy-based HDS (ATDHDS) in our previous
publication [1]. The performance of the proposed ATDHDS
was compared, in terms of the network selection and τ , with
monolithic fuzzy-based HDS (MHDS), tailored MHDS and
Simple Additive Weighting (SAW). The simulation results
showed that the ATDHDS gave an improvement in terms of
network selection and a reduction in the value of τ . However,
the simulation model did not take into account the fact that the
output scores generated by the fuzzy engines follow a random
process (the input parameter values are randomly selected). In
this paper a statistical averaging procedure is included, which
produces more reliable results. In addition, the WiMAX data
range is extended from (3 - 6 Mbps) to (1 - 6 Mbps) to
represents a more realistic WiMAX capability.
The ATDHDS is further enhanced by introducing two new
fuzzy engines, which perform a QoS aggregation process.
The aims of the Enhanced ATDHDS are to improve the
overall network selection performance and, at the same time,
to further reduce τ . The results suggest that the Enhanced
ATDHDS gives some improvements in the network selection
performance but huge benefit in reducing τ .
Finally, the battery consumption analysis is carried out and
the results suggest that the power consumption of the proposed
fuzzy-based algorithm is unlikely to have a major impact on
the battery life in real-life implementations.
The paper is organized as follows. Related vertical handover
decision algorithms are given in Section II. In Section III, the
design and development of a monolithic fuzzy-based HDS and
the adaptive traffic dependent fuzzy-based HDS are presented.
The simulation results and comparisons of performance are
also given in Section III. The design and development of
the enhanced adaptive traffic dependent HDS is presented
in Section IV. A comparison between the ATDHDS and
Enhanced ATDHDS and the battery life analysis are also given
in Section IV. Section V gives conclusions and future work.
II. R ELATED V ERTICAL H ANDOVER D ECISION
A LGORITHMS
Numerous vertical handover decision algorithms have been
developed over the past several years [2]–[4]. They have varying degree of complexity and intelligence. These algorithms
can be broadly classified into two categories: deterministic
algorithms and heuristic algorithms. The former algorithms use
mathematical functions to select the best candidate wireless

network for handover, whilst decisions in the latter algorithms
are made on the basis of some pre-defined decision (IFTHEN) rules, which identify the inter-relationships of the
decision parameters considered. Mathematic-based algorithms
are simple to use but suffer from two limitations: 1) it is
often difficult to acquire very precise data [5], as a result, the
network selection performance is degraded, 2) the methods
used for assigning the parameter weight to individual decision
parameters are subjective [6], as a result, the outcomes are
often inconsistent.
Heuristic algorithms (e.g., rule-based, fuzzy logic, neural network and Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS)) follow a different decision making approach and
therefore avoid the drawbacks suffered by the deterministic
algorithms. Fuzzy logic, in general, is regarded to have the
ability to enhance intelligence in decision making processes.
It has been widely used for decision making processes in many
different areas, e.g., business forecasting [7] and stock trading
[8]. More specific to handover in wireless networks, fuzzybased algorithms have been used in a handover triggering
algorithm [9]; pre-processing of imprecise input data for
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [10] and Simple Additive
Weighting (SAW) algorithms [11]. The use of fuzzy logic in
all the above applications has been only to assist handover
decision engines.
A number of researchers have focused their attention on
developing fuzzy-based vertical handover decision algorithms
[12], [13]. A fuzzy-based vertical handover decision algorithm,
which assumes interconnection between WLAN and WMAN,
is proposed in [14]. The decision parameters considered are:
RSS, data rate, distance. The main aim of this work is to
minimize the number of packet loss and the results presented
are encouraging.
Authors in [15] have proposed a network selection algorithm
based on fuzzy logic assuming three wireless technologies
(Cellular, WiMAX and WLAN). The algorithm takes RSS,
network load and available bandwidth into consideration. The
results suggest that the proposed algorithm can select the most
appropriate wireless network for handover in a given scenario.
In [16], a fuzzy-based algorithm between WWAN and
WLAN is proposed. RSS, bandwidth, usage price are included
in the decision process. The results show that the proposed
algorithm makes accurate handover decisions, reduces the
number of unnecessary handovers, balances network resources
and improves network performance.
In all the above solutions, no QoS-related decision parameters (i.e., latency, jitter and packet loss) have been considered
in the decision process. In view of the growing demand
for real-time mobile applications, which require guaranteed
QoS (defined by commonly used recommendations [17]), it
has become necessary to include the QoS parameters in the
decision process. More recently, efforts have been directed to
evaluate the performance of a HDS in the presence of multiple
QoS parameters.
In [18], bit error rate (BER) and RSS have been considered
in their fuzzy-related decision algorithm. The results show
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improvement in terms of the number of handover reduction.
In [19], a fuzzy-based vertical handover algorithm taking data
rate, delay and BER (along with other parameters such as cost
and security) into consideration is proposed. The algorithm improves the process of wireless network selection, thus avoiding
unnecessary handovers. Authors in [20] have proposed a QoS
aware fuzzy-based vertical handover mechanism that considers
data rate, latency, jitter and BER. The proposed work is found
to be effective for selecting a wireless network that meets
the requirements of different applications. The results show
a reduction in average end-to-end delay and yield a moderate
average bandwidth.
The above work clearly suggests that including QoS-related
parameters improves the overall decision performance. This
inevitably increases the overall number of decision parameters,
which generally leads to an unacceptably long algorithm execution time (τ ). The time delay as a result of long τ imposes
a serious restriction on the number of decision parameters that
can be used in fuzzy-based decision algorithms. Thus, a new
approach is needed that allows a relatively large number of
decision parameters to be included and, at the same time,
minimizes τ .
III. A DAPTIVE T RAFFIC D EPENDENT F UZZY- BASED HDS
D ESIGN
We introduced the idea of traffic dependency and proposed
an adaptive traffic dependent fuzzy-based handover decision
system design (ATD design) in our previous published work
[1]. The network selection performance of the ATD design
was compared with a conventional monolithic fuzzy-based
handover decision system (MHDS design) and a tailored
MHDS designs. The ATD design was shown to have given
significant improvement for the network selection process as
well as a hugh reduction in τ .
In our previous work [1], the simulation model did not
take into account the fact that the output scores generated
by the fuzzy engines follow a random process (the input
parameter values are randomly selected). In this paper a
statistical averaging procedure has been used to produce more
reliable results.
In the new procedure, for each of the three traffic types (i.e.,
CBR, VBR and ABR), 1000 runs of simulations (one trial,
T ) were carried out by each HDS design. The performance
criterion chosen was the percentage success (P S), defined as
the number of times (expressed as a percentage) the HDS
selected the wireless network that had the highest score
among the three wireless networks and fully satisfied the
QoS requirements. The QoS requirements for CBR and VBR
traffics were taken from [17]. In the case of ABR traffic, the
packet loss of 7% or less was used. Ten trials were carried
out for each traffic and the average of 10 trials was taken as
the final outcome, as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
In addition, the WiMAX data range was extended from (3 6 Mbps) to (1 - 6 Mbps) in the new simulation model, which
represents a more realistic WiMAX capability. The simulation
model assumed the following network and traffic scenarios:

(i) Three wireless network technologies, namely, WLAN,
WiMAX and Cellular (supporting High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA), which supports data rate up to 7.2
Mbps).
(ii) One WLAN, one WiMAX and one Cellular to represent
a heterogeneous networking environment.
(iii) Three applications (VoIP, video streaming and file transfer to represent CBR, VBR and ABR traffics, respectively) - VoIP application with voice CODEC (G.711)
and a data rate of 64 kbps, video streaming application
in H.264 coding format with a bit rate of 0.8–1 Mbps
along with an encoded (ACC) audio signal at 96 kbps
and file transfer application with a bit rate of 1 Mbps.
The range of values for decision parameters in Tables I, II
and III were taken either from real-life tests or commonly used
standards [21]–[25].
The simulation results show that the ATD design gives
an improvement of 17.2% compared with the MHDS (MD1)
design in the case of VoIP traffic (CBR traffic), depicted in
Figure 2. However, the performance of tailored MHDS (MD2)
design is identical to that of ATD design. This is to be expected
as the two designs use identical FMFs and decision rules [1].
For the video streaming traffic (VBR traffic), depicted in
Figure 3, the performance of ATD design is 15.71% and
25.49% better than the MD1 and MD2 designs, respectively.
In the case of file transfer traffic (ABR traffic), the performance of ATD design is 4.09% and 13.04% better than the
MD1 and MD2 designs, respectively (in Figure 4).
The network selection performance of Simple Additive
Weighting (SAW) algorithm is also compared with the ATD
design and the results are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
The results show that the ATD design is 19.08%, 18.9% and
10.45% better than the SAW design for VoIP (in Figure 5),
video streaming (in Figure 6) and file transfer traffics (in
TABLE I
D ECISION PARAMETERS FOR CBR T RAFFIC
Network

DR
(Mbps)
WLAN
1-8
WiMAX 1 - 6
Cellular 1 - 5

LA
(ms)

JI
(ms)

PL
(%)

0-300

0-50

0-1.5

BA (hrs)
2.5 - 5
0.55x(2.5-5)
0.74x(2.5-5)

PR
(p/min)
1
2
3

TABLE II
D ECISION PARAMETERS FOR VBR T RAFFIC
Network

DR
(Mbps)
WLAN
1-8
WiMAX 1 - 6
Cellular 1 - 5

LA
(s)

JI
(ms)

0-7

PL
(%)
0-7

BA (hrs)
2.5 - 5
0.55x(2.5-5)
0.74x(2.5-5)

PR
(p/min)
1
2
3

TABLE III
D ECISION PARAMETERS FOR ABR T RAFFIC
Network

DR
(Mbps)
WLAN
1-8
WiMAX 1 - 6
Cellular 1 - 5

LA
(s)

JI
(ms)

PL
(%)
0-7
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BA (hrs)
2.5 - 5
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Figure 7), respectively.
As has been mentioned in Section II, minimization of the
algorithm execution time (τ ) is an important requirement for
handover decision systems. The value of τ required for MD1,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Trial Number

Figure 7.

Network Selection Performance - File Transfer

MD2, ATD and SAW designs was evaluted on a 2.13GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo with 4GB memory. The simulation results (in
Figure 8) show that the value of τ for MD1 and MD2 designs
is 1.87 second for all the three traffic types. In the case of
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Enhanced Adaptive Traffic Dependent
Fuzzy-based Handover Decision System (EATDHDS)

Algorithm Execution Time
Figure 9.

ATD design, the value of τ is 1.87 second, 0.56 second and
0.18 second for VoIP, video streaming and file transfer traffics,
respectively.
The results clearly show that the proposed ATD design
significantly reduces τ for video streaming (VBR) and file
transfer (ABR) traffics when compared with MD1 and MD2
designs. The reduction in τ is 70.05% and 90.37% for video
streaming and file transfer traffic, respectively. However, in
the case of VoIP, there is no improvement in the value of τ . It
is to be expected as the three HDS designs (MD1, MD2 and
ATD) employ the same number of decision rules.
Note that the τ of SAW design is lower than that of
ATD design since SAW algorithm uses a simple mathematical
function to calculate the score used for a decision making.
Although, the value of τ in the case of SAW design is
relatively low, the overall network selection performance of
the ATD design is superior to SAW design. Therefore, it is
more beneficial to use fuzzy-based algorithms for a handover
decision.
IV. E NHANCED ATD D ESIGN (EATD D ESIGN )
The ATD design has been extended to include two additional fuzzy engines. The aims of the EATD design are: a)
to improve overall network selection performance and b) to
further reduce τ . The network selection performance of ATD
and EATD designs and the corresponding τ are compared.
The general architecture of enhanced adaptive traffic dependent fuzzy-based HDS (EATDHDS) is shown in Figure
9. The two new fuzzy engines, namely AQ-CBR and AQVBR, convert individual values of QoS parameters into an
aggregated single value (AQ), i.e., AQCBR and AQVBR for
CBR and VBR traffics, respectively. In the case of ABR traffic
only one QoS parameter (packet loss) is relevant, thus no QoS
aggregation is neccessary.

Architecture of EATDHDS

engine is selected to perform a QoS aggregation process,
which generates the corresponding AQ value (AQCBR or
AQV BR ) as shown in Figure 10.
If VoIP (CBR) traffic is identified, three QoS parameters
(latency (LA), jitter (JI) and packet loss (PL)), associated with
the candidate wireless network, are directed to the AQ-CBR
engine. The corresponding input fuzzy sets are denoted by
f JI,
f and P
g
LA,
L. Each fuzzy set has three memberships (Low,
Medium, High). The total number of decision rules required
for this fuzzy engine is 27 (using equation 1 from [26]). Each
decision rule is then assigned a decision output, which is based
on expert knowledge. This process formulates an output fuzzy
g CBR .
set, AQ
For video streaming (VBR) traffic, only two QoS parameters
(i.e., latency (LA) and packet loss (PL)) are directed to the
AQ-VBR engine. The corresponding input fuzzy sets for the
f and P
g
VBR traffic are denoted by LA,
L. Following the above
principle, the total number of decision rules required for this
fuzzy engine is 9 (using equation 1 from [26]) and the output
g V BR .
fuzzy set is denoted by AQ
The crisp inputs (the values for each QoS parameter) are
fuzzified and provided to fuzzy inference system (FIS). The
g CBR and µAQ
g V BR , are given
aggregated fuzzified data, µAQ
by (equation 4 from [26]):

Engine Selector
(ES)

Latency, Jitter,
Packet Loss

Latency,
Packet Loss
AQ-CBR

AQ-VBR

AQCBR

AQVBR

A. AQ-CBR and AQ-VBR Engines
Each engine contains a specific set of FMFs and decision
rules to match the corresponding traffic. The Engine Selector
(ES) identifies the type of incoming traffic and the relevant

Figure 10.

QoS Aggregation Engines
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k

g CBR (y) =maxk [min[µLA
f (latency),
µAQ
k

k

f (jitter), µP
g
µJI
L (packetloss)]],

(1)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , 27
k

g V BR (y) =maxk [min[µLA
f (latency),
µAQ
k

g
µP
L (packetloss)]],

(2)

for k = 1, 2, . . . , 9
Finally, defuzzifier converts the aggregated fuzzified data
into crisp value. The values generated by AQ-CBR and AQVBR engines are AQCBR and AQV BR , respectively (as
shown in Figure 10). They are calculated using a centroid
method, which are given by (equation 5 from [26]):
R

g CBR (y).ydy
µAQ
AQCBR = R
g CBR (y)dy
µAQ

(3)

R

g V BR (y).ydy
µAQ
AQV BR = R
g V BR (y)dy
µAQ

(4)

The AQCBR and AQV BR are then fed into the relevant
decision engines (modified ATD-CBR or modified ATD-VBR)
togerther with input decision parameters as shown in Figure
9.
Triangular and trapezoidal functions are used for fuzzy
memberships in the design of input fuzzy sets for the AQCBR and AQ-VBR engines. The associated FMFs are shown
in Figures 11 and 12. A small portion of the decision rules
for the two AQ engines is shown in Tables IV and V.
TABLE IV
D ECISION RULES FOR AQ-CBR E NGINE

No.
1
2
3
4
5
:
27

Latency
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
:
High

Jitter
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
:
High

Packet Loss
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
:
High

Output
High
MediumHigh
Low
MediumHigh
Medium
:
Low

TABLE V
D ECISION RULES FOR AQ-VBR E NGINE

No.
1
2
3
:
9

Latency
Low
Low
Low
:
High

Jitter
Low
Low
Low
:
High

Packet Loss
Low
Medium
High
:
High

Output
High
MediumHigh
Low
:
Low

Figure 11.

FMFs for AQ-CBR Engine

B. Modified ATD-CBR, Modified ATD-VBR and ATD-ABR
Decision Engines
As the QoS parameters are aggregated in the EATD design,
fewer inputs are needed for the decision engines, i.e., data rate,
usage price, battery life and AQCBR for the ATD-CBR decision
engine and data rate, usage price, battery life and AQVBR for
the ATD-VBR decision engine (as shown in Figure 9). As a
result, the existing ATD-CBR and ATD-VBR decision engine
designs needed to be modified. The ATD-ABR decision engine
is identical to the ATD-ABR decision engine presented in the
ATD design [1]. Note that due to the QoS aggregation process,
the input parameters to the modified ATD-CBR and modified
ATD-VBR decision engines have been reduced, which in turn
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ATD-CBR, modified ATD-VBR and ATD-ABR decision engines, respectively) using the same principle as above (equation 3 and 4). The score (depending on the decision engine
used) is then used by the NRS to rank the wireless networks.
The wireless network with the highest score is selected for a
handover.
The associated FMFs for the modified ATD-CBR, modified
ATD-VBR and ATD-ABR decision engines are shown in
Figures 13, 14 and 15, respectively. A small portion of the
decision rules for the modified ATD-CBR and modified ATDVBR decision engines is shown in Table VI. Table VII shows a
small portion of the decision rules for the ATD-ABR decision
engine.
C. Simulation Results, Comparisons and Discussion

Figure 12.

FMFs for AQ-VBR Engine

have reduced the total number of decision rules.
Then, the aggregrated fuzzified data generated by the
modified ATD-CBR decision engine, µC̃(y), modified ATDVBR decision engine, µṼ (y), and ATD-ABR decision engine,
µÃ(y), are given by (equation 4 from [26]):

Based on the simulation procedure given in Section III, the
performance of EATD design was evaluated. The results are
compared with the ATD design in Figures 16 and 17 for VoIP
and video streaming traffics, respectively.
The results in Figure 16 show that the network selection
performance of the EATD design is 4.28% better than the
ATD design for VoIP traffic. In the case of video streaming
traffic (Figure 17), the improvement is 3.36%.
The algorithm execution time (τ ) of the ATD and EATD
designs is also compared (shown in Figure 18) for the two
traffic types (VoIP and video streaming). The results show
that τ of the EATD design is reduced to 0.25 second for VoIP
traffic. This gives a reduction of 86.6% when compared with
the ATD design. In the case of video streaming traffic, τ is
reduced to 0.21 second. A reduction of 62.5% is achieved.
The network selection performance is improved due to the
fact that fewer decision rules facilitate relatively more accurate
assignment of the corresponding decision outputs, which are
based on expert knowledge. The reduction in τ is due to QoS

k

g (datarate),
µC̃(y) =maxk [min[µDR
k

k

g (AQCBR ), µP
g
µAQ
R (price),
k

(5)

g (battery)]],
µBA
f ork = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 81
k

g (datarate),
µṼ (y) =maxk [min[µDR
k

k

g (AQV BR ), µP
g
µAQ
R (price),
k

(6)

g (battery)]],
µBA
f ork = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 81

k

k

No.
1
2
3
:
79
80
81

DR
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

AQ
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

PR
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

BA
Low
Medium
High
:
High
Medium
High

Output
Low
Low
Low
:
Medium
MediumHigh
High

TABLE VII
D ECISION RULES FOR T HE ATD-ABR D ECISION E NGINE

k

g (datarate),
µÃ(y) =maxk [min[µDR
k

g
g
µP
L (packetloss), µP
R (price),

TABLE VI
D ECISION RULES FOR T HE M ODIFIED ATD-CBR AND ATD-VBR
D ECISION E NGINES

(7)

g (battery)]],
µBA
f ork = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 81
where k is the total number of rules.
The defuzzifier converts the aggregated fuzzified data into
the score (i.e., Cvalue , Vvalue and Avalue for the modified

No.
1
2
3
:
79
80
81

DR
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

AQ
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

PR
Low
Low
Low
:
High
High
High

BA
Low
Medium
High
:
High
Medium
High
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Figure 13.
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FMFs for The Modified ATD-CBR Decision Engine
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AQVBR

Figure 14.

FMFs for The Modified ATD-VBR Decision Engine

D. Battery Consumption Analysis
aggregation process. The modified ATD-CBR and modified
ATD-VBR decision engines require just 81 decision rules
when compared with 729 and 243 decision rules required by
the ATD-CBR and ATD-VBR decision engines, respectively.

Our comparison of fuzzy-based algorithms with SAW algorithm reveals that the superiority of fuzzy-based algorithm
comes at a price, i.e., the algorithm execution time of even
the best (EATD) decision engine is higher than that required
by the SAW. This raises the issue of power consumption and
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Network Selection Performance - VoIP
HDS Designs
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Network Selection Performance - Video Streaming
HDS Designs
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FMFs for the ATD-ABR Decision Engine

the recharging frequency for the battery. In order to address
these issues we have made some projections based on the data
available to us.
Our simulations were carried out on MATLAB platform
using Intel processor of 65watts rating. The longest τ required

0.21

ATD (VoIP)

EATD (VoIP)

ATD (Video)

EATD (Video)

Figure 18.

Algorithm Execution Time

by the decision engine (worst case for the EATD design)
is 0.25 seconds (shown in Figure 18). Therefore, the power
consumption for the worst case = 65x0.25 = 16.25 wattseconds or 0.0045 watt-hours. Now the battery capacity of
a modern smart phone is around 5.5 watt-hour. Thus, a smart
phone can execute the above algorithm around 1222 times
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ARM Cortex (1.3W Rating)

Intel-based vs. ARM-based Processor

as shown in Figure 19 (this does not include the power
consumption of other components) before the battery needs
recharging.
If we now consider a processor that is actually used in
mobile devices (e.g., ARM Cortex A series of approximately
1.3 watts rating), the estimated power consumption reduces
to 0.00009 watt-hour. Assuming the same battery as above,
a smart phone can execute the algorithm for over 61,111
times (in Figure 19) before the need for recharging. Significant improvement in terms of battery consumption has been
observed here. Further improvements will come from the fact
that an actual mobile device is likely to use dedicated and
embedded software, or dedicated hardware (e.g., FPGA [27],
[28]) instead of MATLAB platform to run fuzzy algorithm.
This will further reduce τ and hence the power consumption.
E. Discussion
We have addressed the two main issues concerned with
the vertical handover decision mechanisms that are widely
proposed in the literature. In these mechanisms, a) a single
monolithic fuzzy decision engine is generally proposed, and
b) the decisions for network selection are made with no regard
to traffic type. The former concern restricts the number of
decision parameters that can be included in the decision process. This restriction arises due to the fact that as the number
of decision parameters increases, the number of decision rules
increases exponentially, resulting in computational complexity
and an unacceptably long algorithm execution time (τ ). However, for real-time applications it becomes very important to
include the QoS-related parameters in the decision process,
which inevitably increases the overall number of decision
parameters. The latter concern impairs the quality of network
selection. This limitation on the network selection performance
arises due to the fact that a single monolithic decision engine
cannot possibly perform equally well for all the different types
of traffics.

In order to deal with the above issues we have suggested
an adaptive traffic dependent handover decision system (ATDHDS). In our approach multiple decision engines, each
dedicated to a specific traffic type, have been proposed. This
is achieved by tailoring FMFs to match the QoS requirements
of each individual traffic type. As only those QoS parameters
that are relevant to a given traffic type are included in the
corresponding decision engines, the number of decision rules
required for video streaming and file transfer traffics has
been reduced, compared with a typical monolithic fuzzy-based
handover decision system (MHDS). In the case of VoIP, the
two HDS designs have the same number of decision rules. The
simulation results show that the ATD design gives a significant
improvement in terms of network selection performance and
a reduction in τ .
The ATD design has been further enhanced by introducing
additional fuzzy engines, which perform a QoS aggregation
process for the CBR and VBR traffics. The additional fuzzy
engines allow the total number of decision rules required
for the enhanced ATD design (EATD design) to be further
reduced, which leads to further reduction in τ . Furthermore,
fewer decision rules facilitate relatively more accurate assignment of the decision outputs of fuzzy decision engines. As a
result, the network selection performance has been enhanced
and the value of τ has been further reduced (for the CBR and
VBR traffics).
Finally, the battery life analysis has been carried out and it
has been shown that the power consumption of the proposed
fuzzy-based algorithm is unlikely to have a major impact on
the battery life in real-life implementations.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In our previous work, we introduced the idea of traffic
dependency and proposed an adaptive traffic dependent fuzzybased handover decision system (ATDHDS). In this paper, a
new simulation model, which includes a statistical averaging
procedure, has been used in order to produce more reliable
simulation results.
For evaluation and comparison purposes, three handover
decision system designs, namely MHDS design 1 (MD1),
MHDS design 2 (MD2) and ATD design, have been developed.
Assuming a heterogeneous networking environment and three
traffic types (CBR, VBR and ABR), simulation results have
been produced to compare the network selection performance
and the algorithm execution time of the three HDS designs.
In addition, the performance of SAW design has also been
compared with the ATD design.
In terms of the network selection performance, the simulation results show that the ATD design gives an improvement of
17.2%, 15.71% and 4.09% for VoIP, video streaming and file
transfer traffics, respectively when compared with MD1, and
19.08%, 18.9% and 10.45% for VoIP, video streaming and
file transfer traffics, respectively when compared with SAW
design.
In the case of VoIP the network selection performance of
ATD and MD2 is identical as the two designs use identical
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FMFs and decision rules. However, the ATD design is 25.49%
and 13.04% better than the MD2 design for video streaming
and file transfer traffics, respectively. This result clearly suggests that comparing with MD1, the performance of MD2 has
degraded for video streaming and file transfer traffics. The
reason for this degradation is that the FMFs and decision rules
used for the video steaming and file transfer traffics are in fact
tailored to match the VoIP traffic. In other words, the MD2
design is biased towards VoIP traffic, hence rendering this
design less attractive for the other two traffics. We conclude
that for optimum performance the FMFs and the decision rules
must be matched to each individual traffic type.
In terms of τ , the results show that the ATD design gives an
improvement of over 70% and 90% for video streaming and
file transfer traffics, respectively when compared with MD1
and MD2 designs. In the case of VoIP, τ has the same value
for all the three designs, since the three designs use the same
number of decision rules for VoIP traffic.
The ATD design has been further enhanced to include a QoS
aggregation process. The EATD design has been presented
and the performance compared. The simulation results show
that the network selection performance of EATD design is
4.28% and 3.36% better than that of the ATD design for VoIP
and video streaming traffics, respectively. At the same time
a reduction of 86.6% and 62.5% in the value of τ has been
achieved by the EATD design for VoIP and video streaming
traffics, respectively.
Future work will focus on further enhancement of intelligence of the decision mechanisms, especially when mobility
related parameters are considered (e.g., velocity, coverage area,
distance, direction of movement, etc.). It is envisaged that
the algorithm execution time will be even a greater challenge
when mobility related parameters are included in the decision
process. Thus, development of new algorithms that require
significantly reduced execution time will be part of our future
work.
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